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The Complete 12 Book Romantic Thriller Series Plus Bonus Novellas!Sparks fly as special ops
agent Dane Blaise and Scotland Yard detective Shana George team up to solve crimes on
Martha’s Vineyard! A must-read boxed set of riveting romantic suspense.Ex-special ops legend
Dane Blaise is a very paranoid beachcomber. He takes his violence with a cup of zen and a shot
of tequila. Until ex-Scotland Yard detective Shana George intrudes on his island.Now there's a
slip in his swagger and a sliver of hope wedged in his cynicism.The kind of vulnerability that
could get a man--or woman--killed.Is their partnership in Martha's Vineyard's only PI agency a
mistake?Maybe.Maybe not...If you love intense action and sizzling sensual tension mixed with
witty banter, this is your series.
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checked his rearview mirror. The damn perp was still on his tail. The French man had skills
considering he wasn’t from the island. Considering he was supposed to be a con man, not a
wheel man. It might be a disadvantage trying to lose a tail on an island the size of Martha’s
Vineyard, but Dane knew it like a native and had a few tricks in reserve for such
occasions.Stomping on the accelerator, Dane spun his rusty old Jeep around and sped back
into town, leaving behind the winding ocean road. It was a damn shame he found himself
tangled with another perp on another mission when he was supposed to be resting. Supposed
to be healing at his beach shack after spending months in the last hell-hole, barely escaping.
Leaving too many behind. He shut his mind down before he could think more. If he allowed those
thoughts to grab hold, he’d drive straight to the Lucky Parrot and settle in with a bottle of tequila.
Damn the governor and his favor.The last mission had been too nasty. He’d come home to the
Vineyard like he always did between missions, to rest his soul, not to mention a few body parts



that could use some healing.Heading for Vineyard Haven’s grocery store, he supposed he
wasn’t in between missions anymore. He pulled into the lot and parked front and center. As he
got out of the Jeep, he spotted Frenchie turning into the driveway and heading toward a parking
spot a few rows over. Dane walked unhurried to the glass doors of the store and pushed inside.If
he didn’t owe the governor more than he could ever repay, no way would he be playing hide and
seek with some French con in his own neighborhood grocery store. He trotted through the
aisles, skirting people and displays and pushed through the double doors near the deli counter
into the storage room.And there was especially no way in hell he’d be working with an unknown
partner if his so-called friend hadn’t insisted. Some young up-and-coming detective chick from
the Met. Dane didn’t know enough about this mission yet, but it had damn well better be worth all
the trouble. And the pain.In the storage room, if anyone had a problem with him being there they
didn’t say. No one stopped him. He’d mastered that quality of seeming to be in complete charge
no matter what the circumstance. People didn’t question him because he knew what he was
doing. Even when he was racing through a grocery store, the assumption was that he was
supposed to be running through the grocery store.On the back end of the storage room he found
the unmarked door and slipped outside. Jumping down the steps, he landed in the alley behind
the supermarket between two parked trucks. Ignoring his knee, he headed to the street and ran.
It was under two miles to State Police Headquarters in Vineyard Haven. He could get there in
under ten minutes. Never mind his left knee.Looking over his shoulder once before he turned the
corner, he checked the door where he’d exited the back of the grocery store. Still closed. No one
in sight. He stepped up his pace to full speed then and kept going.Passing by a white picket
fence lined with rose bushes he reached out and plucked one. A rose would not make up for him
behaving like an asshole to his unwanted partner Shana George.Because he was certainly
would act like an asshole. But he couldn’t forget his mother’s words when he saw the roses.
She’d told him something about the power of a rose once when he was not too young to
understand.There’s something about a rose that makes a woman smile inside like a young
girl.Thinking about his mother made him smile. So there was that. A good enough justification to
do almost anything.Chapter 2Shana sat across from the affable Captain Colin Lynch who looked
comfortable in his office behind his desk. And wondered how long they’d have to wait. It had
been a long trip. From Australia to London to Boston. And then to damn Martha’s Vineyard. All
within seventy-two hours.“I don’t suppose you have a bowl of spaghetti in your top drawer?” She
slung her right leg over her left knee and leaned back in her chair while the captain laughed.“Tell
me about Dane Blaise.” She needed to know who her partner really was beyond the sketchy bio
she’d been given. All she’d gotten from the bio was that he was seasoned. That made her
uneasy. The last thing she wanted was some bossy old man not giving her respect, worse, not
up to keeping up with her or whoever their opposition was.“What do you want to know?”Why
should I trust him?“The usual.”“More like the unusual. He’s a legend in the business. Except the
stories I heard are true.”“What stories? How do you know they’re true?”“I know they’re true
because the governor told me.”“So tell me.”He looked at his watch. She hoped she wasn’t too



sleepy to pay attention.He said, “Okay. This is my favorite. Dane was with a team and they were
in a situation in a foreign country—undisclosed location. They had chased down a guy in a car
with a high-value hostage who was unconscious at the time. They had reason to believe the
hostage needed medical attention. The team trapped the car between them on three sides and
a building on the fourth with nowhere to go.“But the target had a gun on the hostage. It was a
standoff. The team leader negotiated with the target while they tried to line up a sniper.
Unfortunately, the locals got involved and put the kibosh on the sniper. The standoff went on for
a while—some say close to an hour. Until Dane had had enough. He snuck out of the line, away
from his team and back around the perimeter behind the car. No one saw him. They were all
busy jawing and keeping an eye on each other. He went to the ground and crawled under the car
—still no one noticed. They shouted and negotiated until they told the perp they’d cooperate and
the local police ordered everyone to drop their weapons.“That’s when Dane popped up from
under the car and stood right in front of the target at the driver door. He grabbed the perp by the
neck and yanked him and his weapon through the car window and out of the vehicle.” The
captain paused and shook his head, staring at some mental picture of the scene in
amazement.Shana wished she hadn’t shuddered. Gooseflesh popped as the story took hold of
her imagination. Captain Lynch turned back to her and she closed her mouth, holding her breath
in anticipation of the rest of the story. She tried her best mental messaging to urge him on, tried
not to seem as captivated as she was.“Then Dane punched the perp once in the face. Popped
his nose wide open. I heard it was gushing blood. The guy went down in a heap to the ground.
By then Dane’s team stormed the vehicle. He was lucky no one shot him. Then—this is the
legendary part—his team leader yelled at him, ‘What the hell were you doing? You could have
got killed. That bleeping crazy move was never in any protocol.’ And Dane said, ‘It’s lunchtime—
you were taking too damn long. I’d have starved by the time you all wrapped this up.’”She
listened and strained to keep her eyes from widening, to keep a modicum of the cool disdain
she’d been working on. But the telltale quickening in her chest was all about excitement. Captain
Lynch must have heard it or seen it or sensed it. She licked her lips, stalling for a beat, then said
in her best scoffing voice, “That story has to have been embellished.”Captain Lynch shook his
head and gave her a sympathetic you-don’t-fool-me look.“That’s what I thought. The first time I
heard it. But since then I heard it from the gov and two others from the special ops team who all
saw it go down the same way—especially the wise-ass comment at the end. So now I tend to
believe every last word of it is true. That man is one tough son of a bitch.”“Who was the team
leader?” She had a suspicion.“The gen—governor. We used to refer to him as the general, but
only in the field and only amongst ourselves. The name stuck. All of us from his team still use it
whenever he calls on us.”“You served with him too? Did Governor Douglas recruit everyone on
this assignment from his special ops team?”“Yep. We’re all the governor’s men. Except you. In a
way though—”“Don’t worry about me. I’ll be happy to get back to London and the Yard.”“We’ll
see. Maybe the beachcomber will change your mind.”“Beachcomber?”“Dane Blaise.”“He’s not
going to change my mind. Why would he even bother?” She tried to go for rhetorical, but she



hadn’t been fooling nice Captain Lynch and in spite of his niceness, she had to give him some of
her stingily held respect.“Trust me. You have his respect.”“I don’t trust you either.” She snapped.
She couldn’t afford blind trust and studied him as she considered this. She could handle him.
But Dane Blaise?The captain’s cell phone sounded and he jumped to answer it.“Captain Lynch
here.”She watched his face go serious. He had to be telling the truth about Dane, but so far she
didn’t get why this mission would warrant a superhero and having her shipped from London to
handle it. Why couldn’t Captain Lynch and his troopers handle it? Her superiors at the Met
wouldn’t have sent her here to waste her time. She had no doubt. None at all. But there was no
shaking her unease and the sense that she was being set up somehow.He finished listening,
said a curt good-bye and hung up. She waited for him to tell her about it. There was something
big about this she didn’t know yet. He leaned forward with his elbows on his clutter-free desk
and looked at her, his brow furrowed.“That was Dane. He’s had trouble losing the con so he’s on
foot and coming in the back door.”“Okay.”Two minutes later, the door to the office opened. A man
who she presumed to be Dane Blaise walked in and pulled up the empty chair next to her. She
smelled the strong scent of tropical sun lotion. Shana had a sudden wistful longing for home and
the beach in Sydney. Feeling on edge, like the room had gotten too crowded and there wasn’t
enough air, she kept her professional demeanor and gave Dane a polite smile and a nod.He
nodded back without smiling. Instead he held out his hand to her and gave her a small pink
rose.“A beach rose. They grow wild near here. Welcome to Martha’s Vineyard.”Confusion
mingled with a small bubble of pleasure which she immediately tamped down.From his pocket,
he pulled out a key. Taking her empty hand in his, he turned it over and dropped the key in her
palm“That’s the key to the Whittier house where you’ll be staying.”Before she could respond,
because her mouth was too damn dry and her chest too tight with tension while he still held her
hand. Feeling like she’d been holding her breath, as if he’d sucked up all the air in the room and
somehow had a stranglehold on all the energy, as if he controlled it, Dane dropped her hand and
turned away.A thank you stuck in her throat where her pulse pounded in pent-up excitement.
She had no idea what to make of the rose gesture, of him. On the heels of hearing his legend
and after convincing herself he was an old curmudgeon. The last thing she’d expected was the
raw sensual pull and energy he exuded, like he had his own force field, like a sun with planets.As
she stared at his streaky sun-bleached hair, windblown and longish, her will cemented. There
was no way in hell she would be caught in his orbit. He was all sin.If the Marlboro Man was a
beachcomber instead of a cowboy, this guy could be the model. Then again, maybe she could
picture him in a cowboy hat on a horse. But he was a good ten years past her age limit for
eligible men, unprofessional thought or not. Either way, the moment passed and her temptation
to flirt went by as she gathered her wits.“Peter call yet?” Dane asked Cap.“No. I’ll call him now.”
Captain Lynch picked up the phone and scanned his computer screen for the number until Dane
rattled it off for him, then turned his attention to Shana. She braced herself and felt a flutter of
adrenalin. The strong sense that she needed to defend herself from him gripped her. Knowing
he was a tough guy didn’t diminish the charisma and she wished she wasn’t so damned



impressed with him. Nerves made her double down on her defenses. How would she ever trust
him as her partner?“I had to lose the tail—not easy to do on the island.”“How’d you do it?”
Captain Lynch asked with the phone still on his ear.“I parked my car at the grocery store, left by
the back door and jogged here. I have the advantage of knowing the island like my own balls.”
He winked at her. “What’s your story?” He waited. Not even blinking.She refused to flinch. She
would not respond to his baiting. She would tough him out. She’d done it before with crasser
men than him back in Sydney.“I’m a beach bunny who knows how to shoot straight. What’s your
story?”“You leave the shootin’ to me, bunny.”“You forgot to tell me your story.” Besides that you’re
an insufferable…“No story. I’ve been around the block. If the world could be called a block. Shot
and caught my share of bad guys. I owe the governor, so here I am.”The captain cleared his
throat.“I’m putting the governor on speaker phone—you ready?”She nodded, struggling to keep
her cool. She was in the deep end of the pool with no life jacket. And a cement block named
Dane Blaise chained to her ankles. Her new partner was an asshole in the skin of a lady
killer.“Governor Peter John Douglas here. Sorry we don’t have a screen for our conference
call.”“Then I’d have to see your big head. Bad enough I have to take orders from you again,”
Dane said.“How the hell are you, Demon?” The governor laughed.“Did he just call you Demon?”
Shana said.“That’s Dane the Demon. You’ll find out you couldn’t have a better man covering your
back, Detective George.”“Listen to the general. He should know,” Dane said.“Did you just call
him general?”“We go way back.” Dane drawled. She got the message. She wasn’t part of the
boys’ club. Too bad for them.“Down to business, your mission is to find the missing young lady,
Susan Whittier, and to track down the person or persons who kidnapped her, including whoever
is working behind the scenes. I hope to God she’s alive. According to the FBI this isn’t a
kidnapping. Not yet, anyway. There’s been no ransom and the most likely suspect—our Fench
con man--is hanging around the island, so nothing is as we’d expect. The last thing Susan did
before disappearing was sign up for the American Invitational Surfing Competition. Something
more than the usual is going on with this competition. It’s more than coincidence that Interpol
alerted us about the French con man on the island. You made contact?”“At the airport,” Dane
said. “He followed me after he spotted me scoping out detective George. It went well.”“Until I
showed up in the cruiser,” Cap said, “and almost blew Shana’s cover—”“We’re okay.,” Dane said.
“We’ll know soon enough. I’ll do some fake surveillance tonight to reinforce my role as a con
staking out his mark,” Dane said.“Fake surveillance?” Shana said.Dane turned to her. “All you
have is parrot questions. You sure you’re up to this assignment?”“She’ll be fine.” The governor
interrupted. “Shana is perfect for this assignment. I’ve been told she’s cool under pressure and
fits the part. And she’s a champion surfer from Australia. What do you think, Captain Lynch?”“I
agree. She’s definitely cool.”“Shana, you’ll sign up for the competition and see what you can find
out from inside. Dane says there’s something not right about it.”“I’m in as a judge,” Dane said. “I
have the forms. I’ll need to file them at the Competition’s offices.”“Detective Chauncey Miller will
be arriving tomorrow to work with you. He’ll pose as Shana’s gay friend and stay at the Whittier
house with her. You’ll all work together. Dane, Shana, you can rely on Chauncey.”“I know. Got the



word on him. Any other leads?”“How about some background? I didn’t get a full briefing yet,”
Shana said. “How do we know this man at the airport is our guy?”There was a brief pause where
Captain Lynch raised his brows at her, Dane smirked and the governor cleared his throat.“Very
well, Detective George.” Governor Douglas said, “I’ll catch you up. Susan Whittier’s parents are
friends of mine. They happen to be very wealthy and Susan is an heiress and so it’s not a leap
for them to worry about kidnapping. They called when they couldn’t reach their daughter, and
when they checked their Vineyard beach house, everywhere else they could think of and with all
her friends, decided she was missing.“I had Captain Lynch do an under-the-radar investigation.
Other than routine contact with her usual friends and typical activities on the island—which
ceased as of last Sunday—the police have found nothing. I also asked the Whittiers to check
their daughter’s bank account and asked them about their last contact with her. She was an
attentive daughter and they had a loving, respectful relationship. When she last called them, she
mentioned meeting a charming French man and that she’d planned to enter the surfing
competition. They also found that she’d withdrawn ten thousand-dollars in cash from her bank
account around the same time.Shana listened, concern for the young woman heightened as her
own role became clear.“Checked all the hospitals and usual ways off the island and turned up
nothing—but that doesn’t mean she didn’t leave. There are plenty of private planes and boats
she could have left on, but no one knows about any plans and no one saw her leave. After
hearing about the French man and the ten-thousand dollars, I had Interpol do some checking
about known cons that may be in the area.”Dane said. “Turns out Frenchie is a known con—or
likely is. There’s a record of him arriving in Boston a month ago and we tracked him to Martha’s
Vineyard. Captain Lynch found him parading around using the name Jean Luc Ruse.”“What
does Frenchie have to do with the American Invitational Surfing Competition?” Shana
asked.“Unclear, except Susan was seen with him and she entered the competition, according to
friends and her parents,” Dane said. “So it’s unlikely she would leave the island voluntarily.” Dane
looked her over in a not strictly business manner, not so obvious as to be rude, but it madder
feel… something. Not discomfort, not exactly a zing. A disturbance.He said, “I know something
about surfing competitions. I looked into this one. No affiliations. All novices as far as I can tell.
Feels snakey.” Dane’s stare remained even. She remained disturbed.“Dane will go undercover
as a judge,” the governor said. “You work undercover as a contestant, Shana. You’ll also pose as
a potential mark—another wealthy young heiress—for Jean Luc. Dane is also playing the role of
a con with an interest in you to flush him out. How is that working so far?”“Jean Luc is already
sniffing around and I already let him know Shana’s my turf. She’s made a big impression in less
than”—Dane lifted his wrist to look at his watch—“two hours.”Shana’s gut fluttered at the
compliment. The man confused her. She wanted to dislike him—did dislike him. And distrusted
him. But she could not figure him at all. Was he an arrogant jerk or a kind gentleman? She’d play
it safe and not give him the benefit of the doubt. Too much was at stake—possibly Susan
Whittier’s life.The governor spoke again. “We’ll be working the case following the money trail
from Boston and will keep you posted. Call in daily with updates. Over and out.”The phone



buzzed until Captain Lynch punched it off.“So is there an old boys’ club manual I’m missing here
or what?” Shana lifted her chin and leaned back further in her chair.Dane flicked a glance at her
legs where her dress rode up, but she kept her cool. He didn’t bother responding.“Don’t worry,
Shana,” Captain Lynch said, “These guys are very, very good at—”“I’m not worried. But I don’t
think we’re going to need the old soldier skill set for this one—”“I agree. You act the beach bunny.
I play up to you. You show interest. Shouldn’t be too hard. We get Frenchie interested.” Dane
eyed her.“What’s his real name?”“Could be anything. He has a few aliases.” Dane seemed to
give her a straight answer for a change.“He’s staying at a place on the outskirts of Vineyard
Haven known as the Sand Castle,” Cap said.She pushed herself forward in her chair and
stood.“I think it’s time I went home. I’m starved and I’m beat and I’m pretty sure I’ll have the night
free to rest up without worrying about Jean Luc.”“Wrong.” Dane stood and picked up a folder
from the captain’s desk and shoved it at her. “This is your background. Study it. Including the
covers and backgrounds for Chauncey—your friend. Don’t want Mr. Ruse catching you in lies
and suspecting a setup.”He turned for the door.“What are you going to do?” Captain Lynch
stood.“I’m going home for a nap before doing my surveillance of Shana the beach bunny. I’ll
check out the neighbors while I’m at it. Then after I get Jean Luc Ruse’s attention—because I
know he’ll be there too—I’ll check out his place. Text me the address.”“I can have my men
—”“Keep your men away from him. Last thing we need is Jean Luc sniffing state cops on
him.”Shana agreed, but she didn’t say so. Dane opened the door and stepped aside to let her
through.She didn’t show her surprise. She didn’t say thank you. She barely nodded.They
stepped into the hall and he followed her close enough for her to smell his tropical scent and feel
his heat. Or maybe that was her heating up all on her own. He didn’t tower over her, but she was
surprised to feel his height intimidating. They got to the glass front door and she determined to
open it for herself. They pushed through at the same time into the still blazing sunlight at 6:00
p.m. He laughed at her.“Don’t try so hard, girlie. I’m not going to bite you. You do what you need
to do and we’ll be fine.”“I’m not—”“Save it. And pack that chip on your shoulder away
somewhere. No place here for attitude. You need to be charming and you need to be convincing.
So far, I’m thinking you’ll need to give an Oscar-level performance to turn it around.”“I could say
the same about you. But then you’d tell me I should know better how good you are. In fact I
believe you’re quite seasoned with experience.”“Guess we’ll have to rely on you making up in
spunk what you lack in girlie charm.”“And stop calling me girlie. Don’t use that word again.” She
felt herself heating up with frustrated anger and strode off to the car where a police officer waited
to chauffeur her. At least this car was unmarked and less obvious than the usual Ford sedan.
She clutched her fat folder of intel and hoped she’d stay awake long enough to read it.“Don’t
forget to study, bunny.”She darted a look back at Dane to see the smirk before he disappeared
down a dirt path.The ride to the house should have been impressive and gorgeous and given
her something to appreciate, but all she could think was what had she gotten herself into with
that Demon man. She would have to play flirty with him—maybe let him kiss her. The thought
kicked up the pace of her pulse and sent a flutter through her and she felt horror on the heels of



the heat. He was all male and he was attractive; she’d have to give him that. She would
concentrate on that and forget the fact that he was an insufferable pig. And old. In both body and
soul, but mostly his soul.She hated seeing the man’s old soul. It made the otherwise tough-as-a-
junkyard-dog man seem vulnerable. It softened her and she could not afford to soften where he
was concerned. That was her survival instinct talking.Dane stole down the path until he reached
the supermarket where he’d left his car, his mind spinning, but not enough for him to forget to be
careful and check the area before approaching the nearby supermarket. He walked in the same
back door where he’d exited, having made sure it was unlocked, and strolled through the
storeroom without breaking stride and without making eye contact with anyone. That didn’t mean
he didn’t see them. None of the three grocery workers in the back room bothered to pay
attention to him.Emerging through the swinging double doors into the deli department, he
plastered on his local-tourist persona and stood in line to buy something. He’d figure out what
when Jim the deli man asked. Dane took a deep breath and thought about his new partner. This
wasn’t good. It wouldn’t work. He could feel his blood pressure rise in the form of heat and an
increase in his pulse rate. It wasn’t too late to call Peter and tell him it was a no-go. The governor
could get someone else. Sam could do it. Anyone. Shana George was poison to him. She was
the exact kind of woman he avoided—had been avoiding for years. Since Elena.Zipping up that
line of thought and any inevitable comparisons, he took his turn at the counter.“A pound of
baloney, please.”“A whole pound just for you, Mr. Jones? You having company?” The deli man
winked at him.“No, just me. Can never have too much baloney, Jim.”Jim laughed, and that made
Dane smile and he let out a breath. Baloney.Was he really trying to feed himself baloney? There
was no way in hell he could call the governor, the man who saved his life—the man who’d
introduced him to Elena—and tell him no. He was stuck in this beach bunny mission up to his
sweating balls. He’d have to handle it.Heat rose again, this time in all the wrong places, as he
ran through what “handling it” meant. It meant handling Shana—literally. He’d need to flirt with
her, kiss her, maybe more. The spike of testosterone made him curse as he took the baloney.
“Shit.” He hadn’t meant to say it out loud.“Problem, Mr. Jones?”“Yeah, Jim, you could say
that.”“What is it? The baloney too thick?” The man was sincere. Dane guffawed on the
inside.“Nah. Woman problems, Jim. There’s no help for it.”Jim laughed good and loud at that one
and Dane sighed as he walked away, knowing it was time to jump in with both feet. He wasn’t
about to let Shana George get him off his game, was he? He would handle her. Even if she was
a dead ringer for Elena in all the ways that counted—goddamn gorgeous, plenty of edge and
attitude. And tough. Made his heart palpitate just thinking about her.Chapter 3Dane drove to his
beach shack on Harbor Lane. It was the one place on the planet that he thought of as home.
When he turned off Owen Park Way, a quick glance in his rearview told him he hadn’t been
followed. It also told him that his mouth was turned down as if he wanted to punch someone.
Now would be a good time to call Peter.With one hand on the wheel, Dane pulled the phone
from his pocket and hit the governor’s number as he pulled into the crushed seashell-and-gravel
drive that fit exactly one car.“That was quick,” the governor said. “Does this mean you’ve already



wrapped up the case?”Dane could picture the grin on his friend’s face.“This ‘case’ doesn’t
appear to be a good match for my skill set.”“Is that some kind of P.C. language that’s supposed
to mean you think it’s a shit case and beneath you?” Peter laughed at him.“Glad someone is
amused by all this. How about if you have Chauncey Miller take over working the case when he
gets here? Maybe with a different angle.”“Look, I know you just got back from some ungodly
place that no one is supposed to know about—not even me—and I don’t need to hear the
details to know it was a bad mission. Maybe you could use some rest. But I’m thinking maybe
you need a different kind of mission instead. Something that doesn’t require you to sleep in mud
or kill your own food. You’re not likely going to get yourself killed on this one.”“Doesn’t matter
about the danger to me if we end up with dead bodies in the end.” Dane paused and added
quietly, “It’s not my bones I’m worried about.” It was his soul that needed a break. A break from
seeing the hurt and suffering.That admission cost him. Didn’t like to think of himself as soul-
weary, less than tough, less than impervious to the nightmarish horrors he’d witnessed in the
worst hellholes of the world. There wasn’t another living soul he’d have confessed it to. He could
never tell his mother, no matter how close they were and no matter how much he loved and
owed her. It would cause her too much grief to know. Once upon a time he’d have told Elena and
she’d have soothed his soul with her special brand of balm—with lovemaking that was part
physical and part soul-wrenching.Peter quieted on the other end of the line and Dane checked
his phone to make sure they were still connected. It was good and secure. Finally, Peter spoke.“I
didn’t realize. I hadn’t considered that. I’ll see if Chauncey can handle the role—he just got back
from his honeymoon and I promised him light duty but—”“No. Don’t.” Last thing Dane needed
was to cause a new bride grief. “I’ll have myself a shot of tequila and buck up. You’re probably
right. It’ll feel good to work in something other than fatigues.” He looked around his shambles of a
kitchen-dining room combo and hoped he’d still be resting here when this was all over. But
before the thought finished floating through his mind, he knew better. The place he called home
would no longer be an escape. It would be tainted by the mission, however lightweight it might
prove to be.“Are you sure?”“Yes.” No need to go into it. Wouldn’t help. Peter knew damn well
what changed his mind. His friend also knew he’d be good for his word and would jump all in for
all he was worth.“I know I can count on you, Dane, and I owe you everything. I’ll make sure
Chauncey knows—”“No. I’d rather you didn’t do that.”“Anything else?”“I’m skeptical about the con
and about the Aussie woman.” Dane didn’t like her name. Shana. It was too girly and immature.
Too much like Elena. Maybe it fit her. Maybe not.“She’s all we’ve got. She can surf and I’m told
she’s tough as nails.” Peter paused a beat. “And I’m told she’s a real looker. Perfect for the role—
an irresistible mark for this con. You can make up for her inexperience.”“That a P.C. comment
meaning you think I’m an old S.O.B.?”“I’m counting on your ability to handle any situation—not in
spite of your age, but because of it.” Peter sounded dead serious.Dane matched his tone and
said, “Tell me the real reason you’re in this.”“Two reasons. The daughter of a good friend has
gone missing, which you know. And…” He paused a telling beat. Shit.“We have reason to believe
some Brazilians with very nasty reputations may be involved.”“Brazilian cartel? Damn important



detail to leave out of the briefing.”“So far that part is sketchy. You need to verify it on your end.
With an open mind so we don’t miss anything. Think you can do that now that I’ve tainted your
mindset?” Peter’s voice went back to smiling. Dane found he preferred it that way. Hi old special
ops team leader had always been upbeat and Dane now realized how much he’d needed that—
craved it, if he were honest.“My mind is a very talented and well-behaved machine,” he said, “like
the rest of me. I’m all in. We’ll get your friend’s daughter back.” One way or another.Peter grunted
on the other end of the line because he’d heard the words Dane had not spoken. They ended
the call.After sunset, Dane sat in his parked car not far from the Whittier house where Shana
was staying. From his slouched position, he raised the night vision binoculars to his eyes. No
need to be too obvious. The Frenchman wouldn’t respect him if he had no tradecraft.There she
was. In the bedroom. In full view of the window. Blinds up and curtains billowing around her
silhouette in the soft light. Unpacking her bag. He hoped to God she closed the blinds before
undressing for bed. His hard-on couldn’t stand to get any harder. This whole thing called for a
trick he hadn’t had to use since he was a horny young man—pre-Elena. He picked up the giant
cup of icy Pepsi and scooped out a few cubes and dropped them on his crotch. Clenching his
teeth for a moment, he let out a breath and knew it worked.Goddamn. He hated that woman. If
he stood in front of Elena right now, if Elena was there with him… then he remembered he
shouldn’t go there.Dane resumed his watch. Shana left the room, still fully clothed. Scanning the
area, he swung the binocs to where Frenchie, his fellow Peeping Tom, sat, sans car, in some
bushes. Apparently, he wasn’t worried about dogs. Apparently because he’d done his homework
and knew there weren’t any.Dane sparked up his two-way, which was technically a three-way
tonight, and talked.“Frogman is in position in the bushes. How about if number one takes a walk
to scare him out of there and we can call it a night.”“So soon?” Shana drawled.Dane’s teeth felt
like screaming.“He knows I’m here watching you. Our point has been made.”“You got a hot date,
Mr. Dane the Demon?” She laughed.Captain Lynch came on with a fuzzy burst and a loud
breath as if he were talking too close—apparently still figuring out how to use his equipment. He
said, “Copy Number 2. Rendezvous in the morning as planned. Afternoon trip to the airport to
meet the friend. I think we should meet again at—”“Got it, Cap. Over.” No need to go over that
shit on the air tonight. Dane turned the telecom off and started the car. Without lights, he backed
it up the narrow residential street until he got to the main road and then took off. He moved
slowly in case Frenchie or his cohorts wanted to follow him. After a quarter mile, he had
company in the form of a flashy convertible. One of Frenchie’s accomplices.It was a beautiful
night for a drive and he had time to kill. He was the furthest a man could be from sleepy.Chapter
4“Captain—you there?” Shana knew it was Dane who had disconnected. She smirked at no one
in particular since she was all by herself—sort of. At the same time, she felt Dane’s
disconnection end the fun for the night. Deflated, all the miles of travel caught up at once and
she gave a loud yawn.“I’m here. Sounds like you need shut-eye.”“Yeah. Over—”“Not so fast.
Dane was right about one thing—you will need to study up—”“Will do. In the AM. I’m a morning
person, Cap. Anything else? You’re starting to sound like my handler.”“That’s because I am.”“You



handling Dane too?”“Except when he’s handling me.”If she weren’t so tired she’d have laughed.
As it was, she smiled.“Don’t you have a family, Cap?” The question seemed logical until after she
heard herself. Out loud it sounded like pathetic fishing for personal information about a wife and
kids by a woman on the prowl. Which she was most definitely not. Especially not with good old
Captain Nice. Although she couldn’t say why after her subconscious asked her the inevitable
question.“No family. No life. I live the job,” Cap said with a smile in his voice. Then he added, “Just
like you.”“Touché. We’ll talk in the AM. Nightie-night then.”“Sleep well. Pull the blinds, lock the
doors and turn on the alarms as if you’re a rich heiress.”“Or as if I’m being watched,” she added
and clicked the button off. She hadn’t meant to flirt with the man. He was getting to her. But she’d
be making an extra effort to resist him from now on. That was for certain.* * *Shana locked the
door behind her as she rushed down the walk to the waiting cab. The ride to the small town was
short and if she wasn’t in character she’d have thrown on her sneakers and walked or even
jogged. As it was, she would be buying more of the same expensive stylish clothes at the local
boutique—per Dane’s instructions via the two-way earlier. She wasn’t sure if she should be
taking notes on tradecraft or scoffing. She ditched the two-way, turning it off and stuffing it in her
bag.Within ten minutes, the cab pulled to the curb in front of the designated boutique. She gave
the driver a twenty-dollar bill, not exactly sure if she was over-tipping but hoping she had, and
got out. Adopting her haughtiest pose, she marched toward the store, knowing that her first
purchase needed to be a bigger, better bag. Her small sporty knockoff would not pass
examination by a professional looking for a real-deal rich girl.Even though she expected Dane to
be at the boutique, she pulled up when she saw him leaning against his car about thirty feet
down the street. If he looked casual yet vaguely cosmopolitan yesterday, Dane looked like a
million bucks today. Back home in Sidney, she might have let out a wolf whistle.* * *Dane flipped
his phone from his pocket and punched her cell number. The instant she answered and before
she finished the first syllable of hello, he said, “Turn on your two-way.” Then he punched off the
call and tossed the phone into the car and onto the passenger seat.Two beats later, his two-way
crackled to life and he heard, “What the hell, Dane. I hardly got a chance to get out of the
cab.”“That was your first mistake of the day.”“Go—”“Now, now, girlie—don’t spoil the beach
bunny vibe.”“You mean haughty heiress, don’t you?”“Can’t be too haughty. Need to look
interested in men.” He paused and couldn’t resist overriding his professionalism—this one last
time, he promised himself—and added, “You are interested in men, aren’t you?”Dead silence.
She’d turned the damn thing off, upping his ante in the lack of professionalism department.He
allowed himself a small smile before reining himself in. Maybe he needed his vacation more
badly than he thought. He wondered how wise it was of him not to quit the assignment. A fine
sharp pain stretched between his shoulder blades as if he were whipping himself into
compliance. He glanced down the street at her then past her.It was too late to quit. It was too late
for everything. An unfamiliar car with familiar plates pulled into traffic behind him. The game was
on.* * *She stepped inside Citrine Boutique with his words still burning her ears but managed to
shed the acid, keeping only the key direction “not so haughty” in mind. After all, she wanted



information about her long-lost friend Susan Whittier and they knew she shopped
here.“Welcome, miss. I’m Emma. Please let me know if I can assist you.” The woman
approached her with a smile and her hand outstretched. Shana took it and figured it wouldn’t be
too hard to be friendly to Emma.“Oh, please do. I can always use professional shopping
assistance.”“Wonderful. Size six?”Shana would normally be surprised that the woman guessed
correctly, but she maintained her air of privileged cool like an invisible net over her real self. The
character she played would be used to such service at such shops. Most people thought her
larger. It was her broad shoulders and oversized breasts that usually threw them off.“My friend,
maybe you know her—Susan Whittier—recommended your shop highly. I can’t wait to get
together with her. I just got in yesterday.” Shana stopped to admire a scarf, watching the woman
from the corner of her eye.“Oh. I don’t know. I heard—I’m not sure if she’s still on the island.”“Why
would you say that? She told me she’d be here. We have plans for such fun.” Shana gave the
woman all her attention now and willed her to say something.“I don’t know. She wasn’t at home
two days ago when we went to deliver a dress she had altered. And it was strange because she
didn’t answer calls either. I just assumed she left the island. But…” The woman looked around as
if for a clue from a nearby mannequin.“But what? It doesn’t sound like her to take off without
notice, unless…”“Well, there was a gentleman. I thought at first she’d gone off with him.
But…”Shana gave a sly smile and said, “That does sound like her, but … what?”“But I saw him
yesterday at the Main Street Grill. I said hello to him and he very charmingly remembered my
name although we met only once. I asked him about Ms. Whittier and he said he hadn’t seen her
in days and to give his regards when I saw her. So… I’m sorry. I don’t know where she is.”“What
was the man’s name? Was he French?”“Why, yes. Mr. Ruse. Did she tell you about him?”“She
mentioned him only in passing. Very strange.” Shana checked her watch and determined to
change the mood with a bright smile. She didn’t want to arouse speculation about the missing
heiress. They needed to keep the investigation under the radar if they thought to find her alive
and bring in the perpetrators. “I’m sure I’ll catch up with her. In the meantime, show me what you
have. I packed light this trip.”Determined to buy up a storm before her partner caught up with her,
she followed the woman, who circled around the sumptuous boutique picking one stunning
piece off the racks after another.“And you will need at least one special night-out dress, I think?”
The woman hesitated over a small rack of swirling slinky dresses.Shana nodded again. The
woman picked a shimmering turquoise dress that looked too small for a ten-year-old—and was
missing a back. But the color.“The color suits you.”“What there is of it,” she muttered as they
headed for the dressing room.After trying on the beachy and flirty dresses and the strolling-
around-town outfits, and building up an impressive buy pile, she skipped to the turquoise
temptation. Slipping it on, she tugged at the hem but it wouldn’t go any lower than four inches
below her crotch. She pushed the dressing room door open and stepped out into the small area
outside the rooms to ask for Emma’s opinion.Dane stood there next to Emma, arms folded.
Emma glowed.Shana’s eyes locked on Dane’s and in spite of her first instinct to hide under the
nearest sofa, she remained rooted. Pulling back her shoulders to emphasize her already erect



posture, she struck a seductive pose, feeling like she may as well be sticking her tongue out at
him.“Well, don’t just stare. What do you think?” She left off the “big boy” she said inside her head.
He looked out of his usual character in his formfitting silk knit shirt with his tanned muscles
bulging under the short sleeves. His dark pants fit snugly across his hips and upper thighs. The
clothes looked more expensive than the store-full she had just tried on, combined. She was
impressed, but then she noticed the watch on his wrist—a Breitling—and almost gasped. Where
did this guy come from? Who was he really?Then he spoke to her in a cool, dark voice, a new
one she hadn’t heard before.“If you buy that dress—Miss?”“Shana. Call me Shana.”“I promise to
take you to a place that deserves you and your stunning dress.”“Tempting. But I don’t even know
your name.”“Dane.”“Dane. What’s a man like you doing in a boutique like this?”“Oh, Mr. Dane
shops here all the time,” Emma said, like they were best buds.That stopped Shana from her
planned pithy response.“I came in to buy a gift,” he said in that low, rumbling, confident drawl he
had put on for her—or for their act. They were only playing roles.She saw the teasing glint in lieu
of a smirk.“A gift? Lucky lady.”“Yes, my sister is a lucky lady. She just had a baby and deserves
something special for the occasion.”Too perfect. Captain Nice had to be feeding him these
lines.“Mr. Dane has several sisters and he treats them very well,” Emma put in.While she thought
I’ll bet she said out loud, “Lucky sisters.”She distinctly remembered the small factoid from the
brief background she’d been given that he had no siblings.“You didn’t answer my invitation.”“I
don’t know you well enough, Mr. Dane. My daddy warned me about strange men like you.” It was
cliché, but apt. If he thought it strange that they were putting on this performance for an audience
of one boutique clerk, he didn’t let on and he didn’t slip from his role.“Then accompany me for
coffee at Cafe Moxie a couple of doors down and we’ll get to know each other.” He held out a
hand.Shana glanced at Emma as if to implore her advice and the woman obligingly nodded her
head with a reassuring smile.“I’ll make my purchase while you finish in the dressing room,” he
said as if it were decided. She wished she could turn him down flat as if this were a real come-
on. He needed to be brought down a peg.And she needed to get a grip. She sauntered back to
the dressing room in character while she wondered what happened to the cool calm
professional she’d been back in Sidney. That woman had been lost somewhere between London
and Vineyard Haven. Too much, too quick, on too little sleep. She changed into cream-colored
woven silk pants with a matching low scoop neck top—one of her purchases—and took the rest
of her purchases with her.She needed to get the real Shana back—fast. A good strong cup of
coffee would help. Wishing the coffee might come with a shot of whiskey, she walked back
toward the front of the shop as if she were walking the plank.* * *Dane waited only two minutes,
tops, until Shana emerged from the boutique with two bags. Emma waved at them from behind
her shop window. The clerk had never been nosier behind her smiling eyes. Perfect.Shana’s
quickness impressed and surprised him. She was more efficient than petulant, a point in her
favor. A grudging point.He held out his arm and said from behind his smile, “Play nice. We’re
being watched.” Then in a louder voice he said, “Please let me store your purchases in my car
while we have coffee.” He pointed to the elegant Jaguar convertible at the curb outside Cafe



Moxie next door and enjoyed watching her try to keep her dismay from showing.“We’ll put the
bags in the trunk.” He took them from her and tossed them inside the empty space. The only
things he kept in his car were hidden under the carpeting in a locked compartment—a cache of
assorted weapons for the occasional assorted assignments. He doubted he’d need any today.
But tomorrow was another day.They walked inside and took a table in the center of the small
coffee shop. He pulled out her chair and she sat, still silent. He liked that, but it wasn’t
necessarily good for their act. He leaned close to her while he stood behind her and whispered,
“Time for the main show—loosen up and flirt if you’re able.”He took his seat facing sideways from
the entry as she laughed. It sounded genuine. He leaned back in his chair to see what she had.
She gave him a look that said she was game. He took a deep bracing breath then.Shana rested
her elbows on the table and leaned forward, flirting with him with her hooded cat-green eyes and
a show of glistening cleavage. Did she slather oil on her damn breasts?“Where did you get the
damn car? A Jaguar? Overnight? Last night you were driving a rusting heap.” She smiled.“I
always keep a spare for traveling off island. In storage at a friend’s home.” He gave her an
assessing look and hoped they could get past the chip that seemed cemented to her shoulder.
“Got some new intel. Our man Jean Luc is definitely involved in more ways than one.”“Go on.”He
glanced around, moving his head only a fraction and keeping a smile in place. “He’s the director
of the American Invitational Surfing Competition.”“Shit.” She looked surprised.“Keep your head in
the game, girlie, and paste that fake smile back on your face. We’re flirting. As for Jean Luc, we
play dumb.” He gave her a wicked grin, but she didn’t say the words he knew ran through her
mind.Her fake smile turned real and she slid into her role. He admired that she didn’t rise to his
bait. It was fun baiting her all the same. A challenge.“How is it that I never heard of you before,
Dane? We’ve traveled in the same social circles.”She circled one ruby-tipped index finger close
to his face so that he wanted to take it with his teeth and suck it into his mouth until she gasped.
He remained silent, though his blood hummed with anticipation. Damn the girl.She continued,
“Or if not the same circles, closely related circles.”He knew she was not talking only to his cover
persona, but to him. The jump deep in his chest surprised him. She was clever. And it was
obvious she was piqued by him and—the only ‘circle’ they had in common—his law enforcement
background. He’d bet his Swiss bank account that vicious nice-guy Captain Lynch told her
stories about him.“Oh, but I think you have heard about me. You may not have realized it was me
at the time” He broke off there when a glance into the shop’s mirror—their sole concession to
security—revealed their man entering the door. Damn girl had to take the seat facing the door.A
flicker of her eyes told him she spotted the man and she laughed in that peculiar come-hither
throaty earthy way she had that hit a nerve in him. He wished he could temporarily paralyze that
nerve because it made his job damned uncomfortable. He felt the tightening and tilting in his
loins and the heat of pleasure begin to surge mixed with anger and not a small amount of
fear.From behind them, their man said, “I see you found the island’s treasure—best coffee this
side of the water.”Her smile was just right—interested yet wary. He wondered how real that
was.“It is good. Do I know you, sir? You look familiar…” Shana gave the man a pouty puzzled



look that increased Dane’s discomfort all the more.“No, I don’t think we’ve had the pleasure, but I
see you’ve met my friend here, Dane Blaise.” He pointed to Dane and then put a hand out to
Shana. “I’m Jean Luc Ruse.” She lifted her hand and barely touched his.“Oh, then you both travel
in the same social circles? And I was just saying to Dane it’s funny we never met before.”“It’s a
big world out there. I have to admit I myself don’t usually get to Martha’s Vineyard.” Jean Luc
crinkled the lines around his eyes in a smile. “I’m more a South of France traveler. But Dane stays
around these parts all the time. It is funny that you two never met before.”She didn’t bat an
eyelash at his familiarity with Dane’s background and he certainly didn’t since they’d left it out
there in plain sight for him to find—with some embellishments and changes to his real
background of course. But his regularity on the island couldn’t be duplicated or faked and that
gave him the ace in credibility.“Sit down, Jean Luc, since it’s clear you’re not going away,” Dane
said.Jean Luc laughed and Shana gave Dane a tut-tut.“That’s no way to talk to an old friend,”
Shana said. Jean Luc pulled a chair close to Shana.“You mean old rival,” Dane said. He watched
the French man lounge into his seat and lean into Shana. He smiled at Shana and then flicked a
glance at Dane.“You’re right. And we well may be current rivals as well.”They ordered and were
served their coffee while Shana laughed her excruciating laugh at Ruse’s inanities. As far as
Dane could tell, the man was either unaffected or had superior self-control. Neither of those
possibilities was good. They both spelled consummate professional and confirmed his
reputation and danger level.Maybe it also said something about Dane’s professionalism—or
sudden lack thereof. When Jean Luc picked up his steaming cup of black coffee and turned to
him, he should have seen it coming. But he hadn’t.The man coughed and poured half the cup of
the scalding liquid in Dane’s lap.“Damn.” Dane jumped from his chair and clenched his fists,
tamping down on the urge to pound the man and realizing quickly as he fought the stars in his
vision and the burning sensation in his crotch—not the good kind—the extremely painful kind—
to think ahead about playing this out.Shana looked startled and pushed back from the table,
about to rise with too much concern on her face.“Jesus—”“I’m so sorry, Dane.” Jean Luc looked
concerned too. For real. Maybe he sensed that Dane wanted to hurt him real bad right now. The
man called the waitress for ice and she came rushing over.“I’ll be fine. Excuse me. I’ll take care
of this in the men’s room.” He took the pitcher of ice water from the waitress’s hand and walked
to the back of the shop in the most normal gait he could manage, the immediate sting subsiding.
He hoped there was no damage or Jean Luc Ruse’s days were limited.* * *The compulsion to
pop Jean Luc in his too-pretty jaw grabbed hold of her instincts and squeezed so that she
couldn’t speak—didn’t dare speak. Shana gripped the table and tried not to sound wild with
anger. She wasn’t sure if her anger was with Jean Luc Ruse or with herself for the strangely
strong reaction to Dane’s pain and the prospect of damage to his goods. She felt like something
had been sucked from her depths as she contemplated the scalding stain on Dane’s deeply and
mysteriously compelling crotch.Jean Luc had no such problem speaking. He droned on nonstop
about how sorry he was and how he hoped his friend would forgive him and he hoped she would
forgive him. She wanted to scream. So she did scream.“Stop.” She sat back down in her chair



from which she had jumped. The chair held up under the force of her ire.“I didn’t realize you were
this serious—this taken with our Dane. I … I thought you had just met.”“Why would you think
that?”“My mistake.” He darted a worried look in the direction of the men’s room and then sat
down with the grace of a ballet dancer.“I must make it up to you—to both of you. Please be my
guests at dinner tonight at the best restaurant on the island, the Blue Water Grill in Oak
Bluffs.”“That would be perfect. You’ll have to let me take my good friend Chauncey along too—
he’ll be arriving soon to keep me company. Strictly platonic.” She arched a brow at him.Jean Luc
smiled that too-polished smile he had and asked, “So what do you think of my old friend Dane,
the original beachcomber?”“Beachcomber? I never heard of a beachcomber who drives a
Jag.”“A high-end beachcomber. I’ll give you that. But he has more driftwood and sand in his soul
than Jaguars and boutiques.”“Hmmm,” was all Shana said. She resorted to leaning forward to
gauge his response to her overdone cleavage.He didn’t respond the way Dane had—even if
Dane pretended not to.This man was cold as ice. It took all she had to smile at him. She took a
hefty gulp of her hot coffee to warm her back up.“Maybe I’m a beachcomber at heart too,” she
said.“I think maybe you are. I bet you would look spectacular on a beach.” He gazed at the scoop
of her neckline and smiled. “You would most definitely look spectacular in a bikini. But it’s more
about a freewheeling attitude, isn’t it? A joie de vivre. A willingness to take life by the horns and
take chances.”“Like taking a chance on you?” She raised a brow at him. She needed to be more
charming. This damn assignment was hard.“I was thinking more like how you’re taking a chance
on Dane. I think you’ll find I’m not as much a risk. But maybe you are looking for the risk?”“No, I’m
looking for fun.” She reached out and traced the ring on his hand, played with his fingers. “What
kind of fun do you have for me?”“Ah, there’s my lady. I can show you all the most elegant,
rarefied fun—the most fun money can buy.”“Does that include walks along State Beach and
surfing at Gay Head?”“It would be a distinct pleasure to walk with you, but my surfing days are
behind me—I’d love to watch you. I might even give you pointers.”“We’ll see about that.”“A
competitive spirit?”“Problem with that?”“Au contraire. You intrigue me all the more. Is that why
you’re vacationing here on the Vineyard? I should think there are far better spots for surfing—like
back in Australia where you came from.” He gave her another of his sly smiles.“Impressive. You
know the difference between a British and Aussie accent.” She nodded at him in approval. She
really was impressed at his intelligence and ratcheted up her caution. “Can’t stay in one spot all
the time—you know what they say about rolling stones and moss. Besides, I came here to surf in
the competition, of course. And visit my friend. Haven’t met up with her yet.” She looked around
the shop and her eyes settled on the clock. She didn’t have much time to try him out on the
subject of their missing heiress. She and Dane had to get to the airport soon to pick up
Chauncey Miller. Jean Luc said nothing for several seconds and she thought he wouldn’t bite
until he finally spoke.“Who’s your friend? Maybe I know her.”He said the line as if she’d scripted it
for him and that worried her.“Susan Whittier. Her family has a home on the island. She’s in the
surfing competition too, although she doesn’t have a chance. Have you been on the island
long?”“No, but I’ve heard of your friend, met her once I think, but I can’t say I’ve seen her about.



At least not lately. She must be keeping to herself. Where is her home?”“Her family home is in
Vineyard Haven. I’m staying there now. Alone. Except for Chauncey when he gets here. Where
are you staying?”He paused a beat again as if making up his mind. She didn’t take her eyes off
him.“In a very lovely home a little way inland, but up on a bluff high enough to have spectacular
ocean views. It’s called the Sand Castle. Maybe you’ve heard of it. You’ll have to bring your friend
Susan along to our dinner if she shows up.”“Like I said, I haven’t seen her and she hasn’t
responded to my texts. Her parents are worried—I practically had to talk them out of calling the
police this morning, but I’m sure I’ll catch up with her.” She smiled.He kept that same smile on his
face, but it was as if it froze in place when she mentioned the police.Shana smelled his scent
before she saw Dane’s shadow hovering over her. Taking a deep breath of whatever it was about
him she had become addicted to, she turned. He placed one strong, tanned hand on her
shoulder. That was his first real touch and she felt the vibration run through to her center. Closing
her eyes against the onslaught of pure lust, she knew she was cooked.“Save your flirtations for
another day, Jean Luc. The lady and I are due at the airport.” He lifted his wrist and made a show
of checking his famously expensive watch.“You are feeling all right then, my friend? I will of
course replace your—”“No need.” Dane cut the man off and squeezed Shana’s shoulder. He
gave it a small jostle to signal time for their departure.She stood and Jean Luc stood a
millisecond later.“Your number? Don’t forget your promise to allow me to make amends by taking
you to dinner.”She rattled off the Whittiers’ house number and, with Dane’s hand sliding from her
shoulder to her arm and wrapping itself around her, stinging her with his body heat, he moved
her out the door.He wasted no time letting her in the car, jumping in and driving off. She looked
backwards to see Jean Luc emerging from the coffee shop and looking after them with a
wave.“You left him with the bill.” She smiled.“Keeping expenses down. I’m sure we have a budget
and these pants weren’t cheap.”“No one told me about a budget.”“I’m sure there is one. I think
David Young is in charge—technically—of the budget.”“Ah. The David Young.”“So you’ve heard
of him and you haven’t heard of me?”“He’s a legend at Scotland Yard. I doubt you’ve set foot in
London.”“You’d be wrong. Didn’t Captain Lynch tell you how worldly I am?” He looked at her and
relaxed back into his seat as they turned onto the road going by State Beach, according to the
sign. It was a long straight stretch and it gave her that yawning longing in her gut for home and
Bondi Beach in Sidney.“David Young is now Director of the Scotland Yard Exchange in Boston.
That’s where you came through,” Dane said.“Yes, but I didn’t actually meet with anyone in
Boston. I was sent straight away to here. The only person my boss at the Yard mentioned by
name was Governor Douglas.”“They all work closely together.”“Very odd.”“We’re all the
governor’s men. Even you.”“I’m honored to be in your… club.” She was. She couldn’t help herself,
damn it. Unless he was teasing her. Most likely he was. Damn it.* * *After Chauncey spotted
them and introductions were made, they hurried through the airport terminal to the Jag out front.
Once in the car, Dane checked for company and was satisfied to find Frenchie following.“I told
Peter he should have had Oscar on this mission. It would be right up his alley,” Chauncey
said.“Oscar?” Shana asked.“One of the governor’s men,” Dane said and looked at Chauncey in



the rearview with the slightest nod in acknowledgement of their brotherhood.“You worked with
him?” Chauncey said.“Once. I heard about his missions with the Boston Police Department and
his international …reputation and called him for help. He said he wasn’t interested in anything
regular, but he did help me out that one time. In Haiti.”He watched while Shana the beach
princess—dressed to the nines in very un-beach-like designer wear—stared out the window.
Pretending not to bother listening.“Very interesting and accomplished man, that one,” Chauncey
said. “He saved my butt—and my wife’s as well—I owe him until the day I die for that.”Chauncey
wore a look of adoration at referencing his wife that hit Dane in the pit of his stomach.
Agonizingly familiar and forever lost. He would never wear a look like that again. He promised
himself.Then as if she read his mind Shana glanced his way with a noncommittal expression.
Correction. He would never wear that look for real again. He may need to act the part. The
thought overrode his ability to concentrate.“He fought off a mad Iranian terrorist hell-bent on
revenge in the form of kidnapping my Sophia,” Chauncey told them with a fierce look as if he felt
the horror and thrill of it all over again.Dane saw Shana roll her eyes—inside her mind. He didn’t
like it even if he understood the thought.“Oscar sounds like a helpful guy,” Shana said. “Maybe
we ought to call him in.” She looked directly at Dane and gave her chin a slight lift.“Go for it,
girlie.”They stared at each other in challenge and although he wasn’t looking, he felt Chauncey
watching them from the back seat of the Jag.Before they had a chance to continue their
adolescent alpha challenge-fest, he pulled the Jag into the driveway and the car doors popped
open. Shana jumped out in spite of her spike heels and hurried toward the house along a
winding brick walk.“Something wrong?” Chauncey asked no one in particular as he alighted from
the car. Dane and Chauncy stood in the drive while Shana unlocked the front door of the house
a distance from them.“Probably she feels left out, being the only woman on the assignment,”
Dane said and he wouldn’t doubt it was at least partly true. “Not one of the governor’s men.”But
there was more. Much more, Dane knew. And he needed to bring an end to it. They needed to
call a truce. Chauncey nodded and squinted in her direction.“She’s a beauty and you’re a
charmer. Shana is going to have to watch out for you.”“I’ll be watching out for her too,” he
said.“Looks like the assignment from hell from where I stand,” Chauncey said. Then he split a
huge grin and laughed.Dane thumped him on the shoulder in manly disapproval before laughing
at himself and feeling relief from his tension. Damn if Peter didn’t know what the hell he was
doing when he sent Chauncey. Peter had a sick sense of humor.Chapter 5Chauncey barked a
laugh and they walked up the path toward the house together where Shana had disappeared
inside.Dane spoke under his breath. “Don’t say much—keep it to the inane until I sweep the
place again,” He went in ahead of Chauncey and caught up with Shana as she was coming back
out of her bedroom.“Where do you think you’re going?” she whispered as she stood in the
doorway.He pulled up in front of her, leaned forward and put his lips to her ear, feeling the soft
flesh of her earlobe touch his lips and the wispy hairs at her temple tickle his nose. He breathed
in the scent of some expensive very non-beachy perfume and rasped, “I need to sweep the
place. Until I’m finished keep the conversation light—or better yet, go outside with Chauncey and



get acquainted.” Before she pulled away—and he could feel the vibration of tension in her
screaming for space at the same time as he saw little goose bumps of arousal spring up along
her delicate neck—he nipped her earlobe with his lips.The shudder went through him down to
his core like a bolt of electricity or the most exquisitely pleasurable stun gun he’d ever
experienced. He clamped his hands on her arms to hold her as if she were a wild mare taunting
the stallion bucking inside him.“Time for us to cast aside personal…issues… and act the part.
We’re both professionals.” He pulled back from her and looked into her stunned and glassy eyes
and saw everything in them from hatred to lust and envy to anger, but she finally got herself to a
professional focus.“Thank you for giving me credit for being a professional. I know I haven’t
acted like one this morning. I…I…” She tried to turn her head away from him, but he caught her
chin and kept his eyes on her.“You can do this, girlie. I give you one thing—you’re tough.”He
stepped back from the confusion and skepticism that jumped into her expression.“God help me,
it’s true,” he whispered as he turned away, not sure if he meant her to hear the words or not. And
not sure if she had.He pushed past her into her bedroom, slipped a device out of his back
pocket and went to work.* * *Shana hated to admit to herself that he rattled her. And so what if
he did? He was a seasoned and well-practiced asshole, wasn’t he? She really was tough and
she pulled out the layer of rawhide she had in reserve for this and mentally wrapped it around
her. Dane the Demon was not to be trusted. Rule one. Rule two: never, ever, ever forget that this
was a job, a mission, and she was not to let anything about it touch her. Not Chauncey, not
Captain Nice and certainly not Dane the Demon. This was business.She wanted only to prove
she was up to this job and then get on with her career in London—where she would have more
important missions. That’s where her real work was and her real life. This was only a temporary
professional sidetrack, but it was one where she could help her reputation and prove herself.She
would begin her own urban legend here.The internal pep talk made her feel better as she
marched through the living room and out the massive French doors to the enormous slate patio
overlooking pristine white sand and crashing waves fifty yards away. Chauncey stood there
admiring the view with a faraway look. Probably thinking about his new bride, judging by the
lovesick cast of his eyes. The sight pinched at her and caused her to stutter in her stride, but she
pushed on, raising her chin up a notch.The bubble of longing in her chest caught her by surprise.
What was that about? This girl was all about making a name and being a superstar at the Yard—
and maybe even beyond that. She had no room for girlie notions about having a man moon over
her like she witnessed Chauncey doing. The girlie notions thought reminded her of Dane and
she clamped down on the instant spike in temper—or heat—or whatever it was that he caused.
Whatever it was, it wasn’t good. And it wasn’t healthy.“You are a brave woman to be in this
profession.” Chauncey said, “From what I hear, you could be anything you want.”“Thank you.
This is all I ever wanted to do.” She stopped herself from launching headlong into spilling her
dreams and apprehensions and how she wanted to make a name for herself with this mission.
Behave like a professional, not like a girlie.“I think we all need to become familiar with our
undercover stories and this is a good time to practice,” she said with a bright smile.“A deep cover



setup. Peter—Governor Douglas—had an extensive digital and paper file planted for each of us
—including Dane,” Chauncey supplied.She wondered why this con man Jean Luc deserved all
their attention. Could it be only the missing heiress or was there more to it than that? It would not
surprise her if she were being left out of the circle of some important missing information.“I’ve
studied my role and I’m ready for it. I thought I’d go next door and ask about the missing Susan
Whittier. We may stimulate something by asking around more.”“Or we may scare Ruse off,”
Chauncey said.“Won’t matter,” Dane said as he walked up behind her. “He’s going nowhere. He
won’t get off this island without us knowing before he can spit in the ocean. We stop him.”She
turned and he was close enough that she could smell his scent. Damned if he didn’t smell good
enough to raise her heat level. Something about him stirred her and she wished to hell it wasn’t
true.“Finding the missing Susan Whittier is our most important goal. We need Jean Luc to spill
his hand. One of us is going to have to get close enough for him to do that. We’re all gonna try.
He’ll either tell us she’s dead. Or he’ll tell us where she is.”At his ominous words, a shiver
sparked through her starting at the back of her neck and down each vertebra of her spine.Or it
could have been that one step closer he took so that his body whisped against hers, screaming
familiarity.* * *“Let’s go over everything we know,” Dane said.“Out here?” Shana said.“Inside’s
clean?” Chauncey asked.“No. We leave the bugs in place.” Dane saw Chauncey tighten his
casual smile and glance at Shana. The small intimacy between them clenched at his gut and
twisted it into an irrational knot of longing until he turned away and took a very deep breath. He’d
done the exact same thing once. Shared intimate glances with a woman who was no more. He’d
cared. Personally. And he would never let that happen again.Shana spoke. “We know that Jean
Luc was seen with Susan Whittier recently and that he lied about it. We know he’s scared of the
police investigating her disappearance…” She stopped.“What is it?”“My cover phone buzzed. I
have a text.” She pulled the phone out and checked it. “It’s from our missing Susan
Whittier.”Chapter 6“Not her?” Chauncey asked.Dane answered without missing a beat.
“Impossible. Since Shana’s phone is part of her cover and Susan Whittier doesn’t know she
exists. Someone has Susan’s phone.”“The text says she’s sorry she had to get out of town,”
Shana said. “It says she supposedly had an invitation she couldn’t resist—and to tell her parents
she’ll touch base in a couple of weeks.” Shana looked up from the phone with a broad smile. “I
think it’s very coincidental that I just mentioned to Jean Luc that I had texted my friend and
hadn’t heard from her. Don’t you?”“Looks like you scared him enough to chance the phone being
traced back to them.”“Give me the phone,” Chauncy said. “I’ll get it back to Scotland Yard
Exchange HQ in Boston and see what we can do to find out where the location. Maybe we can
nail them with kidnapping,”“No need to send the phone to Boston,” Dane said. We have facilities
here. I’ll give it to Captain Lynch and have his techs check it out.”“Really? Sophisticated
technology even on this outpost?” Chauncey smiled.“Martha’s Vineyard isn’t exactly an outpost,”
Dane said. “I take it you’re still learning about the area.”“So you’ve worked with Captain Ni—
Lynch before?” Shana asked Dane.Dane looked at her for a second and grinned. “You were
going to call him Captain Nice, weren’t you?” He liked that she’d thought the same thing as he



did. He enjoyed her blush even more than their shared thought about Cap.“I hear the house
phone ringing. Maybe that’s our Captain Nice,” Shana said, pointing at the doors, then sprinted
back inside to get the phone. He followed, knowing it wasn’t their captain—Nice or otherwise. It
had to be Jean Luc Ruse.He walked up behind Shana as she answered the phone, enjoying the
change from normal to slightly pounding heartbeat, the heating up of his body, the pleasant
tightening in his loins and the rise of his cock. He felt his nostrils flare to life with the scent of her
—nothing definable, just her—a scent he’d know anywhere but that he’d never in a million years
be able to describe. His hand quivered slightly when he reached out to touch her. He stopped
himself short.What the hell was he doing?Because her back was to him, he could salvage his
professional pride. He listened to her conversation with Jean Luc.She turned to him as she
spoke into the old-fashioned receiver of the house phone. “Of course I didn’t forget. Yes, I invited
everyone. No, she’s still not available—in fact I had a text from her…” she went on and finished
the call within thirty seconds as he breathed the salty air in deeper than normal breaths to get
back to pre-Shana lust equilibrium.Damn, damn, damn.“You heard. He’s worried. He knows
where she is—I have a feeling she’s still alive or they would have ditched her cell by
now.”“Agreed.” He stood staring, concentrating on keeping his hands at his
sides.“What?”“Nothing, girlie.” He turned. “Keep up the good work,” he muttered, not sure if he
intended her to hear him or not and definitely not sure why he said it. He escaped back
outside.Addressing Chauncey, he said, “You need to come to dinner with us, but before we go,
we’ll set some traps. Not sure when they’ll strike or what their exact pattern will be, but if we set
the place up right, we’ll know exactly what they’re doing.”“Surveillance?”“A multilayered system.
The first one will be the obvious one that will be disabled by them. The second, less obvious
system we set up to get audio and some video, but it won’t be obvious—can’t be or we’re blown
and we lose the chance to find the girl.”“Is every woman a girl to you?” Shana blurted
out.Chauncey raised his brows, but seemed only mildly surprised as he folded his arms to
watch. The explosion of emotion from Shana sparked enough heat in Dane to rekindle all the
lust he’d felt earlier and then some. With only a passing glance at Chauncey, who looked happy
to watch the show, the grin he felt was automatic.“Sure. Why not?” Dane said.A pleasant pink
tinted her neck and rose up along her jaw to her cheeks. She muttered, “Forget it.”“Then let’s get
to it,” Chauncey said. “You have the equipment?”“Yeah. Back at the ranch. Come with me.” Dane
walked back to his Jag.“And what am I supposed to do until dinner? Pretty up?” Shana did not
smile.She stood stiff, tall and at her haughtiest yet, which was incongruous with her blond hair
blowing across her face in sexy waves and her curves filling out her clothes in a heart-stopping
silhouette.“Why don’t you call Captain Nice and fill him in,” he said. “Then you can head over to
the surfing competition office and register. Make it official. Take note of irregularities. You would
know best.”She turned away without acknowledging or agreeing to the suggestion.He turned to
go and then turned back to say, “Use the secure line when you call Cap.”She looked like if she
could find a big rock nearby she would have picked it up and thrown it at him. As it was, he
watched her fists clench at her sides.“No kidding? Thanks for the tip, Mr. Urban Legend.” She



turned and walked inside, her anger not diminishing the sexy sashay of her bottom as she
went.God help him.Chapter 7Knowing who was calling her, she answered her cell phone with a
heady combination of irritation and titillation.“Shana here.”“Ever the charmer.” Dane’s
uncommonly deep voice sent a dangerous rush through her. Her nerves jumped at the
sound.“And you’re the expert, I suppose.”“No supposing. I have you charmed. As it happens, it
comes easy to me.”She snorted. The edge of excitement tipped back to full-on annoyance.
“What did you want? Besides to charm me.”He laughed a deep mild laugh with a sensual edge.
Maybe she imagined it, but it seemed everything he said or did—everything about him—had a
sensual edge. He planned it that way for certain.“Let’s meet at the surfing competition office in
twenty. I have paperwork to turn in for my nomination to be a judge.”“Is this a planned
coincidence?”“Bingo. Swing by and pick up the check for the entry fee from Captain Nice. The
governor wasn’t happy about the ten large, but we need it. If Jean Luc requires cash it solidifies
our suspicion that something’s not right.”“That must be how you got to be such a legend—
brilliant deductions like that.”“There you go with that legend bull again. Don’t let rumors and
gossip get to you. I’m no legend.”“Apparently not.”“You’re wasting time. See you in nineteen.” The
line went dead. The light on her cell phone went out. She knew how it felt.She hated Dane
Blaise. She wanted him to drool for her. She should want him to admire and respect her. That’s
why she hated him.* * *Dane pushed through the glass door of the clapboard two-story Victorian
that had been converted to small offices. It was located a block off the tourist street in town, but
he knew it. He knew all of the Vineyard and especially the town of Vineyard Haven where he
spent his summers. Usually vacationing. Restoring himself. Mostly sleeping. Maybe this summer
he’d surf again. The thought had some allure. Especially when he pictured himself sharing the
same surf with a bikini-clad Shana.He read the sign where a newly printed tag indicated “Surf
America Competition,” a lofty name for a third-rate amateur competition on Martha’s Vineyard.
He’d made a few calls and no one in the business had ever heard of it. As near as Dane could
tell, they were recruiting wannabe amateurs with no talent and lots of money. Their heiress had
been one of them to pay up the ten large for the entry fee, according to her parents. They knew
nothing more about it. Nothing about the organizers.But the large posters all over the island
bragged of the million dollars in prize money and generated lots of buzz among the locals and
vacationers—who knew nothing of surfing competitions and were excited to get a taste of the
glam-cool sport. There were lots of hip street vendors out and about selling souvenir surfboards
and T-shirts already and the competition was still a week away. If the weather went bad, there
was a rain date. Unheard of in the real world of surfing competitions. But no one here seemed to
know or care.Dane turned left and trotted up some wood stairs to the office occupying the entire
second floor. A good test of his knee. It didn’t pain him and he thought with more determination
of surfing again. When he emerged from the stairwell, he was surprised. The sleek
sophistication of the dark polished floors, the stark white textured walls and the cube furnishings
in metals and brights bore no resemblance to the Victorian style of the house. He walked
through the reception area to the lone desk topped by a state-of-the-art communications and



computer system and attended by a lovely middle-aged woman who bore no resemblance to
Annette Funicello or anyone else from Beach Blanket Bingo or any other surfing scene. There
were numerous psychedelically decorated surfboards adorning the wall by way of artwork and
framed posters like those around town advertising the event. Otherwise, this could have been
any hip business office and he’d have pegged it for the kind of digs upstairs from an art
gallery.“Can I help you?” The not-so-young lady asked. Dane couldn’t stop his smile at the
canned words and the sudden feeling he was in a scene from a film noir about a seedy
detective.“I’m here to see the director. I have my nomination papers for judging the
competition.”Her smile warmed and she popped up from her chair with the verve of a younger
woman. “Right this way.” She took the papers from his hand, glanced at his name and looked up
with her wattage on dangerously high levels. “We’ve been waiting for you, Mr. Blaise.”That didn’t
bode well, but he followed her to the door and went in while she closed it behind him. The room
looked like a combination of Dr. Seuss-like crazy angles and the inside of a Dali painting, with
one wall converted to windows and the rest of them stark white and peppered with more
surfboards as artwork. At the center of the surprisingly large room, where the ceiling was at its
highest, sat a sleek black desk with next to nothing on it save a blotter, a clock and a pen. Not a
computer in sight. Its occupant was absent although Dane didn’t know where they could be
since this room seemed to take up most of the floor. Then a door in the far wall opened and in
walked his host.Dane hid his surprise as he always did when he needed to, but he hadn’t
expected to see Jean Luc Ruse. He didn’t figure the guy to be a behind-the-desk type. Dane had
been hoping to pump whoever sat behind the desk for intel. If there were any drawers, he’d have
rifled through them.“Welcome, Mr. Blaise, please have a seat. I apologize if I didn’t mention in
our earlier meeting that I was the director of the Surfing America Invitational Competition. I
hadn’t realized you would become involved, but I’m glad you are. We can get to know each other
better.”“I didn’t know you surfed.”“I could say the same about you.”“I grew up in California.”“Ah. I
grew up in the south of France. A beautiful blue sea, not so much with the waves. We had other
sun-and-fun activities there…”Dane took a seat and Jean Luc sat behind his desk. There were
no power games evident in his manner, no advantageous seating or big award statues or
plaques to intimidate a guest.“So I trust my paperwork passes muster. Anything else you need
from me? I assume you have some instructions, score sheets and the like to give me.”“No,
nothing of the kind. That’s all done on computer these days. We have a college intern in our
office down in Oak Bluffs handling all the back-end details.”“How lucky for you.”“No luck. A well-
run organization. One I’m proud of.”“Speaking of the organization… Exactly what surfing
organization are you affiliated with? I didn’t see that in any of the paperwork.”“We are
independent. The first of our kind. We’re blazing new trails.”“Is that right? Who’s funding the
operation? Who do you work for, Jean Luc? I’m sure the surfing competition was not your
brainchild, having grown up in the south of France where the waves are too small and all.”He
raised a brow.“Would you like a drink?” He didn’t wait for an answer and picked up his phone to
order two iced teas. “I have a special recipe to make them particularly refreshing. You’ll like it.”“I



wouldn’t describe arsenic as refreshing.”He laughed and picked up Dane’s paperwork. After
glancing at it for less than three seconds, he picked up the pen and dashed off his
signature.Dane noted he was left-handed. Before he had a chance to say anymore, they were
interrupted. As planned.The door slashed open and Shana strolled in—or rather her hat floated
in with her under it. The wide white picture hat sported black and red plumage, probably fake. Or
at least Dane hoped to hell it was fake. Her black-and-white dress featured a fitted bodice with
an enticing scoop neck and a flared skirt that outdid the hat for girth-busting dimensions.She
stopped short as if she were a mime hitting an invisible wall the instant she saw Jean Luc look
up from his desk. He dropped his pen and stood, lighting up with what Dane would swear was
pride. Coming from behind his desk, Jean Luc walked forward with a hand outstretched as if
Shana were pulling him along an invisible thread toward her. Dane may as well have dropped
through a trap door in the floor a la James Bond. He felt his un-presence.“You—what are you
doing here?” Shana said.Dane hoped she didn’t overact the part and gave her a look from his
invisible space. Did he suddenly think he had telepathic powers? To be more effective, he spoke
up.“I was surprised myself.”She turned as if seeing him for the first time. “And you—what are you
doing here? Visiting with an old friend? Having a nice joke at my expense?”“No, no, ma belle,”
Jean Luc said. Come and sit. Have some tea with us. We were just discussing Dane’s role in the
American Invitational Surfing Competition. I’m the director of the competition. He will be a judge
this year since he insists he’s past his surfing prime.”“I think it’s your prime-gone-by we were
discussing, but never mind,” Dane said and turned back to Shana. “Don’t tell me you’re really
going to compete?”“Of course.” She spread her arms and beamed a supermodel-worthy smile
between the two men.Dane would like to say he was immune to her spellbinding feminine wiles,
but he didn’t want to start fooling himself over a woman at this late stage. If he admitted to
himself he was vulnerable then maybe he could guard against it. But wasn’t that what he’d been
doing all along? And wasn’t the steel wall of caustic charm turning out to be counterproductive?
Hell of a mess. But at least Shana had Jean Luc mesmerized. Or so he portrayed. He was a con.
He always acted mesmerized by beautiful and not-so-beautiful women alike. That was his
specialty.“I’m pleased beyond words, ma cherie.” Jean Luc swept Shana over to a cushy chair
and proceeded to pour her his special iced tea after it was brought in by his pleasant
receptionist. Maybe Dane ought to check it for poison for real.The thought made him smile and
he figured he should quit channeling James Bond movies. Jean Luc was no Doctor No and he
was no James Bond. Although he had to admit, Shana most definitely was Bond girl material.
She sat with athletic grace in spite of the voluminous skirt surrounding her long legs down to just
above her knees. If you didn’t stand too close to her, she seemed female-sized instead of having
the Ebook Topsian proportions that she did. Must be off-putting for some men. But not for real
men like him. And Jean Luc. And Captain Lynch. And any man who was a real man.He let his
frown show because it suited the moment anyhow.Jean Luc handed her the tea with a flourish
and a bow and waited with a smile for her to take a sip and approve it. Which she did.“I have my
check and my registration papers and came here hoping it wasn’t too late. I know you have an



opening since my friend Susan has… bowed out.”“She’s disappeared without a trace, you
mean?” Dane said.“Your participation is most welcome, Shana. I would never turn you down. I
can tell from the way you move that you are an exceptional athlete and I look forward to watching
you surf. We have practice trials coming up soon.”“Wonderful. This tea is delicious. What do you
put in it to give it that distinctive flavor? I can’t place it.”“Arsenic,” Dane said.Jean Luc laughed.
Shana pursed her lips. Dane shrugged.“It’s a family secret. Recipe handed down for generations
and protected by a sworn oath to keep it from outsiders,” Jean Luc said. Then he gave her his
lazy conspiratorial smile to draw her in as if she were his closest confidant and said, “If I told you,
I’d have to marry you.”Dane guffawed. Shana laughed full out.Jean Luc sat looking satisfied.
Dane hoped it was the man’s satisfaction with him and Shana as his accomplices for his latest
con. Or someone’s latest con. They needed to get in close with Jean Luc and whoever else he
was working with.Dane knew if he found out who was behind it he’d find the heiress—hopefully
alive. He’d probably find big money and lots of other things too—probably some people he’d
rather not run into. Especially not on semi-vacation on this beachcomber surfing mission that
wasn’t supposed to be taxing. Except for Susan Whittier.If she’d disappeared it was likely
because she didn’t want to cooperate with whatever hoax they’d planned. He thought about it
while Jean Luc carried on his witless conversation with Shana about surfing.He looked at the
wall poster advertising the million-dollar prize. And then it hit him. There was no f-ing way they
were giving away a million bucks. They were going to fix the competition and pretend to give the
prize to their accomplice.But what happened to Susan Whittier. Since Dane was betting that it
was Jean Luc who had Susan’s phone, then her disappearance had something to do with this
competition. Maybe they wanted her for the ringer and she wouldn’t go along. She was a liability.
That would explain her disappearance, but not why they were keeping her. Dane could think of a
few reasons someone nefarious would want to keep Susan Whittier alive. None of them
good.Dane knew he’d be seriously taxed on this mission. There was no question now. He
watched Jean Luc closely. The man was in charge in name only, fronting for someone. Dane
noticed there was a wrinkle of anxiety underneath the man’s satisfaction. Kidnapping, murder
and white slavery were not Jean Luc’s style. Those were the kinds of things that someone
nefarious might have in mind for a live Susan Whittier. Jean Luc was working with some bad
people, people way out of his league.Jean Luc’s cohorts were more likely the kind of people in
Dane’s league. That was not good. Dane played in a very tough league.Chapter 8Shana didn’t
know if she was more nervous, or angry with herself for being nervous. Even when she was a
teenager she didn’t get like this, never tried to impress boys. They’d always been automatically
impressed by her. Or she didn’t care.The question popped into her head as she stepped in front
of the mirror one last time—why the hell did she care what Dane thought of her? Of course, she
wanted his professional respect, but she felt she’d made a good impression at the coffee shop.
And the meeting with Jean Luc at the surfing competition office went well too. But the chill along
her skin and the twitching of her nerve endings right now had nothing to do with impressing him
professionally.Closing her eyes against the shimmering image of herself in the strapless



aquamarine silk sheath that showed off every physical attribute she had—including her long legs
leading down to the strappy heels. She turned on those heels, grabbed her small purse filled to
the brim with a gun and cell phone and not much else, and marched toward the front door to
wait. She ignored the low whistle from Chauncey, only smiling and taking surreptitious deep
breaths to settle the twitching. She felt like someone was shooting her with little electrical shocks
at rapid fire from a mini stun gun.Dane pulled up into her driveway in the purplish twilight with the
headlights glowing from the shiny Jag. She swore under her breath at the leap in her chest, as if
a frog had escaped from deep inside her. If the leaping frog was a euphemism for her dormant
sexual desire—dormant ever since she’d begun her law enforcement career odyssey—then it
had most definitely escaped. Damn leaping frog picked a fine time to come to life. With this man
of all men? The most patronizing cowboy beachcomber son of a brick she’d ever met.* * *He
watched her shove the door open and stride down the walk, determined as all hell to carry on
businesslike. But in that getup and especially with those heels, he could think of only one
business she was suited for. It was not law enforcement. He stayed in his seat even though his
impulse was to jump from the car and open her door. No need to further instigate her. Not now.
Maybe later though.She opened her door and inserted one long leg, strappy sandal first, then
slid in.“What are you smiling at?” She frowned.He turned his attention from her and welcomed
Chauncey, who slid into the back seat.“Gorgeous night for a riding in a convertible,” Chauncey
said.“Is everything a go?” he asked, eyeing Chauncey in the rearview.Chauncey nodded.“Yes.
Yes, it is. Thank you for asking,” Shana spoke sharply.He turned to her.“You look ready to
charm.”That quelled her. He pulled the car into the street. Shana took a deep breath and
spoke.“I’ve been giving their MO and the current setup some thought and I think we have to
consider the possibility that they may use drugs tonight.” She paused, but he didn’t interrupt her
so she continued with her theory.“I think they may infiltrate while we’re in the house, presumably
while we’re asleep—in a drug-induced sleep. Jean Luc will want to deflect suspicion from
himself. Especially now with the missing heiress a hot issue. He’s sticking around for something
big since he’s taking a big risk, so we need to assume their plan is specific the area, the
Whittiers’ house, maybe burglary. I noticed the several pieces of art that are pretty high end. But
Jean Luc can’t send someone in while we’re at dinner with him or he might be suspected as a
partner. Maybe he’ll send someone to do recon while we’re out at dinner, then come back late at
night when all are asleep.” She paused and looked for his reaction.He kept his mouth shut. Let
her play it out before he popped her balloon.“The drugs are insurance—to try to make sure we’re
unconscious for the night. To minimize complications. We should guard against the drugs, but
without being obvious—make them think we got whatever dose we were supposed to get.” She
finished with another deep breath.“Very interesting theory, Shana,” Chauncey said with a nod of
approval. “Are you sure you’ve never been a burglar yourself?” he quipped.Shana laughed. Dane
felt her eyes turn to him and hold.“Doubt the surfing competition is a cover for burglary. Too big
an expense. There’ve been no police reports or insurance claims filed since Jean Luc appeared
in the area. Doesn’t explain the missing heiress and lack of ransom.”“He’s not noted for



kidnapping. It’s not his style. Maybe the fact that she’s missing is coincidental,” Chauncey spoke
up.“Doubt it.” Dane turned to Shana as he pulled the car into line for the restaurant’s valet
parking. “I think her disappearance has something to do with the shady surfing competition. It’s a
scam of some kind for sure. Don’t know what the deal is yet. What do you think?” He didn’t want
to share his theory just yet.“Of course. You have all the answers.” Shana’s nostrils flared. He
squelched his fascination with the look, with her flustered anger.The valet came around and took
his keys, but before he got out of the car he leaned over and whispered in her ear, breathing in
her scent. “Was Susan Whittier kidnapped or is she on a legitimate trip somewhere?”Shana
turned to whisper back in his ear and said, “I think she’s dead.”He hid the resonance that
vibrated through him. Maybe Shana wasn’t a total novice. Taking her chin in one hand, he pulled
her face toward his. When her shocked green eyes were on him, he drilled her with a cold stare
and lowered his lips to touch hers, carefully as if to avoid a static charge. But no amount of
caution could have prevented the stunning jolt to his system when the flesh of his lips touched
her moist pouty mouth.He quickly backed away and said in a last murmur in her ear, “Keep that
to yourself for now, Ms. George. We could be wrong.”Chapter 9Their table was waiting. It was a
good thing because Shana needed to sit. Her legs shook. She wondered if it was appropriate to
have a drink, given their undercover status, but hell, she needed one if she was going to make it
through the meal.It was not that she was worried about Jean Luc or carrying off her rich beach
bunny surfer role. It was him. That damn man. Dane Stinking Blaise. The ridiculously legendary
nuclear bomb to her nervous system.He followed closely behind her and she followed Chauncey
to their table in a semiprivate nook. Jean Luc stood.“Remember—we’re together,” Dane
whispered closely behind her.She stumbled a fraction and recovered before anyone noticed.
Except Dane, who took her arm and began his role as her love interest in earnest.Jean Luc
beamed at them so that she’d swear he was the happiest man on the planet if she didn’t know
he was as fake as a twenty-three-dollar bill. Introductions were made to Chauncey. She sat
squeezed in next to Dane and across from Jean Luc at the small four-person table. Shana took
up her menu and she clenched her jaw to stop it from dropping.“Don’t worry about the prices, my
dear guests. This is a special night for me where I get to make new friends.” Jean Luc chuckled
and leaned back in his seat with a wave in the waiter’s direction. Shana gave him her stock
haughty look and hoped he hadn’t seen through her. She was going to need to bolster her
spoiled heiress persona if she was going to get through the night without giving herself away.The
waiter appeared at their table and Shana figured that was the first time she’d ever seen a waiter
respond to that move in real life. Jean Luc must be a regular. A big-tipping regular. He had a well-
financed operation just as their intel had reported.“Let’s have champagne. Crystal. What years
do you have?” Jean Luc asked.The waiter rattled off his list and Jean Luc ordered the best, if the
waiter’s eyebrow raise was any measure. She felt the heat of Dane’s hard thigh as it gravitated
toward hers under the table. The warmth she felt was much more than his body heat. She took
up the heavy stemmed glass of water in front of her plate, hoping it was the correct one, and
took a large swallow.He touched his leg to hers then, as if in triumph. She glanced at him out of



the corner of her eye as Chauncey engaged Jean Luc in idle conversation about Martha’s
Vineyard.“A decorator. How interesting,” Jean Luc said. He turned to Dane in mock surprise. “You
didn’t tell me you had a decorator friend.”She had no idea if he was onto them and playing
games or what he thought of their group at this point.“I didn’t because he’s Shana’s friend,” Dane
said. “Never know who you’ll run into on Martha’s Vineyard.” He didn’t smile.Shana needed to
put Jean Luc at ease. She had to play her part. Dane nudged her thigh with his knee to prompt
her act. She leaned forward and, looking straight at Jean Luc, licked her lips.“Surely your home
is as chic as possible—I imagine you’ve no need for a decorator. In fact, I’d love to see it
sometime.”He looked at her with his same smile and paused. She watched his nostrils flare
slightly as if he were a wolf picking up her feminine scent and evaluating. She ran a hand under
the heavy waves of her hair, unsettling the tresses to create a more tousled look and half
covering one eye in the process. The almost imperceptible intake of breath didn’t come from
Jean Luc as she’d hoped. It came from Dane. His thigh disappeared from her space. The
absence of that warmth unsettled her for a flash.“I would love to show you my temporary home
at the beach, but presently I have visitors who keep odd hours and hold their privacy sacred.
Maybe soon. In the meantime, perhaps you can show me your temporary home. I’m sure it’s as
show-stopping as you are.”“I’m sure I told you—I’m staying at the Whittiers’ home. Haven’t you
visited already?”“No. Why would I?”“Well, then, consider yourself invited. We’ll arrange it.” She
looked to Chauncey as if for confirmation and he smiled and nodded.“Not while I’m there you
won’t.” Dane startled her with the ardency of his tone.Chauncey coughed and took up his glass
of water.“How droll,” Jean Luc said. “Possessive in the extreme for a man who just met Ms.
George two days ago.”“I know what I want.”“Now wait a minute…” Shana knew she had to skate
the line for a while before ditching Dane and showing more interest in Jean Luc.Dane turned to
her and reached an arm around her, bringing her close and nuzzling her ear in an electrifying
caress. She shuddered. It was no act.“Not too fast,” he whispered. “Don’t let him have you too
soon, ma belle,” he whispered as he nipped at her ear.The sharp sting sent an exquisite shock
through her gut and right through to her pleasure center, spreading heat and goose bumps at
the same time and causing a molten reaction. She remained leaning into him even as he
removed his arm from her and settled back. Looking into his eyes she saw a flash of lust before
he sent a warning glare. Shark eyes. Or maybe they were wolf eyes. All men seemed to have
wolf eyes at some point.She pulled herself back, shuttered her bedroom-eye stare and reached
for her glass of water again.Dane spoke up. “Don’t you worry about Shana and me, Jean Luc.
We’re just fine.”Jean Luc nodded. The waiter returned. Another man refilled her water. Dane
ordered for her in perfect French. She had no idea what he ordered and refused to be impressed
with his French. Besides, it didn’t matter if it was the most delectable dish ever served in the
history of gourmet restaurants, she didn’t see how she could eat a bite of it. Nerves had her
insides twisted uncomfortably.On the other hand, when the champagne arrived in the next
moment, she couldn’t wait for a big gulp.* * *The waiter poured Dane’s glass last. The gulp of
champagne cooled the impending explosion of his head and his temper, if only momentarily.



Dane didn’t know how long he’d be able to stand the company of Jean Luc before he had to beat
the man to a pulp. Maybe that would cure what ailed him, but he doubted it. Too much too soon.
He turned to his girl and swept a gaze over her. The most unprofessional thought possible
popped into his head about how she could put an end to his misery over Jean Luc. Over this
assignment. The world.She turned to him as she finished half the champagne in her flute and
replaced it on the table. There was no apology in her eyes. He didn’t put his glass down and
instead gulped down the remainder as if it were a shot of whiskey. Not as satisfying except to
see her eyebrows go up. Only a miniscule amount, but he noticed the question in her look, then
the empathy.“How about if we get that waiter back here, Jean Luc? You seem to have a way with
him,” Dane said. “I’d like to order a real drink.”“Certainment. What did you have in
mind?”“Scotch,” Chauncey said before Dane could say anything.He nodded at the man.“Tequila.
Patron Silver for me.”Jean Luc smiled patiently at them all and looked to Shana, who maintained
a bored, disinterested look. Dane bet it was only half faked.“And you, ma cherie?”“I’m happy with
the champagne. You know, I love how you speak French. The language—it’s so… so…”“Chic?”
Chauncey said.That made Jean Luc smile and Shana laughed.“Like you,” Jean Luc said to her.
He waved the waiter back over.“And like you, Jean Luc. You’re the ultimate in charming chic
French elegance,” Shana said, lifting her newly refilled glass to him.Jean Luc ordered their
drinks, remaining cool. Dane would bet his fat uncle that Jean Luc wasn’t sure about Shana,
about who she was, if she were for real. He should do something about that. He’d had enough
small talk.“So what business are you in these days, Jean Luc?” Dane asked.“You mean aside
from running the surfing competition? I’m a patron of the arts and all that is beautiful in the world.
As I’ve always been.”Dane sensed Shana stifling a giggle. If she tried drinking any more
champagne he’d have to spill it on her to stop her.“And what about you Dane? It’s been so long.
What are you up to these days?”“The usual, old friend. I surf some. I live. I breathe.”“Ah.”“One
thing is certain—he doesn’t spend a minute decorating his bungalow,” Chauncey said. He took a
sip of his scotch and made a face.They all laughed.Dane turned to Shana. “We’ll have to surf
tomorrow. The waves are going to be perfect.” He reached a hand up and cupped the back of
her head, sliding it down the heavy waves of her hair and resting it at the base of her neck on her
shoulder. He felt her flinch and tense, felt the shudder under his hand. She looked away and then
found her role.“I can’t wait. It’s been too long. I hope surfing is like riding a bike.”“You’ll be
perfect.” Dane smiled at her. Her vulnerability pleased him, but then he’d become a sick man
when it came to women. He might lust, but there was no way she could make him care. He’d
been inoculated by Elena and was emotionally immune to the likes of Shana.“That I have to see.
Where will you surf?” Jean Luc invited himself.“You’re not invited,” Dane said
automatically.Chauncey choked on his scotch. “Must have gone down the wrong way,” he said
and coughed.“Don’t mind Dane, Jean Luc,” Shana said. “I’m personally inviting you to come and
watch me surf. We’ll be at Gay Head. After all, I’ll need some practice for the competition.”“How
perfect. I’ll be there tomorrow. I bet you’ve done a lot of surfing back in Australia.”“Have you ever
been to Australia?”“I’ve been down under a time or two in my travels.”“My family is from Sidney,



but I consider myself an international citizen. Mostly I go wherever there’s a beach, sun, fun and
waves.”“Quite a life. No thought to settling down?”Shana laughed in response, one of those
laughs that said, what a quaint notion, but no.“You’re an unusual young lady, my dear Shana.
And a young lady after my own heart. I share your sentiment about settling down.” Jean Luc lifted
his champagne flute to her as if in salute. She lifted hers. Again.Luckily the waiter came by then
and delivered the first of their food.“I’ll have another Patron on the rocks and my friend Chauncey
will have another Johnny Walker. My lovely companion will have a ginger ale.” Dane finished the
order but not before he felt Shana nudge his leg under the table.The shockwave of awareness
woke him to full alertness. It was too goddamned much fun toying with her. He removed his hand
from her neck, sliding it down her back over the bare skin of her shoulders and down the silky
sheath. He took a long breath that ended up shakier than he would have liked. Or imagined.She
took a breath too. He wasn’t sure if it was relief or something else. But of course she was
relieved. She was wound tight and he’d been no help.More food and fresh drinks arrived quickly
and were shortly followed by visitors to the table. Jean Luc jumped from his chair and his
features tightened as if someone was twisting his thumb back under the table. Prior to that
moment Dane had thought the man impervious. He looked over the unwelcome visitors with
interest.Jean Luc’s cohorts. A young man, who looked a lot like Jean Luc but lacking his polish
and wily wisdom, stood several inches taller than Jean Luc and was accompanied by a young
lady. Dane decided that “young lady” was a generous description for the woman who hung on
her man like a worn wrinkled shirt. She could have been beautiful. Probably had been, but had
given up and confined her efforts to keeping herself high. The only question was which drug
enslaved the sad junkie.The third person visiting their table was the odd man out. In every sense.
He didn’t fit. It wasn’t that he was shorter and heavier and the opposite of chic; it wasn’t even the
disjointed nose and overly muscular arms. It was the dull disconnected eyes. Dane ought to
know. He’d encountered dozens of men like him before. This man was in a different category of
criminal than Jean Luc or the young couple.“Roger, Tamara, what a nice surprise to see you
here.” Jean Luc reached over the table and shook the young man’s hand and nodded at the half-
alive woman. Then he turned to the odd man and said, “Ned.”“Introduce us to your friends,” Ned
said. It wasn’t a request.In his mind, Dane raised his brows.Jean Luc remained standing and
retained his poise, introducing them to his younger brother Roger, Roger’s girl Tamara and Ned.
Nods, but not handshakes, were exchanged.“I didn’t know you were dining here this evening,”
Jean Luc aimed his question at Roger, but Ned answered.“We knew you’d be here and were
hoping to join you—and your new friends. Can’t have too many friends.” Ned curved his lips to
reveal tobacco-stained teeth.The stains were the serious kind you got from chewing tobacco
rather than merely smoking, Dane noticed. The man’s accent and manner reminded him of
some people he knew in New Jersey. The people were not friends, but professional
acquaintances on the other side of his mission.Dane spoke up before Jean Luc had a
chance.“I’m afraid it’s too late—we’ve already ordered and the table barely fits us four. Maybe
another time.” He kept his eyes on Ned, clearly daring him to press the issue while they all



waited a lengthy beat for the man’s response. It was curious to Dane that Jean Luc waited for his
response without taking up Dane’s lead as he’d expected. Once Ned nodded, Jean Luc sat and
promised to see them later.“Yes, you will,” Ned said, but he didn’t turn to leave.“I hope you’re all
planning to attend the American Invitational Surfing Competition?” Jean Luc smiled.Shana had
her back to Ned and she chose that moment to speak up, answering Jean Luc.“You know, it’s
funny, Jean Luc. My friend, Susan Whittier—the one that I was telling you about—she was
planning to enter the competition, but I got a text from her. She says she’s run off with some guy
for a spontaneous trip. Funny. It’s not like her.”Ned interrupted. “She’s probably run away with a
man like spoiled rich girls do.”Dane noticed Chauncey playing James Bond and taking a picture
of Ned and each of the others with the tiepin camera he’d brought from Scotland Yard Exchange
HQ in Boston.Shana turned to look at Ned and gave him an unfriendly smile. Ned turned and
walked off in a strut stunted by his short legs and limited energy.Jean Luc’s brother took up the
cause of apologizing for the less than wonderful manners of his friend. “He has a toothache and
we haven’t been successful at finding a dentist. Do you know of one?”“All we have here is a pair
of surfers and a decorator…” Jean Luc turned to Chauncey and asked, “That is what you do,
isn’t it? You’re a decorator?”“No, I was joking. I’m really an undercover detective. From Scotland
Yard, of course.”Shana laughed loudly and immediately, and Dane followed suit, while Chauncey
smiled.“Don’t scare people like that, Chaunce. You know everyone has someone to hide from
the law,” Shana said. She looked at Dane. “Isn’t that right, surfer dude?”“You mean something,
don’t you, surfer babe?” he said and swept his gaze over Jean Luc and back to Chauncey. Miller
was a piece of work. He was certainly succeeding at keeping tension high.“I love to tease.
Suffice to say I’m not a dentist,” Chauncey said to Roger, who sported the same shuttered look
as his brother.“Mystery man, eh?” Roger showed a dimple. “If anyone can give me the name of a
dentist, it would be appreciated.” He slipped a card from his inside pocket and placed it on the
table in front of Shana. The woman hanging on his arm stirred and shot a look at Shana as if
she’d just seen her for the first time.Dane plucked up the card and slipped it into his pocket. The
couple left with him propping her up. They didn’t head for another table but went out the front
door—the same door Ned exited a minute earlier. They didn’t seem concerned about causing
suspicion. That troubled Dane.“How well did you know Susan Whittier?” Dane addressed Jean
Luc.“I did not. Certainly not as well as Shana knows her.”Dane knew he was calling their cover
into question. He also noticed that Jean Luc had used the past tense when referring to the
missing girl. Not good.“We went to school together in Paris as teenagers,” Shana said in a bored
voice. It was the background story and they had the creds in place in case Jean Luc checked.
Dane knew he would. Dane also knew something was off with his so-called friend Ned and it
wasn’t a toothache.“How well do you know Ned? I’ve never seen him around. A new
acquaintance?”“Surely we have something better to talk about.”“All right. Let’s talk about the
police being on high alert and how Shana had to deal with them to ensure her safety and has
been questioned repeatedly about her friend,” Dane said.“You speak accusingly—as if it were
my fault. I assure you I am sorry about any trouble her missing friend is causing Shana, but none



of it has anything to do with me.”“You knew her and you lied about it.” Dane pressed.“I may have
met the young woman, but I did not know her. Why do you insist on discussing this when Shana
has said she heard from her friend and all is well?” Jean Luc kept his cool in spite of Dane’s
heavy-handedness. Someone who truly had nothing to do with it would be a lot more puzzled
and curious about why Dane pressed the issue.“I told you, I’m a suspicious guy. Especially when
someone lies. And really especially when that someone shows an interest in my girl.” Dane
reached an arm around Shana’s shoulder and pulled her in.“Hey, wait a minute. Don’t I get a say
in whose girl I am? I’m a free-wheeling type if you want to know the truth,” Shana smiled playfully
between Jean Luc and Dane.“Well, I’m not. You’re going to need to make a choice. At least while
you’re on the island. And from where I sit”—he pulled her closer still and felt her tense up
—“you’ve already made your choice.”Shana exchanged a knowing look with Chauncey.“I just
love it when men fight over me. It gives me a bigger rush than a push of heroin.”“Unlike you, my
friend—” Jean Luc began.“And stop calling me your friend,” Dane said, teeth bared at Jean Luc.
He was boiling up and it wasn’t all part of the act. Telling himself to simmer down, he added, “We
were always rivals—from the minute we met.” That was the absolute truth.“Have it your way. I’m
not afraid of competition. In fact, I propose a friendly wager. Chauncey here looks like a gaming
sort. What do you say?”Chauncey looked between the two as if measuring them up, then rubbed
his chin. “I’ll place five-thousand pounds on the girl.”They all laughed, snapping the tension like a
frayed rope. They ate their meals and Shana dominated the conversation, centering it around
the impending surfing competition. Jean Luc paid close attention while drinking little. Dane held
back from having a third tequila, although his nerves screamed for it. Or was it his soul begging
for numbness?He spent the meal observing everything about their mark and their environs,
watching for Ned and anyone that looked like a cohort of his—like someone that could have
played an extra mobster on The Sopranos no matter how expensively he was dressed. The
tarnish on the inside always showed through the polish if you knew what to look for, and Dane
knew. His life depended on knowing. That sliver of survival instinct had worn thin, but it was
there. He picked up his water goblet and took a big swig to quench the instinct in case the
alcohol had dulled it more than it could stand. He turned to Shana as she laughed in that deep
womanly way she had that seemed unexpected coming from her beach bimbo body. Thank God
he hadn’t slipped and called her a bimbo. She’d chafed at “girlie” and that was the mildest thing
he had for her.Tuning in on the heat he felt where their thighs whispered against each other, the
sensation of warmth waved through him in a comforting measure. For once at least it didn’t rouse
lust. He knew the attraction was dangerous, but no more so than the automatic antagonism.
They were like two magnets attracting each other at one end and repelling each other on the
opposite end. Dane hoped he could keep the balance.Of course he could. He was betting his life
on it.Shana rose to take her ritualistic turn in the ladies’ room, signaling an end to the meal. Jean
Luc of course stood when she stood, forcing him and Chauncey to do an awkward half stand.
Shana gave him a look over her shoulder that said “don’t bother.” That bothered him. Shit.“I know
of a wonderful place we can all go dancing,” Jean Luc said as if the evening were only



beginning.Dane kept the deep sigh to himself. The man had probably slept until noon. When the
waiter came back, Dane ordered coffee.“I love to dance.” Chauncey smiled as if it were true and
his only aim in life was to party.Jean Luc turned to Dane. “This is where our wager will be made
or forfeited. I think we both know what the stakes are.” He kept his eyes on Dane.Dane met his
stare and said nothing, only conceding with a barely perceptible nod.Lucky for Dane the
outcome of their bet about who would win Shana had been predetermined. As long as Shana
kept to the plan. And as long as Ned stayed out of it.Dane hoped the surge of tension tightening
in his chest didn’t show. Jean Luc would be an expert at discerning the slightest hint, and
although Jean Luc may not be dangerous, he appeared to be playing with dangerous people on
his team.When they left the restaurant, they went to their respective cars to meet at the Flying
Horses Club on Seaview Avenue in Oak Bluffs. Dane automatically surveyed the area while
Shana ran an admiring hand over the hood of their car as if it were a champion race horse. That
subtle move gave him a surprising blip of warmth toward her before he clamped down on it. So
what if she finally showed some good tradecraft?As he reached for his door to slide inside the
driver’s seat, his eyes rested on the darkened corner of the parking lot at his ten o’clock. The
bulb was out in the light near there, but he saw the silhouette of a head in a car and memorized
the plates. He knew that head. Cold flowed through him and all the slivers of instinct he thought
were worn sprang to life.Thank God. He would need every last one of them.Chapter 10“What is
it?” She asked him after he slammed his door closed. Shana could tell Dane saw something. He
looked as if the cool stupid macho Marlboro Man beachcomber had disappeared and was
replaced by RoboCop. She felt the frigid steeliness emanating from him and she admitted in a
tiny corner of her mind that it both scared her to death and turned her on in equal measures. Her
heart pounded loud and fast no matter how much she told herself to calm down.“It’s Ned. He’s
trouble. And he’ll be waiting for us.” Dane started the car and pulled out, watching the rearview
mirror.“I got a bad vibe from him too,” she said.“Jean Luc is in over his head,” Dane said, “and
whatever his usual game is, we can throw it out the window because it’s clear Ned is in charge
and he’s a wild card. A lethal wild card.”“I’ll call Captain Lynch and see if he can find out anything
on the man,” Shana said and turned to Chauncey. “Give me your tiepin and I’ll send the
pictures.”“The pictures were automatically sent to HQ when I took them. You can call Cap to see
if they have anything.”“Oh…” She felt like she’d just got left back in first grade because she didn’t
know how to spell go. She punched in the number for Captain Nice and he answered on the first
ring.“Hello, Shana—what can I do for you?”“What do you have for us on the picture Chauncey
just sent from his tiepin gadget?”“Nothing yet. I’m running it now on the facial recognition
program against all databases—including Interpol. I’ll send you a text when I have something.”
He paused a beat. “That all you need?” He sounded too hopeful.“I don’t know—that all you got,
big boy?”Cap chuckled at her. “Look for my text.”“Will do. But if I don’t get something soon, I’ll
have to come looking for you.” The good captain grunted and signed off.“Was that absolutely
necessary?” Dane asked her without taking his eyes from the nighttime traffic on the busy village
streets.“Warming up my flirting muscles.” She didn’t bother looking at him either.Dane sighed. If



she thought he might tell her that her flirting muscles were in fine shape, then she would have
been disappointed.The Flying Horses Club was on the right in the next block. The live music
ricocheted through the night air to reach them. They pulled up in front and the valet came around
to open their doors. Taking in a deep breath of the heady salt air mixed with magic glamour and
expensive perfumes, Shana walked with Dane and Chauncey followed behind. Dane held a
proprietary arm around her as if they were together. Something about it all swallowed her up and
carried her away in the moment. She turned to his profile before they walked inside and the
overwhelming need to kiss him, the want and draw of his strong jaw and sensual lips—and
maybe the effect of the champagne too—all made her giddy and edgy with excitement.He
glanced down at her from his two-inch height advantage—a rarity that caused a flutter to waft up
from her stomach—and his eyes blazed.“Don’t look at me that way, girlie. Not unless you want to
be kissed.”“I could say the same thing to you.”“If you did, I would say go for it.” He paused a beat
and smiled.She had enough self-preservation instincts still operational under the haze of her
champagne and glamour-fueled high to not take him up on his dare.“And here I thought you
were a bold girl for a minute.”“And stop calling me girl.” She withdrew herself from his hold and
strode through the door ahead of him, leaving him to pay their way. She headed straight for the
dance floor, propelled by the music and the crowd.Jean Luc was right. This was a great place.
The crowd was a mix of everyone from poor college kids, twenty-something trust fund brats, to
middle-aged couples of varied means. More singles than couples. She turned over her shoulder
to see Dane followed by Jean Luc and Chauncey heading toward her. She scoured Dane’s face
for a clue to his mood but found nothing useful. His undercover mask was back in place and he
took her hand the moment he reached her and pulled her into a dance at the center of the
floor.Luck must be commonplace for him, she decided, when the band melted into a slow song
meant for romance. He held her close and she forged her defenses, not worried a whit if anyone
noticed because they couldn’t possibly see her face with his so close by. The heat of the place
closed in on her. His strong lean arms tightened around her to flatten her body against his. He
was hard and she felt dizzy. She shouldn’t have had that last champagne.He pressed her head
toward his with one hand, and she felt the sandpaper texture of his face, smelled the
overwhelming manly scent, powerful and waving over her like the ocean itself.“You’ll need to
make yourself more accessible or Jean Luc may pick another mark and stop wasting his time
with you.”She pulled back. He forced her to keep dancing when she would have stopped. The
urge to slap his face flashed through her, but instead she stiffened her spine mentally.“You don’t
think he finds me suitably wealthy and flighty?”“No, I think he finds you smart and distant and
your wealth maybe not obvious enough. You are inaccessible.”Her nostrils flared and she moved
her mouth close to his ear. His scent nearly choked off the bite of her words, but she managed to
say, “I think it’s you. You’re the problem. You keep me from pursuing him when you behave like a
proprietary jungle cat.”She felt the warmth emanate from him. Smelled that male sweat. Saw the
thud of the pulse in his neck. The coil of heat inside her spiraled and clenched to a spot between
her thighs and she felt the moisture pool there. She struggled to keep her back straight and her



knees from buckling as he pulled her close enough to grind their hips. She sucked in a stunned
breath. He turned his head, dragging the roughness of his stubbled jaw against her cheek until
his mouth fronted hers and she breathed his breath.Chest heaving almost to the point of
panting, she felt her own breath deflect off him, mingle with his and come back to her. She
swallowed his breath, his scent. She felt moisture from his lips touching and not touching,
whisping together and apart from her lips. He said nothing. She had no voice, no words.His hand
slid up her back, gliding over the silk of her dress and searing across the skin of her shoulders
and up under her hair to cup the back of her neck. Her breath stopped; then she gasped as she
saw the blaze in his eyes before he pulled her mouth against his in a crushing ravenous kiss. His
mouth felt greedy and his lips soft and hot and moist and seductive and punishing. He pulled her
bottom lip into his mouth and between his teeth and held on, flicking it with his tongue and
sucking on it until he nipped it with a pinch and let go.She pulled her mouth from his, and the
simmering heat of her body from the soles of her feet to her thudding heart to her mouth and
face screamed at her, telling her she was out of control. The shaking of her hands against his
chest caught his attention an instant before she realized she should hide it. He covered her hand
with his larger cooler one, steadying her. Lifting her chin with the other hand, he forced her to
look into his eyes.She didn’t find the mocking look she dreaded. She found a mirror of the tumult
inside her. The music stopped and she pushed her palms against his rock-hard chest to get
space, to breathe. A million words fled through her mind in and out of her grasp and so she had
no idea what to say. Feelings dominated reason in her brain. Her hands stayed there on his
chest and she felt the thudding of his heart slow as they stared at each other. He held her in
place so she couldn’t flee. Like he read her mind or at least one of the multitudinous thoughts
flying through it. Or maybe he felt the nerves skittering through her so that she was afraid she’d
start twitching if she didn’t run the other way.“It’s all right, Shana. My kiss won’t kill you. I’m not
made of poison. Not technically. Maybe euphemistically.”“I… I didn’t think—”“Neither of us did. I
won’t apologize. We’re playing a role. We both need to remember that. A role. Professional. Keep
it cool.” He stopped talking and let his eyes relax on her and go dreamy rather than intense,
almost afraid and vulnerable the way they’d been when he spoke—no rasped—those words.
Scolding words. But he’d been scolding himself too. They’d been in it together, lost in the
moment together and that thought gave her comfort.He pulled her back in and consoled her with
a caress along her back as he whispered in her ear.“Jean Luc on your six. He’ll want to break us
up and dance. You’ll say yes. Even when I put up a fight. You’ll get angry. It’ll work out.” He took a
deep breath, tickling the hairs on her neck and making her shiver.“You okay? You ready for
this?”She nodded. Then she felt Jean Luc approach before she heard the man’s polished
accent. She smelled his distinct yet subtle cologne even in the crush of bodies and their smells.
The spell was broken. Her moment with Dane disappeared. He became rigid under her hands
and in his arms. Then he pulled away and it was as if the door to the Arctic had been opened
and she’d been abandoned to the cold.“May I have the next dance?” Jean Luc came around to
speak directly to her in spite of Dane’s menacing stare.She gave him a smile. She remembered



Dane’s words and raised her chin.“I’d love to heat up the floor with you—it’s about time we got to
know each other better since we’ll be sharing the island all summer.” She put out her hand and
he took it.Dane grumbled. “Remember who you came here with, Shana.” He raised a hand and
caressed her chin before Jean Luc blocked him and took her away.“Nonsense. Shana can get a
ride from me or any one of a dozen admirers, Dane. In spite of your attempt, you have no hold on
the lady.” He smiled over his shoulder at Dane.When Dane let go of her chin he gave her one
more look. A look that didn’t hide anything, a vulnerable caring look full of animal lust and want
and worry. Shana wasn’t sure if the worry was for her or for him. She felt the same worry, the
same confusion.* * *Dane turned away and walked straight to the bar. He forced himself to ask
for ice water. After all, that was what he needed most, wasn’t it? He was in trouble. They were in
trouble. The mission was in trouble. Most of all, Susan Whittier was in deep trouble—if she was
still alive. They needed to force the hand of Jean Luc and they didn’t have the luxury of time. He
checked his watch and nodded to Chauncey, who joined him at the bar.“Any word from Captain
Lynch—or from the governor? We need backup intel on this. We need to know something about
Ned and we need a way to get into Jean Luc’s house.”“I didn’t get much from Cap’s text except
that Ned is staying with Jean Luc and the brother and his girl. The other two don’t go out much.
Ned has something on Jean Luc is my bet and he’s holding them up for some action. The other
piece of information is about the text from Susan Whittier’s phone.” Chauncey paused.“Lay it on
me.”“Our suspicions were correct. It came from Jean Luc’s house. Either they’re holding her or
she’s dead and they kept her phone—along with who knows what else of her
belongings.”“Shit.”“Doesn’t look good,” Chauncey agreed.“No, I mean Ned just walked in.” Dane
looked away from Ned and smiled at Chauncey as if they were having a joke and some drinks.
He wished he could afford to indulge in another Patron. “Don’t turn.”“That bad?” Chauncey
asked.“He brought two friends with him.” Dane spared another glance without turning his head
and clenched his jaw. “Not the brother and his girl. A couple of gentlemen who look decidedly
tougher. And they’re armed.”Chapter 11“Shit indeed,” Chauncey said.“Don’t worry. I can handle
myself. You watch out for Shana. I’ll go chat with Ned and see what he’s up to.” It was truly the
last thing in the universe of possibilities that he wanted to do. The taste of Shana’s bottom lip
came to mind, spearing through his gut and straight to his loins. The universe’s honest answer
for his first choice. Damn.He turned from the bar and shoved his way over to where Ned stood
with his accompanying thugs on the edge of the dance floor, ignoring the music, the crowd and
everything it seemed, except Shana and Jean Luc. They danced to a frantic tune and flashing
lights. The air became denser the closer he got to Ned. He took a deep breath and circled
around the man who hadn’t given him more than a cursory glance. Ned kept his gaze fixed on
the dance floor and his man, reminding Dane of an overprotective nursemaid minding a
mischievous toddler.“Introduce me to your friends, Ned.” Dane stood next to the man, closer
than he liked, but as close as the noise dictated.Ned turned to him and said, “You don’t want to
know them. Hope you don’t have to end up meeting them up close and personal.” He turned to
his goons and nodded toward Dane as if to say he’s your target. Then he returned his stare to



Shana. And Jean Luc of course.“They make a lovely couple,” Dane said.“Very lovely. I’m glad
you’re seeing it my way.”“That’s not exactly what I said.”Ned shook his head. “That’s too bad. For
you.” Ned tilted his head slightly in Dane’s direction.Dane tightened before he felt a beefy hand
on his shoulder. He didn’t react.“Guess you have no confidence in the charming abilities of your
man Jean Luc.”“Sure I do. It’s more a matter that I don’t trust you.” Ned delivered his lines without
looking at him. Dane felt like a bad actor in a Lifetime melodrama.“Your loss. I predict you may
need to change horses. Soon. No sense chasing a bad bet.”That got Ned to turn and look at him.
He gave the man a stare back to match the shark-like dispassion.“You are a cool one. But you
don’t owe me anything. Jean Luc needs to repay a debt. I find that makes a man more
reliable.”Dane shrugged from the grasp of the henchman and leaned uncomfortably close to
Ned’s overly perfumed person, only to find that the excessive cologne did not hide the man’s
stench. He whispered, for his ears only. “I don’t care if he owes his life; he can’t win if I’m in the
game. On the other hand, I’ll never owe you a thing. So you’re in a tough place, Mr. Ned. Just
wanted to leave you with that thought. Have a nice night.” He eyed the henchman, daring the guy
to touch him again, and brushed past both of them and went to the exit.He walked out into the
cool air, needing to breathe in the salty breeze, but hating to leave Shana in there. Even under
Chauncey’s protection. He wondered how the man concentrated with his little wife back at home.
It took all Dane’s willpower to keep walking toward his car without breaking stride. He swung by
the valet and took his key.Dane knew they’d follow him home. Chauncey knew too. They both
knew the pair meant to rough him up to warn him off Shana. Everyone knew the game.Dane only
hoped he was up to playing in top form.* * *Shana sweated, but she wasn’t worried about her
blue silk dress. She was worried about Dane disappearing from the spot where she’d just seen
him, especially when she saw Ned with two large friends in the crowd. The trio couldn’t be more
obvious about not being there to dance. The band took a break and Jean Luc took her hand and
led her to the bar where, with a flash of his diamond-ringed hand, he captured the coveted
attention of the bartender and ordered them drinks. She had no idea what he ordered, but what
she wanted was an ice water. Preferably in a bucket.She let her gaze wander as she smiled at
Jean Luc, but she still didn’t see Dane. She caught sight of Chauncey. It occurred to her that she
might learn something about Jean Luc’s doings by talking to this bartender who seemed to know
him.Jean Luc handed her a tall glass of ice water and she didn’t bother hiding her grateful
surprise when she looked up at his smiling face. She thought about it and held back for an
instant, but then she leaned in and kissed him. On the lips.They were cool lips. He didn’t force it
further or hold her, but accepted the kiss graciously. He swept one hand up her bare arm without
raising a tingle. She felt the cold glide of his ring. He circled his arm around her.“Thank you for
reading my mind… about the ice water,” she said.“I live to please you. I enjoyed dancing. You are
a treat to watch.” He lowered his voice and leaned closer, but not touching. “Your kiss was… an
unexpected treat.”The burst of self-consciousness made her double her efforts to find Dane in
the crowd as she looked from under her downcast lashes. She could do this. This was her
job.But God help her—she didn’t want to do this. She wanted Dane. She wasn’t sure why she felt



so desperate until she saw him walk outside. And then saw Ned and the two men follow
him.“Why don’t we go outside for some air?” She started moving before Jean Luc responded,
but he took her hand and followed.“Perfect idea, my beauty.”Outside she took in the cool salty air
and shivered as it wafted over her overheated skin. He held her hand and led her in a stroll out
front, although she managed to get a look at the parking lot. She wanted to find out where Dane
was. Maybe she ought to stop the pretense and express her concern. She knew Jean Luc wasn’t
Dane’s friend and she wanted badly to call him on the ruse and get him on their side to turn the
game over. They came to a bench and he invited her to sit next to him.“Tell me your troubles, ma
petite. It’s clear something is worrying you.”“How do you figure?” She at least hid her surprise
that he saw right through her. His insight made up her mind on it. She would need to come
nearer to the truth of their circumstances. “I’m worried about Susan Whittier.”“Ah. You are a very
good, caring friend. But I thought you heard from her and all is well? Don’t worry your pretty little
head needlessly, ma cherie.”“Ma cherie? I didn’t think people actually said that anymore.” She
smiled at him.“Not even French men? But of course—or maybe I am aging myself, non?”“Yes.”
She laughed. He really was charming. And she would bet her last bullet he had nothing to do
with kidnapping or harming Susan Whittier—or anyone for that matter. In fact, she was probably
betting more than her last bullet playing this charade. She was betting her life—or would be if
she were a helpless beach bunny heiress for real.In reality, Shana figured she could take Jean
Luc inside of thirty seconds.“You look much happier now.”“I am. I feel better. Thank you.” She
spied Dane pulling out of the parking lot into the street and did feel better. Not better about being
alone—but better about him escaping from Ned and his thugs. They were very worrisome.“So
how well do you know Ned? He doesn’t seem like the type of guy a man like you would hang
around with.”Jean Luc contemplated her with his wise eyes and said nothing for several beats.
She waited him out.“I wouldn’t. Ordinarily. But life gets complicated sometimes. Let’s just say
he’s more a friend of my brother’s than mine. And as they say, one can’t choose family.”“Maybe
not, but family can get you into a hell of a lot of trouble,” she said. She didn’t want to let him off
the hook about Ned that easily. “Besides, I don’t like Ned. I don’t want to associate with him. You
don’t mind, do you?”“Not at all, cherie. You are a very wise young lady. Much more than you
seem at first glance.”The comment, coupled with his knowing look, caused a stab of fear to
pierce her gut, but she held back a shudder. She forgot to play her role. He was outfoxing her,
getting her to warm up to him. But damn it, she didn’t think she was wrong about him.“Everyone
is more complicated than they seem, Jean Luc. Even you.”“Touché.” He laughed and put his arm
around her and hugged her to him. He was more solid than she expected. Wiry and lean, but
barely her height. She’d make a note to wear lower heels next time. There would be a next time.
She was reeling him in. Or he was thinking he was reeling her in. Which scenario was closer to
the truth was yet to be determined.“Would you like to take a drive down to the beach? I know of a
place overlooking the ocean and I have an excellent bottle of wine and two glasses.” He led her
in the direction of the valet.“I don’t think so. I—”“I saw Dane leave. I know you saw him drive away
as well. It seems you lost your escort for the evening.”She shrugged like it was nothing. “No—he



only stepped out for a while. He’ll be back. He had something to attend to.”“What could possibly
be more important than you, here, tonight? He’s a fool for leaving you for even a moment.”“Was
he a fool for leaving me with you?”“Especially for leaving you with me.”“I don’t know. I think he
knows I’m in good hands. That nothing bad will happen to me with you here.”There was no
mistaking the pained look on his face, nor the glance he made back toward the club where Ned
presumably kept watch. And he probably knew she knew Ned had been watching them.“That is
true. I can’t argue that. You have my absolute word, Shana.” He gave her an intense look and
leaned in to kiss her cheek.Chauncey Miller came out the front door and headed exactly in her
direction at a quick pace.Before he reached her he said, “Time to leave, Shana. Dane asked me
to take you home. Sorry, Jean Luc. We have to go.” Chauncey tilted his head over his shoulder
toward the door at the same moment Ned and his two thugs emerged, also headed in their
direction.Jean Luc nodded. “As you say. I’ll call you, Shana. We will have a date. You and I.” Jean
Luc squeezed her arm and then headed toward Ned, cutting him off before the man reached
Shana and Chauncey. Chauncey grabbed her by the arm and pulled her toward the street and
down the next block until they disappeared around the corner.“Hey. I’m not dressed for running
through the streets in case you haven’t noticed. What’s going on?”“Not sure—Dane said for me
to get you out of there and to not let Ned get near you. I think they had words.”“How are we
getting back to the house?”“Down another block here …I think. He said he’d pick us up. Damn,
but these bloody streets with all these coffee, ice cream and sweet shops look the same to
me.”Before she could express her doubt, a car pulled up. It was Dane, but he wasn’t driving the
Jag.“Get in,” he grunted impatiently through the open window. She opened the front door to the
faded blue Buick before Chauncey could do it for her and Chauncey got in the back. The car
coughed up smoke and, with an unstable roar of the engine, they sped off. In the passing
streetlights, she got a closer look at him and his bloody mouth and bruised knuckles.“What the
hell happened to you, Mr. Urban Legend?”* * *Dane afforded one glance at her, but he kept his
attention on the road and the rearview.“The notorious Ned and two goons from out of town
happened. Now we need to lose them and meet up with Captain…Lynch.” He almost referred to
the man as Captain Nice, but he’d promised himself to stick to professional behavior. Licking the
salty sweat off his upper lip, he figured it was about time and tried not to remember his horrible
misjudgment on the dance floor—role or no role. He had no business kissing her that way. He’d
kissed her for real. He kissed her like he meant it and felt it. In spades. Damn. He was turning
into a needy woman.“Looks like they gave you some trouble,” she commented, nodding toward
his hands on the steering wheel and then returning her wary stare to his face.He flicked a glance
in the rearview mirror and noticed the blood and his swollen lips. Damn.“We had words.”“Bad
odds, looks like,” Chauncey said. “I bloody well hope this is a case of ‘you should see the other
guy’ or I’ll get reamed for not doing my job having your back.” The man smiled. They knew full
well his priority was to have Shana’s back.“I’m here, aren’t I? It was a minor scrape. They only
wanted to deliver a warning. Don’t worry—it’ll get much worse. They suggested I take the next
ferry to a remote location.”“Not to hell? They are very generous thugs,” Shana said. Dane noticed



her slight smile, noticed the look of relief as the lights from the street played across her
features.He turned to her fully as he pulled up to a red light. “I hope you weren’t so readable all
night dancing with Jean Luc, girlie.”After the slip of irritation, she gave him her cool heiress look.
“I did amazingly well with Jean Luc. He’s not in on whatever happened to Susan Whittier.”“Did he
admit to something?”“No.”“Then what drew you to the conclusion that good old Jean Luc is such
a swell, innocent guy?” Dane spied Chauncey’s amused look in the rearview. That gave him a
clue that he needed to dial it down with Shana. He had no idea what happened to his own
cool.“Mostly a gut feeling, but when Chauncey came to collect me, he helped run interference
with Ned. Ned is no friend of Jean Luc’s—rather he’s friends with the brother, according to what
he said. I believe him.”“It’s true,” Chauncey piped up. “Ruse helped us out. But that doesn’t mean
he’s not working with Ned.”“True, but it does mean that we can pit them against each other,”
Dane said. “Gives us some leverage to turn Jean Luc to help us go after Ned—if Ned is the one
behind the kidnapping. I’m still not convinced that Jean Luc isn’t the brains of the
operation.”“Whatever the operation is. We still don’t know for certain.” Shana looked out the
window.“Getting cold feet, girlie?”She spun her head back around and glared. “What makes you
say that? And stop calling me girlie.” Her voice was low and cold and he watched her nostrils
flare.Mother of everything holy, he wished he could jump in the cold ocean because his body
heated and leapt to attention—the kind that could get a man in deep trouble. Girl trouble. Like his
body was in junior high, except he wasn’t, and the stakes they played with were life and death—
maybe the missing Susan Whittier’s life—definitely their own.He concentrated on his driving as
he approached the Whittier house and pulled into the driveway.“You have much experience
working undercover?”“Plenty. I’ll be just fine. I’ll see you at the surf tomorrow.” She shoved open
her door to get out, but he grabbed the strap of her purse and stopped her short.“We
rendezvous in one hour on the beach two hundred yards east of that rock.” He pointed to the
giant boulder marking the sandy edge of the beach property beyond the lawn. “Wear black.
Bring a recorder. Don’t let anyone know you’re out of the house. Leave the place lit and the TV
sound on loud. Got it?” He moved his hand to grip her elbow and give it a squeeze for
emphasis.“I’ll be there. Now let go of me or you’ll get a taste of my qualifying skill sets.” She
yanked herself away, shot out of the car and slammed the door with one kick of her spike-heeled
foot.Chauncey laughed. “Man, you are beat. What has you so wound up? And don’t tell me it
was your encounter with Ned.”“Whatever. I’m not so sure she’s ready for this, is all. She’s greener
than a freshly minted twenty and too cocky.” And too expressive and gorgeous and seething with
sensuality. Or maybe that was his impression.“I think she’s doing rather well. Besides, you have
me for insurance there, eh?”“One other thing—Ned wants me to quit judging the surfing
competition.”Chapter 12“Bloody hell. That confirms it,” Chauncey said.“It does. The con is a
crooked surfing competition. But it doesn’t seem like high enough stakes to justify the time and
money invested. There’s gotta be more to it.”“Although, didn’t I read on a poster somewhere that
there was two million dollars in prize money?”“Yes. You did. I bet they tried to recruit Susan
Whittier to be their rigged winner and she said no.” Dane tested out his hypothesis on Chauncey



while they sat in the car a distance from the house waiting for Captain Lynch.“They wouldn’t be
pleased, but would they kidnap her? Or worse?” Chauncey frowned.“Probably not.”“And where
does Jean Luc fit into all this? And for that matter, where does Ned fit into this? Where did he
come from and who does he work for?”“We know he doesn’t work for Jean Luc. In fact, it looks
like it’s the other way around. We need Jean Luc to turn,” Dane said with finality.“Not sure how
we’re going to get him to do that,” Chauncey mused.“Shana will be the one to do the heavy lifting
there. Thus my worry.”“You suppose they want to recruit Shana to be their ringer?”He smiled at
Chauncey. “Exactly. It’s what I’d do. Hell, she could very well win legitimately.”“Except they’ll
never give her the prize money. Doesn’t sound very interesting to your average up and coming
surfer.”“No. They’re looking for a surfer with an edge or a past with some skeletons. I’ll need to let
the governor know ASAP to work something into her history.”“What? Like maybe a drug
rap?”“Too overdone. Think creatively. She was involved in a cheating scam at her university or
something.”Chauncey looked skeptical. Dane shrugged. The thought struck him that maybe she
had some skeleton in her past for real. Something gave her that less than wholesome edge. She
might look like a beach bunny, but she’d not for one millisecond acted like one. He’d bet his
infamous left nut that Jean Luc noticed the same thing.* * *Captain Nice approached on foot with
no car in sight from the drive that lead to the stretch of beach they occupied. He was dressed in
jeans and a T-shirt like a tall lanky version of James Dean with a Dudley Do-Right chin. Bet he
took a lot of crap for that resemblance. Maybe the rebel without a cause look was his way of
dealing. Dane gave a mental shrug. This was his first time working with Cap although he’d been
part of the governor’s unit—one of his men. Cap was younger and had joined the unit after Dane
had been sent home to Walter Reed for convalescence from the first of several side effects of
the career. He’d be keeping an open mind until he had Captain Nice all nicely figured out.The
bane of his existence—at least among the people he was working with—deigned to walk from
her house just now and headed back their way. She was dressed in black and had her thick
blond hair sleeked back in a low ponytail behind her neck. As if that could tame her look. If a
panther could be considered tame, she had it licked.He motioned to Chauncey to move behind
a rock from their open spot. They could see for miles, but telescopes could see further. They met
Captain Nice and Shana on the ocean side of a tank-sized boulder and he sank to the sand as if
they were getting ready to roast marshmallows by the campfire instead of having an ops
meeting.He nodded at Cap, ignored Shana and said, “What do you have for us?”Captain Nice
smiled. “I got shit. Ned is notorious muscle, but that doesn’t say much since we knew that. The
only other interesting thing about his background is that he’s Brazilian. He goes by Ned Jones,
but his real name is Ned Ximenes.”“Tell me everything and I’ll decide what’s interesting.”“He’s
done work for a couple of semi-legit guys with lots of money and businesses worldwide.”“These
guys Brazilian?”“Hard to tell. They have interests everywhere. Including Brazil. Bank accounts in
all the usual places. And Brazil.”Dane grunted and knew the men were absolutely Brazilian.
“They have names?”“Tavares. Aldo and Bento. They’re brothers.”“I’ll have the governor run their
names through Interpol,” Chauncey said and took his cell phone from his pocket and tapped out



a message.“One other thing. About Ned,” Captain Lynch said. He bounced a glance off Shana
and paused. A cold freeze spread through Dane’s gut until he had to suppress a
shudder.“What?” he prompted in a raspy whisper, wishing he didn’t have to hear it and aware
that Shanna stood close with a puzzled frown on her face. He felt the warmth of her body and
wished he could wrap himself around it.“Seems Ned has a penchant.” Cap paused again, then
ground out the words. “For hurting women.”The stone-dead silence that followed sped up his
heart rate, but Dane took a deep breath and forced the question from his lips.“How?” They
needed to know. Shana, who stood stiller than a glassy lake in the early morning, needed to
know.“He cuts them. He’s been known to mutilate women.”“How is it he’s still walking around?”
Dane itched to hunt the man down now.“Seems people—witnesses to be exact—find his
reputation intimidating. Threatening. Plus, he’s had representation. That’s one of his links to the
Brazilians. They share the same attorney. Coincidentally.”“That’s more than shit. Good work,”
Dane said and exhaled. Then he swung around to face Shana. She looked like an angry mother
bear ready to explode and hunt down a threat. If he’d been ready to tear Ned’s right arm off, she
looked ready to slice off his balls.Facing Shana’s intense green eyes, he said, “Does this change
anything? You up to seducing Jean Luc and fighting off Ned and maybe even his thugs if need
be?”“Yes.”He noticed her bravado was gone. Her voice was sure, but the chippiness was
missing. Thank the lord. He nodded at her. He didn’t bother mentioning that they’d all have her
back. Didn’t need to be said. He could tell she wanted to hear it, but she needed to learn to trust
him. He was fighting like mad to trust her.He was fighting like mad not to bed her.Chapter
13Shana could have worn her modest one-piece swimsuit, but even as her hand hovered over
the bright red garment and she remembered that the color didn’t flatter her, she reached for the
gold. The white and gold bikini more than flattered her. She remembered trying it on and feeling
a sensual flush as she gazed at herself in the mirror. That was when she vowed to save it for a
special occasion.Whether or not she ought to consider a surfing date—practice for the
competition with an audience of Dane Blaise and Jean Luc Ruse—a special occasion was
entirely a judgment call on her part. That was what got her. Why should she think it was so
special? Why and who was she trying to impress?No way would she examine that question too
deeply now. But all the same, the unanswered question hadn’t stopped her from putting on the
suit—and hadn’t stopped that same rush she felt with it on. Only maybe it was more this time.
She felt like a queen walking out the door as she grabbed her board and, barefoot, stepped off
the deck into the dewy grass and headed for the sand. She was ready to seduce Jean Luc as
her job dictated. No more than that, she promised herself.Then she remembered she also
needed to surf like the pro she’d once been—without getting herself killed.Of course, the waves
off the beach right outside this beach house weren’t competition class, but they’d do for starters.
A shiver of anticipation struck her, leaving goose bumps on her skin even under the hazy heat of
the early morning sun. It would be a scorcher. She ought to turn back and grab her cover-up in
spite of the slathered sun block and the patch of white zinc that striped across the bridge of her
nose and down to the tip.When she kept walking, she knew without a doubt the answer to the



question she’d previously asked herself. She meant to impress Dane. She knew she’d impress
Jean Luc with her surfing, and that was good since that’s what her mission was all about. She
needed to turn him.But there was no need to turn Dane’s head. In fact, her need to impress him
was so against everything it was forbidden. She’d need to keep a very tight lid on her emotions
and on her attraction most of all, to make sure she maintained at least the veneer of
professionalism. A whisper through her mind said that she’d fool no one. She couldn’t even fool
herself anymore and she was the biggest fool on the planet.Stopping when the sand turned from
soft loose ash to wet and hard-packed, she dug in her toes as a small wave retreated, sucking
the surf from under her feet. She looked up at the sun rising on the horizon and let the sight and
sounds of the surf, the smells of the ocean calm her, make her feel at home. She lowered her
board and slapped it down onto the shallow water. She meant to get at least one ride in before
anyone saw her—anyone named Dane. No need for him to know it had been years since she’d
done it. But just like a bicycle, she knew she could ride again today like she’d never
stopped.“Isn’t there a rule about never surfing alone.” Dane’s voice boomed over the surf. There
was no question in his tone, only the familiar irritation.She looked up as he strode closer across
the hard, wet sand, carrying his board like it was made of airy Styrofoam. The impact of his bare
tanned chest hit her once he got within splashing distance. Her body heated up from her core
outward. The sun had nothing on her. Hopefully she didn’t radiate her arousal, at least not
beyond the automatic smile. In spite of her dry mouth, she found her voice.“Nice suit, Blaise. If
you want to be mistaken for a banana tree.” She nodded at his long shorts emblazoned with bold
yellow bunches of bananas on a tropical lime green background. She’d have pegged him for a
more basic khaki understated look. She could easily picture him in cutoff jeans, for that matter,
like a throwback to the seventies, although she doubted even at his advanced age he was that
old. But he had the ’tude, that hippie je ne sais quoi about him. Maybe it was more a devil-may-
care mindset that went well with any era, sidestepping the pop-culture-du-jour.He scowled.
“Seriously, girlie. You can’t come out here alone. Who knows what could happen.” He stopped
within a foot of her and planted his board. She looked away from the flexing muscles of his arms
and chest.“Seriously, surfer dude, the waves here are the equivalent of a bunny slope. I’d sooner
hurt myself carrying my board through the sand.” She looked back at him and gave him a
scoffing smile.“Who said anything about the waves?” He lowered his voice. “There’re a lot more
dangerous things to be wary of following you here.”She darted a glance. She saw no one and
frowned. She knew he meant he was the danger, but she wasn’t biting today. Too early. “Not at
this hour, boogie boy. Let’s get in the water before your paranoia takes you over completely.”He
laughed, then lifted his board and tossed on the water next to hers until it floated further, then
gave it a shove with his foot as he hopped alongside, then stood. The water of an incoming wave
lapped around him as he stood with his hands on his hips watching the water.Damn. He was
probably a legendary surfer, too, with her luck.“By the way. Nice suit. Of course, it makes you an
unmistakable target, but I understand you like taking risks.” He turned over his shoulder, still
balancing in the mild surf of the shallow water.She watched him, still standing with her feet firmly



planted in the sand under the knee-deep water. Of course, he was talking about sexual danger.
Duh. One-track mind. And she should not forget it. But it was time to change the subject.“You
know some people might consider this cheating—a contestant surfing with one of the
judges.”“Good. Maybe they’ll disqualify me and I can compete. I could use a couple million
bucks.”She laughed and pushed her board out, jumped on, landed on her knees and
paddled.He was great on the board. The quintessential California beachcomber. She paddled in
to shore after they both caught and rode a half dozen small waves. The sun rose higher, glinting
strong, so that she could feel her skin burning through the salt water and sun block.He ran past
her carrying his board over his head and splashing through the water like a little kid in a race to
not be the rotten egg. She looked up with a grin, ready to laugh at him until she saw Jean Luc
standing there. It was time to work and she tensed so that she hadn’t even realized she’d been
relaxed a minute before. It was too late to appreciate the ease she’d had in the surf with Dane
and the waves.Jean Luc wore creamy silk drawstring pants that fluttered about his long slim legs
in the ocean breeze. His loose white silk shirt was left unbuttoned to show his broad tanned
chest with just enough muscle and dark chest hair to save him from being pegged as old. Middle-
aged was bad enough. She realized this had to be the shady side of his career. In this business,
he’d have to find a new role. But then, maybe fronting for the moneymen was his new role. She
wasn’t exactly sure what his involvement was, in spite of his stated position as the director of the
competition. She knew—they all knew—for certain he wasn’t the moneyman. She’d had her bet
on Ned being the watchdog for the behind-the-scenes big guys. The problem was figuring out
who they were—and getting Susan Whittier back unscathed in the process.She left her board on
the wet sand and strode up the slight hill in the soft sand, laboring each step. She slowed and
tried to catch her breath.“Early in the morning for such a strenuous workout.” Jean Luc greeted
her with a smile and an outstretched hand. He had two lounge chairs positioned under an
umbrella and an assortment of coolers, baskets and a small beach table holding tall iced
drinks.Dane stood dripping with his back to the sun and watching her, one hand on his upright
surfboard and the other on his hip. If there weren’t lives at stake, she might feel like she was an
extra on the set of a Beach Blanket Bingo movie remake and was trying to steal the heart of the
leading man away.Or maybe she was the leading lady after all. The zap through her system
ended between her thighs in a dizzying pool at the thought, and she turned from Dane to smile
at Jean Luc.“Is one of those drinks for me? I’m in training so I hope it’s water or Gatorade or
something replenishing.”“Nothing but the most refreshing icy cold juice and protein drinks for
you, Shana. I know it’s improper for me, being the man in charge, but you are already my
favorite.”“Is that right? What does that get me exactly—I mean besides a cold drink?” She took
the drink from him and sipped through the straw. She felt Dane’s eyes on her and wasn’t sure if
he was thirsting for her drink or for her. She felt that tingle start again and clamped down.
Hard.Jean Luc eyed Dane, then turned back to Shana. “Let’s talk more about business at my
office—over lunch.”“Sounds promising.”“Watch out for any business deals with Mr. Ruse. After
all, he does business with the likes of Ned.”Jean Luc frowned. “Would you like a drink, Dane?”



Jean Luc turned and got a bottle from the cooler behind him, handing it to Dane without waiting
for an answer.“That’s swell of you, Jean. Maybe I have you all wrong.”Jean Luc snorted good-
naturedly and gestured Shana to have a seat.* * *“Looks like you’ve set up camp here.” Dane
stood over him, aware that the sun behind his head shone directly in the man’s eyes as he
looked up from the chair. Hard to tell if he was paying attention behind his sunglasses.“I believe
in keeping track of the talent in our events. You know very well this is a fabulous opportunity for
maturing amateurs to take it to the next level.”“Or an opportunity for you and your backers to take
advantage of a bunch of rich wannabe surfers, relieving them of a hefty entry fee.”Jean Luc
laughed. “It’s a business. We intend to make a profit and provide some excitement while we’re at
it.” He turned to Shana. “If you wear that bathing suit for the competition, ma cherie, there will be
much excitement.”She raised her brows and took a long sip of her drink as she lounged.“Like I
said, it’s been swell.” Dane jutted a chin toward Shana. “You ready for some practice on some
real waves this afternoon?”That got her attention. The spark in her eyes and the way she leaned
forward, exposing the shiny sea salt-sparkled twin orbs of her perfect breasts caused more than
a spark in him. He adjusted his stance, but there was no comfort to be had in her presence.“I’m
in. Will you pick me up—say around two?”“Wear something that will stand some wear and tear.”
He eyed her and her damned perfect body with the broad muscled shoulders, shapely arms
and… the rest of her golden tan skin right down her rib cage to her belly button and down her
long, long legs. Damn. He turned before he lost his ability to walk away with any dignity at
all.Goddamn if he didn’t hear Jean Luc chuckling under his breath.Chapter 14Dane walked back
to his car and headed to his house. It was more like a shack, but he felt a bond to every square
inch of the weathered wood, the shabby furnishings and especially the secret basement arsenal
filled with the arms he’d collected over the years.So when he saw a man in shades and a hat
and an unlikely suit jacket parked nearby and pulling out into traffic a few cars behind him, he
went on alert. His hinky sensors told him it was his old pal Ned. Since the fireplug disguised as a
thug was going to all the trouble to befriend him, Dane decided to let Mr. Ned follow him all the
way home. It would be interesting to see what the tough guy did next.After Dane pulled into the
crushed sea shell and gravel drive of his small driftwood-colored shack, Ned parked at the
corner only three shacks down where Dane could plainly see him. He got out of his car and
stifled the urge to wave at the man as the tightly sprung wooden screen door slammed behind
him.Walking past the small peninsula of cabinets he used as a bar, Dane moved to the
surveillance monitor mounted below the cabinet. He reached out and snapped it on. The gray
visual came to life showing six different boxes with scenes from the perimeter of his little
shack.Ned was sneaking around the far wall opposite from the door where Dane entered. Guess
the guy figured he could get in a back window or maybe he was snooping around only to check
him out. Time to put an end to the game before the fool’s luck landed him somewhere important.
Dane quietly stepped back outside, but not before he pulled open a kitchen drawer and snagged
his favorite nine millimeter Glock. Once outside, he came around back and snuck up behind Ned
and shoved his gun in the man’s generous gut.Ned grunted first, then raised his hands and



laughed.“Odd sense of humor. But then I should expect that since you’re an odd little man.”“You
undercover?” Ned asked over his shoulder without turning around.Dane scoffed. “Undercover
what? Who am I working for? Who are you?”Ned shrugged.“You must be undercover,” Ned said.
“Shana George is way out of your league. She’d never look at you unless you were a cop or you
were made of money.” He tapped the side of the house and added, “You’re clearly not made of
money.”“You forgot that one other thing women are fond of about men. Or maybe you’re a
eunuch and wouldn’t understand.”“A what?” Ned turned sideways to face him now, his face in a
real frown, like the stupid kid in junior high who knows he’s been insulted but doesn’t understand
how.Dane laughed and nudged him with the gun. “Let’s go sit on my patio and have a chat.” They
walked out back to where a small slab of cement gave way to a quick grassy area and then sand
down to the ocean. Seagulls squawked overhead as he shoved Ned into one of the two metal
chairs that sat opposite a round metal table. He held his gun on the man’s balls under the glass
table top. Not that Ned had much to lose.“You can see where my gun is aimed, right?”Ned
smiled one of those toothpaste commercial smiles, but a bead of sweat slid down his right
temple. He was left-handed and somewhat nervous, as he should be. Although he may have just
been hot.“Take your jacket off.”“Let’s not play games. You know why I’m here,” Ned said without
moving.“Let’s not play games. Tell me why you’re here.”Ned chuckled, but it was not the chuckle
of confidence like he’d had before.“Wrong answer.” Dane shot his gun at the cement next to the
man’s foot, chipping a nice chunk that caused a few pieces to fly at the man. Ned jumped with
the quickness of a bullfrog receiving an electric shock. He swiped at his neck where a piece of
cement hit him and caused a dribble of blood.“Shit. You don’t know who you’re dealing
with.”“Neither do you.”That made him shut up. But Dane wanted him to talk.“Why are you here?
And if you don’t like that question, then how about answering this one—what’s your business
with Jean Luc?”“We’re both involved in the American Invitational Surfing Competition. I handle
the finances.” He licked his lips.“Since when do CPAs sneak around beach houses and go
dancing with bodyguards?”“Since when do surf bums hang out with heiresses?”“Do you need to
be reminded who’s holding the gun again, Ned?”“Go ahead. Have your fun now. You aren’t going
to shoot me. And when we meet again, the tables will be turned.”Dane had an urge to at least
give the man a limp, but he satisfied himself with lifting the table and pushing it on top of him so
that he fell backwards under it. He’d have a few bruises anyway.“Jesus H. Christ. What the hell?”
Ned sputtered from the ground and rolled out of his chair and out from under the table.“Guess I
wasn’t done having my fun.”Ned stood with some trouble and brushed himself off.“Who the hell
are you?”“I’m undercover—like you said. What am I investigating? What are you up to,
Ned?”“You’re a goddamn freak. A nut. You should be certified.” Ned stood in front of him
now.Dane decided this was a good time to raise his gun again. As a friendly reminder.“One more
time, Ned.” He aimed his gun at the man’s balls, less than a foot away and rock steady.Ned
licked his lips. “We got an angle. We’re collecting big entry fees with the promise of a big prize.”“A
million smacks. Let me guess. No one wins.”“Oh, we have a winner. In the bag.”“A lot of trouble to
go through for a couple of million minus some substantial operating costs.”Ned laughed. “Not



much of a businessman, are you? But I’m not surprised. No imagination. We have lots of
legitimate income that more than covers the cost.”“Does any of the action include kidnapping
and ransom?” It was a bold move, but he was on a roll with Ned singing like the proverbial fat
canary.Ned eyed him and faced him with a stiff spine. “I have a business proposition for you, Mr.
Blaise. A one-time offer, which I suggest you take. The alternative would not be pleasant. By now
you’ve deduced that I am more than your ordinary businessman. I have ties to some very, very
good and exceedingly tough business associates who know how to get their way. Without fail. By
any means. Do I make myself clear?”“Get to the point.” Dane still held the gun. This was getting
interesting.“Jean Luc tells me you’ve been nominated to be a judge for the competition by the
local commission we assembled—to ensure buy-in from the community. As judge, we would like
you to consider earning a bonus.”“And let me guess. To earn the bonus, all I have to do is rig the
scores the way you want them.”“Precisely.” Ned smiled. He put out his hand to shake Dane’s.
Dane slipped his gun in the back of his pants and shook, holding his nose metaphorically.“One
more thing. Shanna is off-limits for you. Romantically speaking. I believe the lady may have
prospects with our own Jean Luc. I—and the people I represent—would prefer it that way. Surely
you and your cock can find another willing female somewhere on the island.”“We’ll see. But as
the saying goes, you don’t own me.”“Oh, but I do. That handshake makes you mine.”“We’ll
see.”“Let’s start our business relationship on a more cooperative note, shall we?”“Does that
mean you’re going to dispense with the threats?”“Dispense with… such talk. But you know there
are always consequences in business. Good and bad.”“And you know that goes both ways.”“As
long as we understand each other.”“Like we were blood brothers.” Dane gave him his shark-killer
smile, all teeth and challenging eyes. The man returned the smile, but his eyes were
dead.Maybe Dane ought to feel trepidation. Maybe he would if he were out on his own in some
foreign jungle like he usually was. But he was right in his own back yard. The notion of his home
turf advantage gave him comfort, but it also ratcheted up the stakes to all or nothing. There was
no escaping. No going home.Ned looked around at Dane’s backyard view of the harbor and then
back at Dane.“Let me buy you a drink. Somewhere out in the open on neutral territory where we
can cement our understanding of your role in the competition.”“Sure.” He figured he needed to
kill time until two anyway. May as well bond with the enemy. It was deep-cover strategy number
two. Right after number one, which was never ever come out of character. “I’ll follow you this
time.”After Dane jumped into his old Jeep, he turned the key in his ignition and watched Ned trot
back down the street to his car with a slight limp added to his awkward waddling gait.Dane still
wasn’t sure what character he was supposed to be playing, since he needed to be whoever the
thug wanted him to be. Luckily spontaneity on the job was one of his favorite things. As long as
he ignored the razor-sharp edge of danger that came with it. He couldn’t afford to dwell on the
danger. The stakes were getting higher all the time on this so-called vacation that was supposed
to be restoring him. He wondered why the hell he hadn’t told Peter John Douglas to go to hell.
And it wasn’t just because the man was governor, and not even the fact that the man had saved
his neck more than once. That had been mutual. It had not even been to prevent Chauncey



Miller from endangering his newlywed ass.No. It was more. It was dark. Somewhere Dane didn’t
want to look for fear of seeing the self-destructive streak that his mother had always worried
about growing wider. No one else saw it but her. Hell, no one else he associated with would
recognize it because they’d all had the same streak clouding their visions. Even Elena.
Especially Elena.He felt his jaw clench and snapped his attention back to Ned and the
assignment. He pulled into the road and caught up to Ned’s Ford Taurus as they drove back to
the main drag to a small divey bar that was home to the regulars on the island. Luckily he wasn’t
one of the Lucky Parrott’s regulars. It had always been his policy not to do his drinking too close
to home, unless of course he was actually at home. The Lucky Parrot was so close, he should
have walked to the joint. He was looking forward to the drink.Ned lumbered past the patio bar
and went inside where the atmosphere was a dark contrast to the sunshine and heat of the day,
and the stale air replaced the scent of ocean and suntan oil. Dane’s nose twitched, but he
followed Ned through to a corner table where they could both sit facing the door.A skinny
waitress barely out of knee socks and a training bra approached them but didn’t say a word. The
disgust he felt for the man ballooned. He knew what was coming.“Gin. Straight,” Ned told
her.“Patron Silver. Straight,” Dane mimicked. He knew the “when in Rome” game. He’d been
playing it all his professional life. But the sad depressing wave twisted his gut with anger. This
was his vacation place, his haven. All his resentment about this mission erupted in a vile dislike
for the man sitting across from him. The waitress left with a hint of terror in her quick stride. He
hoped she wouldn’t be too afraid to return quickly with their drinks.“One drink and I’m out of
here, so say your piece.”Ned looked at him, squinting.“I don’t know if you’re stupid or ballsy or a
cop.”“Your problem. You want to finish explaining your proposition, or don’t you?”Ned took out a
pack of cigarettes, tipped one out, flicked his lighter on and lit it up. There was no smoking in this
place—in any place around here—and hadn’t been for some time. Dane figured Ned knew that
so he didn’t bother reminding him. Their waitress glanced at them nervously as she walked
back, chewing her lip off probably worried about the cigarette, but she chose to ignore it and put
their drinks on the table, still without a word. Ned threw a twenty-dollar bill down. She picked it up
and walked away even faster than before, then disappeared through a door.There were a couple
of old guys at the bar, but the place wasn’t exactly hopping inside. Dane would have thought that
strange, but he already figured out that Ned staked his claim here. And not for the benefit of the
establishment’s business.After Ned took an unseemly gulp of his gin, he spoke up. Dane figured
he should take a bracer of tequila himself while he listened.“You’ll be judging for us. We’ll tell you
how it goes. You go along, you get a nice payday. All there is to it.”“That’s your idea of a
proposition? How much and who is this we business? You and who else?” Dane was in no mood
to be a fellow thug.“You take it or you leave the island and don’t come back for a while—as long
as we’re here.”“Who is we?” Dane took another swig from his tumbler of tequila. It tasted warm
and like medicine. But then, he could use some medicine. He thought of Shana. Shit.“Jean Luc.
Others you don’t need to know.”“Is that right? Big operation, is it?”“Big enough to handle the likes
of you.”“Thought you said you didn’t know who I was? How do you know I ain’t that man Jim you



don’t mess around with?”Ned smiled then chuckled and, near as Dane could tell, he looked
genuinely amused.“I get it—from the song. Don’t pull the mask off the old Lone Ranger.” He
paused. His grin widened. “What if I’m the Jim you don’t mess around with?”Clearly the man
thought he had Dane there, thought he was clever. Dane sighed in true boredom. But as far as
Ned knew, it was a sigh of defeat.“Okay. You got me. I’ll go along. So who’s the winner? The
men’s division must be Roger, but you can’t tell me you’re putting up his girl Tamara as the
female surfer to win?”Ned shook his head and gave him a look of commiseration, now feeling all
confident about their bond in thuggery and skullduggery.“I know. She’s messed up. Messed up
our plans. No, not her.”“Then who? Oh, don’t tell me—not—” Dane played it out. Ned watched
and waited like Dane was a puppy in training. “Not that—what’s her name—the missing heiress,
Susan Whittier?”Ned said nothing.“I hear she’s a surfer. Shana knows her. So you recruited
her?”“You ask too many questions for a guy out on a limb.”Dane said nothing back. He
congratulated himself for maintaining his look of innocence when the man had to be wondering
how the hell he came up with his guess about Whittier. Dane knew deep in his gut that Susan
Whittier was supposed to be their ringer and she changed her mind about going along. Then
disappeared.“Too many questions? That says to me I’m right on the money and you had
something to do with the missing heiress being missing.”“I don’t know no Susan Whittier and I
don’t know nothing about no missing heiress. What the hell are you talking about, Blaise? You
trying to cause trouble?” Ned was a terrible actor. He delivered his lines in a stiff staccato voice
that made a first grader in a class play sound more convincing.“Take it easy, Ned. Who you got in
mind then to play the female ringer? I’m gonna need to know sooner or later.”“Later. You’ll find
out when I’m good and ready to tell you.”“You’ve got no one.”“Don’t you worry about that.”Dane
stood.“Thanks for the drink.” He turned and walked.“I’ll be in touch,” Ned called out after
him.Dane pushed the door open and breathed in the salty air as if he’d been holding his breath
for days. He needed to talk to Shana. And not because his hormones were talking. The plan was
now to make sure she was in as their ringer and that meant she’d need to deal with more than
good old Frenchie.Chapter 15Dane headed to the more challenging surf of Gay Head Beach,
fully expecting to find that Jean Luc had propositioned Shana to play the ringer and win the
competition for them by any and all means possible—mostly by fixed judging. He wondered
what Jean would offer her for an incentive to go along. He didn’t picture Jean Luc as someone to
make threats. He strolled along the walk, posing as a beachcomber in a straw hat, nibbling on
his apple, wearing a Grateful Dead T-shirt and Birkenstock loafers with his banana surfing
shorts.Only one distinguished-looking woman with straight gray hair and an outfit that reminded
him of a hospital worker done up in pale pink linen took any notice and flashed him a peace sign.
She was the one he did this for. He worked at getting rid of the Neds of the world so that middle-
aged women could smile and give him the peace sign.And for Shana. He needed to protect her
from Ned above all else. Not because Shana was a helpless heiress like Susan had been—was
still, with the grace of the angels. But because Shana was the chink in the armor of their plan—
purposely made to be their vulnerable point—the woman with the bull’s-eye tattooed on her



gorgeous butt.Hopefully he had some angel grace left. He hoped to hell he hadn’t used it up on
his last assignment. Because it felt like maybe he had. The beach and the glistening water with
slightly higher waves spread out before him as he turned the corner to walk the last fifty yards to
the beach where he’d been scheduled to meet her.His heart stuttered when he swept the area
and didn’t see her. Automatically his eyes darted over the horizon of the ocean and methodically
searched until he spotted a surfboard and a blond head glinting in the sunlight. She’d better be
wearing sun block. He pulled a tube from his pocket and rubbed it on before removing his shirt
and hat. He walked to where he’d left his board with a caretaker, slipped him a twenty and hefted
it on his shoulder as he jogged down to the water. All the time he kept his eyes on Shana and
paddled out to where she waited, looking out toward the sea.“Ho there.”She turned and grinned.
“I’m encouraged by the higher waves this afternoon.”“Don’t be. Probably a storm. Won’t last.”She
frowned at him.They both looked out as a wave approached, third ripple out. It swelled high and
came in at a slight angle, perfect for a glide along the beach.“This is the one. Race you
back.”She laughed and he could feel the energy come off her as her muscles coiled in
anticipation. She hurried to set herself up perfectly to time the intersection of her board with the
smooth underbelly of the arcing water. He hurried after and laughed at himself—on the inside—
for feeling like he did when he’d first caught on, like surfing was new again.Concentrating on the
wave and falling in behind her as she stood to give them both space, he stood, caught a high
point and skimmed down, speeding through and racing fast toward the shore as the white froth
caught up with him. He jumped off the board and landed in the knee-deep water without toppling
and looked back to see her spectacular ride end in an even more spectacular somersault of a
fall further down the beach and in slightly deeper water.It took a full twenty seconds for him to
realize he was grinning as she ran dripping toward him with her board caught to her side and the
water splashing around her ankles along the shallows. His heart pounded wildly and he
breathed heavily, mostly from the exertion. She grinned back at him so he didn’t care if he was
showing his pleasure.Maybe they could escape to Oahu and do this every day together.He
erased the flashing thought from his mind and managed to keep his smile from turning to
panic.“Let’s go again, you maniac. Maybe you’re not so old as Jean Luc thinks. Were you a
pro?”He raised one brow to provoke her and shook his head. “No. I grew up in California. We had
money for a while. Until it was just me and my mother. Then we moved back east.” What the hell
was he doing telling her anything real? Her face lost the grin and she started to look serious. He
was an idiot.“Let’s go again and see who’s the maniac,” he said.She laughed and followed him
as he walked back out and threw his board down in front of him. He hopped on with a one-
legged push, then paddled like mad.* * *Exhausted, she dragged her board from the surf up
onto the wet sand and lay on it, throwing one hand over her eyes to block the sun. Breathing in
the smell of the surf, fish, salt and lotion, her nostrils flared when she caught the scent of Dane.
Then his shadow blanketed her and she took her arm away from her eyes to look at him.The
instant wash of hormones drove through her, lighting up her nerve endings and melting every
lick of sensible thought or brain activity not related to wanting Dane Blaise. The waves attacked



her gut like she’d swallowed the ocean and it rippled through her in sweet torrents of excitement
and yearning. She clenched her fist to stop herself from arching up or reaching up to him. She
stared. Nothing could make her drag her eyes away from the mesmerizing look he gave her
now.He was nothing special, she told herself. He was old. Relatively speaking, by ten years at
least. But tell her hammering heart that as his molten gaze trapped hers. His eyes were
magnetic, his body was strong, toned, not bulky but not slim like Jean Luc. He had a fabulous
head of wavy unkempt blond hair with maybe a touch of whitish gray at his temples. Smooth skin
on his chest if she didn’t count the scars. But she needed to count the scars because every one
of them creased his soul even more than his skin. She could feel it. He was toughened and
wizened at the pinnacle of expertise and she was, she had to admit it, still green and looking
forward to the fights.What any of her thoughts had to do with her reality at that moment she
couldn’t say and she pushed herself up, stifling the urge to throw sand at him to make him
stop.He laughed a low chuckle as if he’d read her mind. Then he reached a hand down to pull
her to a stand and they both felt the sand in her hand. They both knew what it was for.“Did Jean
Luc recruit you to be their ringer?”“No.”He looked surprised. She hadn’t expected to ever
surprise him.“What happened?” He tugged her hand and drew her along the beach toward a
truck-sized boulder.“I’m not sure. I could have sworn he was leading up to it and then his big
proposition turned out to be an invitation to the after party.”“Big deal.”“It is. The after party is in
Rio.” She expected he’d be surprised this time and he only snorted. He was right. Big deal.“I
doubt he’s hiding Susan Whittier in Rio so that’s not going to do us any good. And…” He
stopped and relaxed with one arm propping him against the boulder away from everyone in their
own little beach world.“And what?”“Never mind.”“Are we in this together or what?”“Don’t worry. I
got your back.”“I don’t want you to have my back; I want you to keep me in the loop. I want you to
tell me everything that’s going on and strategize with me. I want you to treat me like a partner in
this mission. But apparently, I’m expecting too much. Even though that’s exactly what our boss is
expecting.” She leaned with her back against the stone cold of the boulder.“You done venting?”
He smiled at her and stepped closer.She took a deep breath. She’d worked herself into a lather
and felt hot and bothered. Not a good thing when she was anywhere near Dane Blaise.“It’s more
dangerous than we thought,” he said. “Connected with some bigger fish than we thought.” He
told her about his encounter with Ned and she regulated her breathing, concentrating on his
words hard enough to not flinch when he told her he shot the cement at Ned’s feet. Her
heartbeat picked up.She kept her face placid and when he finished his rapid-fire story, told in
that matter-of-fact way, managing in his understated way to make it all the more larger than life,
she asked, “So are they bringing in the big guns?”“Not yet. Not until they’re ready to give Susan
up for dead. But we need to turn Jean Luc if we plan to get anywhere because Miller and Lynch
struck out at the house.”“Should I ask him point-blank to set me up as the ringer? Tell him I know
all about it because you told me?”“If we try to turn Jean Luc it’s going to be a team project. You’re
not doing it alone.”“But he … trusts me.”“You mean he likes you.”“That too.”“He’ll trust us both the
same as soon as he finds out we’re law enforcement.”“Are you?”He laughed.“I mean it. What are



you? What outfit do you work for?”“Call me a special consultant for the state police. Does it
matter?”“I’d rather know you were one of us. Officially. Not sure I like the notion of working with a
free-lancer.”“You mean a mercenary, don’t you? That what you think I am? You think I sold
out?”She looked away and turned around. He caught her shoulder and hauled her back around
to face him, tugging her tightly against his chest.“Answer me.”“No.”“How do you know?”“You
mean besides the fact that you’re living like a beachcomber?”He stared at her still. She squirmed
against the heat of his body. Wrong move. That made him hold her tighter as he snaked one
hand up her back to her neck. His callused thumbs scraped against the tender skin and she felt
every follicle of hair on her body pop to life with goose bumps and excitement.He drew his mouth
close to her face, brushing his lips past her mouth and down toward one ear where he breathed
heavy and moist. An involuntary shudder ran through her and the melting between her thighs
trickled in sizzling drips.“I mean besides the fact that I’m not built to do anything else. I protect. I
stand up for what’s right. And when my mentor, and the best team leader I’ve ever known, calls
on me to help him to put down some bad guys and save an innocent, that’s what I do.”His words
hissed through her, causing chills but dampening the rush of sensual excitement. She felt the
tinge of anger in him. Whether it was anger at her or the world she wasn’t sure. But she
understood because she’d felt the same nameless, bottomless quest in herself. And that same
anger.She tugged herself from his grip, but she needn’t have because he let her go with an
abrupt push back. A swish of cool ocean air swept in between them. He dragged one hand
through the tangle of his hair and she clenched her fist to prevent from doing the exact same
thing to her own mass of bushy curls. A spark of embarrassed heat rose in her at the thought of
what she must look like. To him. As a man.“What’s wrong with us—what’s wrong with you that
you can’t treat me like a partner?” She spat the words at him in anger at herself.He glowered. “I
could ask you the same thing. And I think you would know exactly what I’m talking about. You’ve
alternated between treating me as a competitor and a potential lover and frankly, Shana, it’s
damned annoying. Confusing? No. I get it. But you need to get over it.”She glared back at him
and felt herself shrink into a tiny ball of misery inside at how he hit the nail on the head exactly.
She felt exactly like she never wanted to feel again since she was twelve years old and her father
left for work one day and came back in a casket. She felt small and helpless and unworthy.“Fine.
Then if I’m so horrible, why don’t you ask for a replacement?” She stuck her chin in the air, same
as she had back then and tried blustering through, hoping to hell the tears would stay put, and
not taking a breath until she heard his answer. The weight of her entire career and everything
she’d done the past sixteen years seemed to land on this moment, on his answer.He paused.
Maybe he wanted to test how long she could hold her breath, she thought in a crazy bubble.
Then he spoke, putting his hands on his hips and using his most disgusted offhand voice the
way she’d heard more often than she could count from him in a few short days.“Because you’re
perfect for this job, darlin’. And you know it. Stop fishing for compliments and let’s get this show
on the road. Business. That’s what you and I need to keep in mind. Both of us.”“That’s it?”“That’s
all there is.”“Not much of a confession on your part. Considering.” She didn’t want to let him get



away with not claiming his part in her confusion. The least she could do was let him know she
knew, no matter how offhand he wanted to be, he was not unaffected.He rolled his eyes and
turned.“I’ll take care of getting you in as the ringer.” He started walking away.She followed along
and caught up and stayed in step with him as they headed back to their boards.“Clearly Jean
Luc is too caught up with you,” he said, squinting into the sun. “Maybe he’s taken enough by you
to not want to get you involved. Unfortunately for him, Ned’s the one calling the shots.” He
stopped and picked up his board.“Ned is in charge, then?”“One hundred percent. And whoever
he’s answering to. And they’re not nice. Speaking of nice, we ought to have another meeting with
Captain Nice and call the governor and find out what intel they’ve turned up at HQ on the
Brazilian players. And let them know what’s going on here. Ned as much as confessed he’s got
illegitimate outside muscle and money backing him.”They headed back to the Whittiers’ beach
house with their boards. If he wasn’t worried about who was watching, then she wasn’t. Their
cover was that they were involved, after all. Her gut fluttered at the thought. Damn her girlie
feelings. Damn Dane Blaise and his stupid macho legendary self.Chapter 16Good sense kicked
in and he turned away from her and walked in the other direction back toward his own home. She
didn’t say a word and barely dragged her eyes from straight in front of her to acknowledge his
departure. That suited him fine. They could use a little separation. Time to regroup. Before he got
very far—not nearly far enough away from the distracting mind-boggling woman—his phone
buzzed in his pocket. He lifted it out, squinted at the face and half guessed it was Captain ‘Nice’
Lynch.“Captain. What’s the word?”“Let’s meet.”“When and where and with who?”“All parties.
Your place.”“You better be arriving as a surprise package.”“Don’t you worry. I can be just as
resourceful as the next guy—even if the next guy does happen to be—”“Cut the crap,” Dane said.
“I’ll see you in thirty minutes. Can everyone make it by then?”“In the works.” Cap cut out without
another word.Dane kicked a rock. His foulness came from deep down. Even a session at the
shooting range wouldn’t help. He thought of another kind of therapy and wished he could give it
a go.Instead of dwelling on the ridiculous depths to which his life had sunk, he hurried his steps
and headed to his shack. Then he realized he’d be entertaining, so he swung by the local liquor
store to buy a bottle or two. It would not be the Crystal champagne Jean Luc provided for Shana,
but Dane would be prepared with something suitable. Something businesslike. He sighed,
acknowledging to himself that he’d be drinking sangria on his patio tonight watching the twilight
blanket the ocean and listening to nothing but crickets if it weren’t for this damn mission.Captain
Lynch arrived within twenty-eight minutes. Chauncey Miller arrived at precisely thirty minutes.
The screen door snapped shut behind him and Dane glanced through to see he was
unaccompanied.“She’ll be along. Said she had an enormous amount of sand and salt to rinse off
after surfing all day,” Miller said. He strolled into the kitchen, plucked a bottle of beer protruding
from the bucket of ice on the counter and walked through to the table to join Lynch. He sat and
said, “Didn’t you surf too?”“What are you trying to say? I got a hose out back. Makes quick work
of sand and salt.” Dane shook his head, his hair wet and tousled, uncombed except with a rake
of his fingers. He wore a fresh black T-shirt and cargo shorts. His jungle-wear. Good as anything



for nighttime in the summer when you wanted to be invisible. Which was pretty much all the
time.He stood at the counter and took a long drag of his beer. Dane told them of his encounter
with Ned and the fact that Jean Luc still had not asked Shana to play the ringer in the surfing
contest.Chauncey grinned a dangerous grin and Captain Nice frowned and said, “That plays
with what I found out. I’ll catch you up as soon as Shana gets here.”They waited in silence for
several beats. “Hell, I ain’t waiting for her. She can catch herself up when she gets here.” He
shoved off the counter, dragged a chair from the table, turned it and sat straddling it to face the
two men, like he needed the cage of the ladderback chair between them.“We should wait,”
Captain Nice said, of course. Dane scowled. Cap continued undaunted. That’s what he liked
about Cap. “She’s the whole party. She’s the one taking all the risk.”“Don’t need to tell me that.
Need to tell her that.” Dane lifted his wrist to check the slow progress of the ticking minutes. He
never heard her approach from behind but saw the gaze of the other two men rise. Every muscle
in his body tensed. He refused to turn in her direction with a force of will that overrode
instinct.“You don’t need to tell me that, but I appreciate your touching concern,” Shana said. With
quiet athletic grace, she took the fourth seat at the table. Her hands were empty of any drink.
She wore a tropical print halter top and white jeans with flat sandals, no jewelry. Nothing special.
Nonetheless, his pulse jumped and his muscles coiled a notch tighter.“Get any calls from lover
boy while you were at home lolling around?” Dane asked.Her gaze rose to his face in studied
neutrality. “Yes.” The “how did you know” remained unspoken, but he could see it there in spite of
her mighty efforts. Maybe she tried too hard and that was her problem. He flicked a glance at the
others. They waited for her to spill it.“Jean Luc wants to have dinner”—she looked at her wrist
—“in an hour. At nine.”Captain Lynch tightened the grip on his beer. Chauncey muttered
something unintelligible, but likely unholy. Dane nodded at her.“Progress. Don’t come away from
that dinner without an invitation to be the ringer in the competition.”“I know the strategy.”“Do you
now? Enlighten us all. I thought that’s what we were going to discuss tonight, but if you already
have it all figured out, by all means—”“Back off, Blaise.” The nice captain’s voice had an edge on
it Dane hadn’t heard before. He turned to the man.Captain Lynch didn’t look threatening, but
then he didn’t look friendly either. Hell, if Dane had to be honest, and it was about time he was,
he’d say Captain Lynch was the only one of them with professional distance right now
undistracted by life. Chauncey had his new wife back home, Shana had her giant chip with
something to prove—mostly to him for some reason—and a hidden insecurity. And he… well,
Dane had too many things to bother cataloguing that were distracting him right now. But she was
number one. Maybe she was the unlucky stand-in for all that bothered him, for everything that
was wrong in his universe.So Dane nodded at Cap, allowing the others to release their breath,
and backed off. But his muscles remained tight and his knee felt stiff, so he stood and paced
around the room. And spoke in a low detached voice, concentrating on the face he’d seen in the
picture of Susan Whittier. Young, pretty, innocent. Their goal number one. He ought to pin the
picture on the wall somewhere to keep it real, but he’d never needed to do such an amateur
thing before—not even when he was an amateur. He stood still, looking out the window over his



kitchen sink at the harbor, took in a bracing breath and commanded himself to hold it together.
One more week and it would be all over. Just one more week.“Captain Lynch, we’ll need you in
close to keep an eye on Shana. You’re the only one he’s not likely to recognize. Wherever she
goes, you go. Miller, you’ll stay in radio contact with us and HQ to run any intel we get. I’ll be
watching from afar.”“I’m the expert in undercover—and disguises,” Chauncey said. It wasn’t a
challenge, but a salient point. Dane realized Cap would never admit to his inexperience and
never back down from doing what he needed to. Dane flicked his gaze at Cap and saw no
disagreement. Captain Nice Lynch would leave it to him to call this one, in the interest of the
mission, of course.“You’re right, Chauncey. You go in undercover and well disguised. Cap here
can be on the perimeter—that way he can maintain contact with me and his command. In case
we need them.”He turned to Shana.“You, under no circumstances, are to go back to Jean Luc’s
house with him. And I don’t care if you have to blow the mission wide open to prevent it.” He
didn’t care that the intensity in his vibrating words betrayed his worry. They were all worried
about her. She didn’t blink. She didn’t respond at all. It was as if she hadn’t heard him—or hadn’t
paid attention to him. Maybe she’d finally become immune.About time. He raised his beer to his
lips as he stared at her. He hoped to God that no one else noticed the slight tremor in his hand.
One barely perceptible twitch of the corner of the left side of her lips told him she’d noticed.His
breathing felt restricted. He turned back to the window to take in a gulp of sea air. “Chauncey,
what’s the latest from the governor on the Brazilian backers for this shebang?”“There are two
brothers. Aldo and Bento Tavares. Seems they have a history of illegal operations going back to
their dear grandfather. Mostly loan sharking, extortion and their biggest moneymaker, white
slavery. Girls. Not women. Girls. Virgins.” Chauncey paused.Dane’s gut began to freeze like he’d
swallowed a gallon of dry ice and he felt the vibrations run through him from the chill of stark fear
mingled with vengeful hatred. He’d been staring at Chauncey while his teeth clenched against
the biting cold inside him and he turned and glanced around at Cap and then, by millimeters,
moved his eyes to Shana. She looked fierce with her nostrils flaring and her fists clenched. She
nodded. They all nodded then, in silent agreement that they absolutely needed to bring these
guys down. They also realized Susan Whittier’s fate.Dane spoke, keeping his rage bottled as
best he could. “The good news is that Susan Whittier is likely still alive. The bad news is we need
to find her before they take her off the island.”“What makes you think they haven’t already?” Cap
asked.“Her cell phone and the surfing competition. I think they knew they may need insurance
and I think they don’t have the manpower here to get her out. So far all Cap’s men have spotted
are the two goons Ned had with him at the club. The Brazilians are bringing in the
manpower.”Cap and Chauncey nodded their agreement.“I agree,” Shana said. “I think Jean Luc
is not part of that and he’s trying to keep Ned’s focus on the competition.”“Okay.” Dane raked a
hand through his hair and waved Chauncey to continue his report.“Ned works with the
Brazilians, but not sure yet if he works for them. Maybe this is a tryout, a bid for a permanent job.
But the brothers have grown the family business and are spreading internationally.”“Captain,
what have your men been up to—any sign of Whittier? We need to come up with a plan to get



her out without blowing the sting to catch the Brazilians red-handed with something—anything at
this point. We need to turn Jean Luc.” He turned to face Shana again.“We’re watching the house.
The cell phone message coming out of there wasn’t enough for us to get a search warrant.”“We
agreed we can’t give them any warning. We can’t go in there blasting our way hoping to find her
and then find that she’s not there. We need to sneak in like burglars—beat them at their own
game—find out if she’s there and then break her free.” Dane paced in a circle. He was aware of
the skeptical look darted his way from Shana.For their parts, at least Chauncey and Captain
Nice listened without critical pusses.“We need to—”“Don’t say it again. I know. We need to turn
Jean Luc,” Shana said.“Any reason tonight can’t be the night?“It’s a big risk if we don’t get him on
board,” Cap said.“So we need some insurance. We need to let him think we’ve got something on
him and this is his only way out. We need to let him think we know about the girl and his role in it
all and that turning is his only way out,” Chauncey said.“What we need to do is threaten him. Tell
him we’ll let on to Ned that he squealed if he doesn’t. Then turn him over. That ought to scare
him into seeing our way,” Dane said.“Is that really necessary?” Shana asked.“Getting
squeamish? Can’t stand the heat?” Dane said.“Stop it. I get it. It’s just—”“What? He’s innocent?
He’s really a good guy with a big heart deep down? He really does love all those women he’s
bilked for millions?” Dane sneered.“So what do you want me to do?”“Bring him home and we’ll
be there waiting for him. We’ll take it from there,” Dane said.“Is that really wise? Shouldn’t we run
it by the governor?” Cap asked.“We’ve got to call him anyway for an update.”“If he had anything
he’d have called us,” Shana said.Dane’s phone rang. His house phone. He took two steps to his
left and answered it.“Blaise.”“Secure line?” Governor Peter John Douglas should know better
than most what the answer was.“Do cows have tits?”“I believe they actually have udders.”Dane
laughed, then brought the phone over to the table and put it on speaker.“We’re all here and
taking your name in vain.”“We got some confirmation from Interpol that Brazilian money is
backing the surfing competition. So far nothing to tie it with any underhandedness. All we have is
the unusually exorbitant fee, the recruitment of the young and wealthy amateurs and our missing
Susan Whittier who was alleged to have signed up for it. Although her parents checked her
account and saw that she wrote a check—which is in and of itself unusual for her—she always
uses her credit card, they insist—the check was never cashed.”“That tracks with Shana’s entry
fee—Ruse insisted on check or money order, he even said he’d take cash, but no credit.”Shana
glared at him when he spoke for her, but he didn’t have time to worry about being sensitive to her
chip. Not that he ever would.“All the better to leave less of a trail. Cash all the checks, close the
account, pull up stakes and leave town.”“Any sign of Susan?” The governor had an unmistakable
tinge of worry in his voice.“My men have been keeping their eyes open,” Cap said, “and we’ve
checked Ruse’s premises as much as possible without a search warrant.”“How about an entry
under false pretext.”“You mean like we pretend we’re the cable guys?” Dane asked.Chauncey
perked up. “I’ll do it. I’m famous for that sort of thing back in London.”“Not so sure Ned would fall
for it. Strikes me as a man who runs a pretty tight ship and since we’ve already tipped our hand
about the police thinking Susan Whittier is missing, he’ll be looking for something.”“I could get



inside. No subterfuge necessary.” Shana spoke up, staring at the phone as if she could see the
governor in the digital dial pad.“Shana—hello. You think so?”“I have a date with Jean—Ruse
tonight. I think I can manage an invitation.”“That’s not a good idea.” Dane kept his voice even,
though his pulse ratcheted up and he felt like grabbing the girl by the hair and … and he didn’t
know what.“Why not—”“Don’t listen to him—” Shana cut off the governor, but Dane cut her
off.“We don’t want to end up with two missing women. I have a better idea.”“I’m listening,” Peter
said.“We need to turn Ruse.”“And by ‘we’, he means me,” Shana put in.“No. We ambush him,
and by we I mean me, Chauncey and Captain Lynch. Like I said, you get him back to the house
and we’ll be waiting for him.”“What makes you think he’ll cooperate?” Peter wanted to know.“This
is where the plan gets sticky,” Chauncey said.“We leave him no choice,” Dane said.“You lie to him
—make him think you have him dead-to-rights,” Peter said.“Except we don’t exactly have a good
story to tell him at this point.” Captain Lynch folded his arms. Dane knew he’d side with
Shana.“Maybe. Maybe not,” Chauncey said. “We tell him we got him on aiding the Brazilians with
Ned—tell him the surfing competition is a front for smuggling women—probably not far off the
truth—we may find out more about it yet. It’s definitely fishy.”“I’ll go with that,” Dane said.
Chauncey nodded.“Then that’s our plan?” Shana said. “If you want to know what I think—I think
he’d be thrilled to turn on Ned. If it wasn’t for his brother. Don’t forget his little brother dragged
him into this mess. He’s Jean Luc’s Achilles’ heel. And that means somehow we need to take
care of his brother.”Shana had a point. He’d lost sight of the pesky kid brother. That knowledge
stung his gut, but he cranked his mind around it to adjust.“You’re right,” he said to Shana. “We tell
him we have his kid brother linked solid to Ned and his people and if we don’t get his
cooperation we’re going to run his brother in for questioning just long enough for Ned to get
suspicious about how much he talked. Long enough for Ned to get good and suspicious, enough
to do what Ned does.”Captain Nice smiled. “Now that sounds like motivation that’ll work.”“We’re
sure Ruse cares about the fate of his brother?” Peter asked for confirmation.Shana spoke up.
“Absolutely certain. It’s why he’s running the competition and why he’s putting up with Ned, who
he’d rather grind under his heel and shove down the nearest sewer drain where he belongs.
Those were his words.”“Thank you for that, Shana. I feel reassured,” Peter said.Chauncey and
Captain Nice exchanged a glance between them when Shana frowned. Dane knew Peter was
not mocking her, but the others weren’t sure. He’d let them sort it out for themselves.“Time to go
then,” Dane said. “Keep us updated if you get anything worthy of a search warrant. I’m not
holding my breath. They’ve got everyone in town towing his party line about his wonderful and
exciting surfing competition. All above board.”“Nice pun,” Peter said.” I’ll check back in at 0600
one way or another.”“Give my regards to the mad woman.” Dane snatched up the phone,
marched it back to the kitchen and plunked it on the base charger before turning back to the
others. ”The mad woman is Peter’s wife,” he said to Shana’s frown.They rose from their chairs,
except Shana.“You need to get going. You can’t go on your date dressed like that.” Dane didn’t
mean to sound harsh. Captain Lynch flashed him a mean glare. Shana kept her face still, but
rose from her seat and walked to the door.“Keep in communication at all times,” he said to her as



she passed in front of him, in more of a hiss than a command. She didn’t even look at him.
Captain Lynch opened the door for her and escorted her through as if she were his date. They
left without a further word.Chauncey stood in his kitchen, leaning against his counter and
contemplating as he finished the last of his beer.“What the hell is wrong with you?” His words
were mild and his look more understanding than scolding.Dane shrugged, some of his tension
gone with the girl, and would have given Chauncey the “what are you talking about?” response,
but the man cut him off before he started.“No—don’t bother denying it. It’s Shana. She’s under
your skin bad and we all know it. Problem is, my dear man, this mission depends on a clear-
minded leader we can all trust to remain rational under pressure—even if thus far it hasn’t been
the most dangerous one we’ve all seen. I sense danger lurks underneath if Ned’s attempt to
come after you and threaten you are any indication.”“Thanks for the lecture. It’s bound to help.”
Dane swiped a hand through his hair. It was still wet. His insides still felt twisted. The knifing stab
across his shoulder blades reminded him that the reprieve in his tension level had been very
temporary. She was gone from his house, but not from his head.Chauncey snorted. “If you want
me to take the lead—or to back you up—let me know. I’ve been where you are. It’s not easy. I
know. Damned painful position.”“Your wife?” Dane had to know even though he knew
already.Chauncey nodded. Dane flinched and the sting went through him in a wave.“It’s not like
that—”“Save it.”Dane wasn’t ready to talk about it, so they stared each other down for a moment
before Chauncey gave him a grim smile and slapped him on the back. No words. Dane’s
fondness for the man leapt forward.Then he dragged his mind back to the task at hand.“I’m
going to give Oscar a call to see what he knows,” Dane said. “He’s an old friend with ties south of
the border, unofficially works for the CIA. Maybe he can short cut the official channels. Not good
intel for a search warrant, but good for Shana’s safety. Maybe good intel to help turn Jean Luc.”
Dane huffed out a breath, then added, “Our girl was right about the man wanting to protect his
brother Roger.”“We’ll need to get Roger off the street. And what about Tamara?” Chauncey
asked.“Her too. Lynch can do it.”“You don’t like him,” Chauncey said.“I like him fine. He’s good at
what he does.”Chauncey grunted and nodded in understanding. Dane didn’t know what
Chauncey understood, he only knew he wasn’t sure about how he felt on the subject of Captain
Nice. He pushed his two hands through his hair as if straightening the damp tangle would
straighten the confused mess in his head.Chapter 17Shana hesitated a moment at the stop
sign, changing her mind three times before deciding she needed to go back to the house to
change clothes, making Dane right once again. She hated that more than anything. She hated
being told by him what to do—maybe it was her, but she was more convinced it was him. Other
men could tell her what to do, suggest things and she’d do it and even admit they were right. The
governor, for one. She had a feeling he knew what he was talking about no matter how unusual it
might be for a governor to be so involved in a law enforcement operation.But then, she was on
foreign turf here; it could be the way the crazy Americans always did things. And they thought
Aussies were crazy.Screeching to a halt in her driveway—or the Whittier’s driveway—she
jumped from the car, mentally going through the list of options to wear on her hot date. She



should go with something elegant. And sexy. She thought of the slinky turquoise sheath and
decided on it, remembering the way Dane looked at her when she’d tried it on for him at the
boutique. It would do perfectly.As she drove into town her two-way chirped and she realized
she’d have to stow it and go without communications. She picked it up for now, depressed the
button and spoke, “Shana here.”“Are you dressed?” Dane said.“Of course. I’m on my way. Where
are you?”“I told you, I’m not going to be nearby—that is unless Ned decides to follow close. But
I’ll be in communication with Chauncey, who will have eyes on you at all times. Make sure you
have eyes on him.”“What will he look like?”“He’ll be the older, distinguished gentleman with a
white jacket.”“I don’t know, Dane, there may be too many men that fit that bill. Like—”“Don’t say
it.”She laughed. It felt damn good. Her nerves loosened their grip on her stomach and she took a
deep breath.“You just keep Ned busy and away from me.”“You know I will. Captain Nice won’t be
far from you either. He’ll be in communication with both of us. Say the word if you’re in
trouble.”“What’s the word?”“How about ‘girlie’?”“That’s your word, not mine. How about ‘boy oh
boy.’ It’s one I’ve used before.”“You’ve used a boy or you’ve—”“Not unless you consider grown
men as boys—which sometimes they are.”“Not this one.”“I haven’t used you—”“Don’t say it.”
There was a grainy, growly texture to his voice, and no humor.She laughed, but all her tension
came back in spades. Only it settled lower in her gut this time. She felt too much like Dane’s
plaything, like he was a predatory tiger and she was a stuffed rabbit.“I’m shutting you down. Got
to go. The place is up ahead.” She went to flick off the power but hesitated a moment and he
came back on.“Take care of yourself, Shana.” The words tilted her. The softness of them. The
way they were spoken as if there were layers and layers of meaning behind them. The few
simple words sounded like they were standing in for so much more. She reached over with a
shaking hand and shoved the two-way into the glove compartment. She had to get a grip. There
was nothing behind the words. Except maybe sarcasm or a warning. It was Dane talking. And
she was pathetic because she wanted there to be more behind his words.Gliding the borrowed
BMW 740 up to the valet, she shoved it into park and stepped out before the door was opened
for her. Jean Luc stood out front wearing a white dinner jacket and a smile. He looked out of
place—like he should be somewhere in Monte Carlo or on the set of a James Bond movie. She
steeled herself to play the role and mentally reined herself in with a heaving breath. She smiled
her toothpaste commercial smile and sauntered forward into Jean Luc’s arms.The warm humid
breeze tickled the hairs that already stood out on her arms as Jean Luc escorted her inside the
restaurant. The rising moon, balmy evening, and soft strains of classical music clashed with the
carnal scent of grilled meat, adding to the discordance between the glamorously romantic
atmosphere and the quiver of danger in the air. Or maybe the quivers lived only in her belly.Once
she stepped inside the doors and faced Jean Luc she felt her role take effect. The jitters fled and
she remembered the mission and who she was and that she could do this. Jean Luc didn’t smile
as he escorted her, following the host to their secluded table that presumed a flirtation.Half of
her figured he knew she was undercover and they were playing a ridiculous game of charades.
The other half of her hoped to God or the devil she was wrong. Either way, she’d play the game.



Maybe he was hoping the same thing and neither of them was willing to make the leap to blow
up the charade.All of which made her broaching the subject of playing ringer at the competition
very tricky. So when the waiter came over, without hesitation she said, “I’ll have a martini.
Straight up.”Jean Luc chuckled and reached out to squeeze her hand. “Don’t worry, ma belle. I
am not so dangerous.”“Why would you say such a thing?” The question was genuine.“You seem
skittish. Maybe you have something on your mind.”“Maybe I do.”He chuckled again. There was
no way she’d start the conversational fireball rolling until she’d at least had a sip of her drink. Her
imagination needed some loosening.“Did I mention how breathtakingly gorgeous you look this
evening?”“Can’t hear it enough.” She looked over his shoulder for the waiter. If Dane were here
she’d be bordering on a D-minus for a grade right now. “You don’t look bad yourself.” She meant
it.He nodded his approval at her sincerity.“I know you are used to younger men. Except maybe
for Dane Blaise. I hope you can forget him for the evening.”She waved a hand. The waiter arrived
and as he placed the martini in front of her, she smiled and forced herself to wait a beat.Jean
Luc raised his glass of champagne—the man never seemed to drink anything stronger—at least
not unless Dane forced him to—and he made a toast.“To an evening of new beginnings.” He
clinked her glass with a meaningful nod—meaningful for him—which meant hardly a nod at
all.“To me winning a million bucks,” she said.He broadened his smile and took a small sip. With a
raise of her brow and a gulp of her martini, she challenged him to disagree. It burned her throat.
She held firm.He narrowed his eyes, a departure from his normally bland response to everything.
“You’re ambitious. Money motivated. Unusual for an heiress.” He let his accusation hang. She
shrugged.“I have pride. What can I say? Surfing isn’t rocket science, but it’s what I’ve got.”“I
would bet the million bucks you have a lot more talent than you let on.”“You know of anyone who
could beat me in the competition? I’ve seen at least some of the others, checked the list. I’m not
overwhelmed.”“No. The field is not a challenge for someone like yourself.”The words iced her
over, but she held back the shudder. He was fishing. Now they were in a fishing contest. She
refused to bite at his line.“Those are encouraging words coming from the man in charge himself.”
She smiled and lowered her lids to a flirtatious look.“One never knows in these things,” he said,
“Many things can happen.” He twirled the champagne stem in his fingers. She didn’t bother to
respond. He was getting less subtle—almost heavy-handed. She thought maybe she had the
edge now. Ned wanted her to be the ringer and for whatever reason—and she had her guesses
—Jean Luc was holding back. One thing she was certain of—it wasn’t for sentimental reasons.
Too bad.“You know I’ve heard things. Rumors.”“It’s beneath you to listen to gossip, Shana.” He
used a tsk-tsk tone and looked like he meant it.“You’re a judgmental son of a gun, aren’t you?
But you don’t know what’s beneath me or not.”“I know you have a true sense of self. A true moral
compass could hardly be far behind.”She took another bracing gulp of her martini at that. He had
to be enjoying this toying around with her and maybe it was getting her blood going a little, but
they could be here all night and then some if she didn’t call him out on the fixed
competition.“You’re so full of crap, Jean Luc. I can’t believe you’ve managed to recruit so many
young women for your games.”He gave her the prescribed mock-offended look and then smiled



the first genuine smile, reaching all the way to his eyes, that she’d seen since she met the
man.“You’re running a scam and I want in.”“You’re pretty loose with your accusations.”“You’re
pretty silly with your competition. It’s not real. I’ve been in real surfing competitions. This isn’t how
they work.”“So we’ve invented a new model.”“You’re running a scam. No one is getting a million-
dollar prize. It’s no coincidence that your brother is an entrant and favored to win the men’s side. I
want to win the women’s prize.”“We’ll see in the next few days—”“I want to be your ringer. I’ll only
take ten percent.”“Why should a wealthy heiress want anything?”“My parents cut me off. That’s
why I’m staying at the Whittier’s place—supposed to be with my friend Susan.” She furrowed her
brow for effect, hoping the mention of the missing woman would increase the pressure.“I’m sorry
to hear about your financial difficulties, but—”“Cut the crap, Jean Luc. We both know Susan was
supposed to be your ringer. She told me.” She was taking a gigantic chance, but it was
time.“That’s impossible. Because it’s not true.”“Yes. It is. Stop bluffing. You’re pissing me off.”Then
he laughed a sincere real amused laugh. “You really are charming—more than you realize.”“And
I’m a damn good surfer so you’re not likely to get a better offer between now and when the
competition starts.”He regarded her in silence while he sipped his champagne. She sat on the
edge of her seat in eager-young-heiress anticipation with an excited gleam in her eye that wasn’t
entirely faked. She may have him reeled in. She only needed him to call Ned to seal the deal.
Then she’d turn him over to her pals back at the ranch. What could be easier? Her heart
thrummed with that intoxicating mix of anxiety and excitement. The juices in her stomach
churned in overdrive. She’d be lucky to come away from this mission without an ulcer.* * *As she
walked to her front door with Jean Luc firmly holding her elbow, Shana’s gut swirled with anxiety.
She could tell there was no one there. She turned the key in the lock and pushed the door
forward to find no one. No Captain Nice, no Chauncey and no Dane. When she paused for an
extra beat for no reason, Jean Luc tightened his grip and said, “Is something amiss? Do you
want me to check before—”“No. It’s fine. It’s—I’m not in the habit of bringing men home.” She felt
lame and had no idea if he’d believe her line. Although she realized it was true.She stepped
forward into the entryway and then onto the carpet of the living area. She turned and said,
“Come in and sit down.”He smiled and pulled her with him to the couch and sat, tugging her
down next to him. She wasn’t sure what to do. This hadn’t been the plan. She knew she needed
to stall. Looking into Jean Luc’s sharp cold blue eyes, she couldn’t stop the shiver. Everything
Dane had said about the man ran through her head. He’d been right. Jean Luc was not a good
guy. Not one to be trifled with. Steeling herself, she decided she was not one to be trifled with
either.“Tell me what’s troubling you, Shana.” He reached out a hand and took her chin in a firm
grip, too firm to be affectionate or friendly. His teeth glittered in his ever-present smile.She
pushed his hand away and stood to her full height above him, snatching up her purse and pulling
her gun out. No way would she play hanky-panky with this guy just to stall for time.“I’m fine. You
just stay put.” She held the gun out in front of herself but not too close to him, with her finger
poised on the trigger.His smile never faltered. Then he laughed. “Are you going to shoot me?
What is this about, ma cherie? Did Dane put misguided notions in your head about me? He is



the one—”“Shut up.”Jean Luc shook his head. He stopped smiling and she took satisfaction in
that. Then he stood. She backed up a step to keep the gun from his reach.“I think I should leave.”
He turned and walked in a few short unhurried steps to the door and pulled it open. A beat
behind him, she rushed forward with her gun still pointing and said, “Stop right there.” He
did.When she looked over his shoulder, she saw Dane on the other side of the threshold. Dane
pushed Jean Luc backwards until they were both inside again, and kicked the door closed
behind him.“You’re late.” Shana hated that her voice sounded tight, like a guitar string about to
snap.“There was a glitch,” Dane said without taking his eyes from Jean Luc, who stood inert and
silent like he’d turned into a mannequin.“What?”“Ned. I’ll explain later.”“What’s this about?” Jean
Luc finally spoke, still without taking his attention from Dane and that annoyed her since she was
the one holding the gun.“Have a seat,” Dane said. He flicked a plastic tie from his back pocket,
spun Jean Luc around and wrapped his wrists. Then he shoved the man forward and onto the
couch. Jean Luc turned and gave her an accusing look.She didn’t react. Relief broke her tension
because she truly did not care what Jean Luc thought.“None of us likes Ned. Neither do you,”
Dane said, towering over him where Jean Luc sat again on the low-slung couch.“I know you
won’t believe me,” Jean Luc said, still sounding comfortable, “but I gave it sixty-five percent odds
that you were law enforcement. I didn’t mention my suspicion to Ned. Not that he would have
given any credence to anything I said. The man is a boor, a very cruel stupid boor and deserves
whatever he gets.”“But?” Dane said.“But my brother—and his girl Tamara, such as she is—do
not deserve what would happen to them if things don’t work out as Ned expects. Ned and his
people, I should say. But I have a feeling Ned is a loose cannon and his people like him that way.
Or at least they put up with him.”“So what you’re telling me is that you’re not going to turn on
Ned?”Jean Luc said nothing, but matched Dane’s stare.“Jean Luc, we need your help,” Shana
said and sat beside him.“No use trying your pretty pout with me, ma belle. I am the most jaded
man you’ve ever met, I’m afraid.”“No, you’re not,” she said and looked at Dane. Then she added,
“Besides, I didn’t get where I am without knowing something about jaded men. We need your
help and so we’ll use what we have to make sure we get it. I’m afraid your little brother and his
ridiculous girlfriend will be in more trouble if you do not cooperate.”Jean Luc arched a brow, but
didn’t look as if he believed her. She shook her head and stood. “Tell him.” She addressed Dane,
as if she were the one in charge. This had the effect of confusing Jean Luc, at least momentarily.
She’d thrown the infamous Jean Luc Ruse off-guard. She slid a quick glance in Dane’s direction
to see what he thought. No sign.“We’ll have the police pick up your brother and his girl for
questioning and make sure Ned knows about it,” Dane said. “We’ll keep them for the full twenty-
four hours and with the competition starting, Ned will be worried. He’ll be worried he lost his
ringer and he’ll be worried his ringer turned on him.” He smiled.“Then we’ll send him back out to
play sitting duck in the competition and Ned will never believe he said nothing. No matter what
he tells Ned. Now with Ned’s disposition and the fact that he needs your brother for the
competition, your brother may be safe. Ned may take out his frustration on Tamara instead. Or
he may keep her as insurance.”Jean Luc’s nostrils flared and he turned a shade lighter.“You



know of this man’s reputation with women and yet you let him walk around and you would put
another innocent woman in his path?” Jean Luc snarled the words.“Hell, I’m even willing to put
Shana in his path if it comes to it.” Dane bared his teeth not even pretending to smile this time.
Shana tensed.“What do you need me for? If you have everything figured out, go and arrest the
man,” Jean Luc hissed. “I won’t be heartbroken, even if it means I will be arrested as
well.”“Arrested for what, Jean Luc? You haven’t done anything.” Shana spoke and sat back down
next to him. “Have you?”He shook his head and smiled. “You have nothing but guesses.”“And
you. Don’t forget we have you,” Dane said.* * *Jean Luc’s poker face faltered enough to show a
twitch run along one cheek. Dane scared him just enough to be unsure. As planned. Dane
congratulated himself for being a scary man until he looked at Shana staring at him. She wasn’t
sure of him either. Was she scared of him? More importantly, why should he care if she was?
Wasn’t that what he’d wanted all along—what he’d gone out of his way to cultivate—her fear?
The notion tasted sour. Any pleasure he took in his progress at turning Jean Luc left him. But he
went for the kill anyway because that was his job and he was very good at his job. That was his
contribution to this world.“And you have Susan Whittier.”“More guesses.”“You’d be a most
unlucky man if I were guessing wrong.”“I’m no kidnapper.”He was cracking. The sign was so
unmistakable.Dane, who was never surprised, was surprised when Shana stood up alongside
him, arms folded and a too smug look on her face. She needed to practice more indifference.
The thought stabbed at the spot where his heart used to be. What was he grooming her for? To
be the number two cynic next to him?He doubled down on his stare of indifference toward Jean
Luc and flipped a knife from his pocket. The move was swift and that alone should have caused
a person to flinch. But there were no flinchers in this room. At least Jean Luc lost some of his
practiced nonchalance when Dane extended the knife toward him.“Relax. I’m cutting your plastic
ties. You’re free to go. I’ll be making that call to a state police friend of mine about picking up your
brother—”“Don’t.” Jean Luc flexed his hands, moved his arms and rolled his shoulders with the
release of his bonds. Still sitting, he looked up at Dane, avoiding Shana’s stare. “No need. I will
cooperate.”“I’m glad,” Shana said. She relaxed her stance, apparently believing him. Dane wasn’t
so sure. Not that he had much choice. If it were his own butt on the line, ironically, he wouldn’t
care as much. But it wasn’t. It was hers. The girl would be the death of him. Or at the very least,
she’d give him an ulcer. Funny he’d never worried about ulcers before. Never had that sting in his
gut. Elena’s betrayal had set this stage.“What would you like me to do?”“You’ll need to stay here
tonight and pretend you’re with Shana since that’s what Ned expects, n’est ce pas?”Jean Luc
nodded but showed no amusement at Dane’s use of his limited French.He took a breath and
would have continued with his instructions to Jean Luc, but the commotion at the front door
stopped him. He turned in time to see the door bang open. Captain Lynch stumbled in under the
weight of a semiconscious Chauncey Miller.Chapter 18“Mon Dieu.” Jean Luc stood.“Let’s get
him on the couch. Shana, get some ice. Know any discreet docs, Cap?” Everyone moved fast.
Dane lifted Chauncey’s legs to lay him out and took his wrist to test his pulse. “Weak, but in the
realm of normal.”Shana handed him the towel-wrapped ice and backed up, giving him a funny



look. He had no time to figure her right now and he dragged his focus back to Chauncey Miller,
newlywed. Shit.“What happened?” Dane asked, as Cap punched in some numbers on his cell—
Dane hoped he was trying to get a doctor. A crease pinched Cap’s brows together and there was
a gray tinge to his skin. Captain Lynch looked shook up. He said something into the phone and
tossed it onto the lamp table.“Doctor’ll be here in less than five. I don’t know what happened
exactly except that Ned or his goons intercepted him before he got out of the club after Shana
and Jean Luc left. Once I heard he was in trouble I came running and found him out back near
the kitchen. Took some doing.” Captain Lynch pushed a hand through his hair and shifted from
one foot to the other.Dane stood. “He’ll be okay. He has a concussion and a nasty bump and a
couple of bruises, but no broken bones.”“I know—I checked before I moved him.”“Why didn’t you
take him to the hospital?” Shana asked. “Surely it would—”“Cap did the right thing. We’re still
under the radar. But now Ned’s suspicious of Chauncey and maybe the rest of us—and in
particular, you.”“I can help with that,” Jean Luc spoke up.“Oh and suddenly you’re on our team?”
Dane turned to face him.“I can make sure Ned doesn’t suspect any of you are law enforcement.
I’ve already called him to let him know Shana is our ringer for the competition.”“And?” Dane had
a feeling there was more to this than they’d figured.“And that I would infiltrate her home and get
the bank codes and information he wants. Which means you’ll have to give me some bank
codes and make sure there’s plenty of money in the account.”Dane laughed. “Always running a
scam, Jean Luc. Or whatever your name is.”“Jean Luc is my real name. Ruse is not.” Jean Luc
didn’t volunteer his real surname.“So what are the chances Ned is going to go through with the
scam if he thinks Chauncey is law enforcement?” Shana asked.“More importantly, where is he
holding Susan Whittier?” Dane snarled.“The answer is I don’t know—to both your
questions.”Chauncey moved, opened his eyes and tried to sit up, “What…”Shana rushed to his
side like she was suddenly Florence Nightingale. Dane shoved her aside and pushed Chauncey
back down, then checked his eyes, moving the lids up with his thumb. “Cap—get me a
flashlight.”“What in bloody…” Chauncey said, reaching up to swat Dane’s hand away.“Take it
easy, Chaunce. You took a nasty blow to the head.” Dane took the flashlight from Lynch and
shone it in the man’s eyes, looking at the degree of dilation. He didn’t get this far in this business
without knowing a few things about emergency field medicine and concussions. “You remember
what happened?”“Yeah. I think…” He closed his eyes and pushed himself up as soon as Dane
switched the light off. Dane watched him. His movements were coordinated well, if slow. He let
his heartbeat slow and expelled a deep breath, and with it the fear. Too many casualties along
the way in his life. But this was no time to go there.“Did you recognize who hit you?”“Ned’s thugs.
They had a few questions for me and why I had an interest in Shana George and Jean Luc. I told
him I was Shana’s friend and keeping an eye on her and she’d kill me if she knew. I figured it was
no use pretending otherwise since they recognized me under the disguise.”“I should have been
the one—” Captain Nice said before Dane cut him off.“They asked questions first, then beat you
up?”“You should see the other guys. When they got rough I got rough back. Last I remember
sounds from someone nearby in the kitchen caused them to bring out a weapon—looked like a



nunchuk or something of that sort. Then black.” He rubbed the side of his head. “Oh—and my
phone started ringing. Lucky for us they were too stupid to take it with them.”“So now all we have
to do is make sure they’re convinced that Chauncey is an overprotective friend.” Dane looked at
Jean Luc. “That’s where you come in.”Jean Luc nodded.“In the meantime, since Chauncey is
posing as Citizen Joe with nothing to hide and not undercover law enforcement, he needs to go
to the hospital.” Dane turned to Captain Nice. “Cancel the doctor. You take him to the hospital—
take Jean Luc with you and go back and get the cars. Change of plans. Set up Jean Luc with
some personal listening devices and GPS so we can keep tabs. Then send him on his
way.”“That’s it?” Jean Luc for the first time looked nonplussed.“What were you expecting—a
script? You’re a con. You know the drill. Act natural. Play the game. And find out where the hell
he’s holding the girl and get us that information. Then get us some files—computer, paper, I
don’t care—something of the smoking gun nature—”“I assure you there is no record that would
lead you to Ned—”“Not Ned. His bosses. The Brazilians. Aldo and Bento Tavares.” Dane said.
Then he bore his stare into Jean Luc’s and spoke slowly in his deadliest calm voice. “We need to
shut down their white slavery operation. He’ll not get another woman out of here.”Jean Luc’s face
closed up like a switch to his soul had been turned off.“What about my brother?”“He’s fine as
long as you keep your mouth shut and do your job. Ned needs him for his scam. Or at least for
the surfing competition portion of the scam.”“What do you mean by that?” Jean Luc asked the
question and surprised everyone by showing his hand. Either that or he was playing them and
pretending he had no idea. Dane figured the latter. He scoffed.“What about me?” Shana spoke
up after watching and listening.“You’re with me,” Dane said.Predictably, she put her hands on her
hips and frowned. Classic bitch stance. He withheld the smile that almost erupted
spontaneously.“I’m not so sure that’s a good idea,” Lynch said.“Too bad you don’t get a vote,”
Dane said, staring the man down in alpha dog form.Chauncey grunted. Before the concussion,
the grunt would have been a laugh or at least a snort.Dane looked at Cap. “After you bring
Chauncey back to the scene of the crime and he calls an ambulance, disappear back to
headquarters and do whatever the police would do in a case where a guy gets beat up and left
behind a restaurant.”Captain Lynch didn’t say a word in response and it looked like it took a lot of
effort if the whiteness of his compressed lips was a tell. He left with Chauncey the way they
came in, but with Jean Luc following in their wake. Before Jean Luc stepped outside, he turned
to Shana.“In spite of everything, I enjoyed our evening. You didn’t need to be the ringer. You
would have won the competition.”“But not the money,” she said, not returning his smile. Thank
God, Dane thought.Jean Luc nodded and left.The door closed with a satisfying thud as Dane
pushed it closed.Then he turned to face Shana.The green intensity of her eyes burned a hole
down to his soul and the cattle-prod sting sparked his heart to a pounding pace.“We’re alone,”
she said. He refused to think about the implications of her words, of her stating the obvious. But
whether he contemplated it or not, he felt the implications in his body. The heat of racing blood
spread through him and especially in his most carnal regions. Every nerve he’d been holding at
bay until now sprang at once to life until he felt like one touch to her skin would electrify them to



cinders.“Just you and me, girlie.” His voice trembled in a low sensual rumble. He fisted his hands
to prevent any more telltale trembling.Curse the girl for knowing. She licked her lips and smiled.
Like a tigress would size up her prey.“You know there’s a price to pay for calling me girlie.” She
wanted to make him pay and she could see the state he was in gave her the opportunity. Her
heart stuttered and her gut floated and pulsed like she was a teenager about to be kissed for the
first time.“Let’s get out of here.” His words surprised her.“Why? Let’s stay here.” She was up for
this battle; every little move from here on would be a battle for them. Probably had been one way
or another since she laid eyes on him. Or since he laid eyes on her.He didn’t respond. Not by
talking anyway. He grabbed her by the arm and dragged her to the door as if he were a caveman.
And damn it if it didn’t cause a major flutter in her gut and her juices to flow. What was wrong
with her? For a second she thought of digging in her heels quite literally, but either her dignity or
her too-fast heartbeat stopped her.Bottom line was he got his way and she found herself being
shoved into the front seat of his trashy old Jeep with the cigarette burns in the upholstery.“Why
do we need to go to your house—or rather beach shack?”“We’re better off there.”A shiver of
unease or dread sifted through her, leaving her nerves sparking like live wires ready to explode
at a touch. His touch. She scoffed.“I have an arsenal.” He spit the words.She tensed against
another shiver. There was no doubt he read her thoughts. She may as well be flashing a neon
sign telling him she wanted him. Somehow he’d flipped the situation she’d thought she had in
hand. Maybe the neon would be less obvious if it weren’t for her raw sexual tension. If she could
smell her own melting desire, then he could too. The short drive took longer than her nerves
could stand and she shoved her door open before he’d shut off the engine. Jumping out, she
nearly stumbled in her haste to get some distance and breathe in the night ocean air of the
harbor. Heading behind his house she shivered again, but this time it was the cool clammy
breeze that got to her hair-trigger nerves and set off the vibrating.“Come inside. We need to talk.”
His clipped command startled her and she jumped around, almost ready to pounce.He tilted his
head and arched a brow, but then he turned from her and walked inside his side door in no
particular hurry. She stood where she was. She did not want to talk to him. She most of all did not
want to be inside the close confines of his small house with him. That would lead to nothing
good. Turning back toward the water, she took a deep breath and wondered what the hell she’d
gotten herself into. But that was ridiculous. This was an assignment. An undercover operation.
And it wasn’t her first. He wasn’t the first hard-ass that she’d had to prove herself to.But he was
the first she wanted to prove herself to as a woman.When he touched her shoulder, her heart
lurched then hammered and she spun with every muscle tightened and ready for assault. Luckily
for them both, he caught her arm and wrapped her up, preventing any harm.“Looks like you
could use a drink. Come inside.” He purred the words in her ear, his lips touching her hair and his
breath fanning the skin of her neck.She pushed herself from his arms and he let her.“Don’t
—”“Don’t you say you’re fine.” His voice was calm and that maddened her. Clamping her mouth
closed, she turned away and walked inside the house, trying not to feel like she was walking to
her doom—or to her bliss. Either way, she had to get back on a professional track and she was



sure having a drink with him wasn’t the way to do it.When he stepped through the door, she said,
“I’ll have ice water. And then I’ll want a place to sleep.” The sure and calm sound of her own
voice, in spite of the jumpiness of her insides, made her feel better. Maybe she could pull this off
after all.If he left her alone.His response was to reach for a glass from the cabinet, fill it with tap
water and then pry some ice cubes from his freezer tray. God knew how long they’d been in
there collecting freezer burn. Then he handed her the glass.“Can we sit outside?” She asked in a
cross between pleading and polite. He didn’t take his eyes from her, but didn’t respond for a few
seconds. She held still.“Okay.” He turned and walked back outside. It was like he knew she
teetered on the edge of—something. She wasn’t even sure what. Professional suicide maybe?
Committing the unforgivably clichéd act of regressing to hormone-driven teenage girl?“What—
no drink?” Her voice skipped and skittered like her heartbeat, dashing her attempt at cool.“I
need a clear head to deal with you.” He stopped talking and stopped walking short of reaching
her where she stood at the edge of his patio. The table and chairs were all askew, so she didn’t
bother thinking to sit and relax even if she could have. She saw the chip in the cement and drew
a breath. A gunshot.“Say it—girlie.” Shana said. “It wouldn’t be you talking if you didn’t say it. I
hear it in your voice and on your mind even when you don’t say it.” She held herself
rigid.“Bothers you that much.”“You wouldn’t bother calling me girlie if it didn’t bother me. Don’t
pretend otherwise. And do not even think of pretending you’re all remorseful about it now.”He
laughed softly. She noticed the genuineness of it as if it was the first time he bothered being
genuine—or allowed himself to be.“So I’ll ask you again—what’s your story, Dane the Demon?”
She did not fold her arms and glare at him, but she knew her voice told him that’s how she meant
it.He surveyed the waterfront, paused his gaze on the glittering lights of a yacht close by in the
harbor and swept it slowly across the horizon until his eyes ended up on her. She didn’t interrupt
his silence. Figured an impatient demand would get her nowhere fast and so she met his quiet
stare. Taking a step closer, he finally spoke.“It’s none of your goddamn business. Least that’s
what I tell myself. But maybe the truth is you have a right to know since we’re partners. Haven’t
had a partner in a very long time.” He stopped and turned back to the water. Then he reached
over and grabbed her hand. “Come on.” He drew her across the patch of grass that led to a
cement wall at the water’s edge.Sitting and dangling his feet into the water, he patted the spot
beside him for her to do the same. What the hell—she may as well. Could be he’d tell her
something useful. Could be she needed some calming down and the lapping water might do the
trick.“No sandy beach for you?”“Out of my price range.”“And I thought hired guns made all kinds
of money.”He snapped his head around to squint at her. “That what you think, eh?”“Call me
wrong.”He shrugged. “No matter. Money doesn’t matter much. Not anymore. If it ever did.”They
sat in silence for a while. She sipped her cold drink and felt the water drift up and down her
ankles to her knees and back and damned if she didn’t feel soothed. Leaning her head back to
take in the pitch-black night between a few tree branches she spotted the pinpoint lights of stars
and smelled the salty air of the harbor and felt the cool clamminess settle in around her.“Maybe I
ought to sleep out here.”“There’s a hammock if you want. Help yourself. But then I’d have to sit in



a chair and watch guard all night to make sure no boogeymen like Ned came calling. He’d guess
you were here if you weren’t at your place.”“There a reason you want him pissed at you?”“Sure.
Time’s a-wasting for Susan Whittier with the competition starting tomorrow. We need him to
show his hand one way or another.”“And what about Jean Luc?”“What about him? He’s a big
boy. I figure if he rats us out, we move fast. We have the advantage being on an island; otherwise
he’d be gone. But he probably would figure that out and play it cool.”“Do you think Jean Luc will
rat us out?”He shrugged. He turned and looked at her and that look made her swallow. Made her
heart beat faster again.“You stuck on him?”“No. I’m stuck on you.” The words, her thoughts, her
thudding pulse—none of it could be contained any longer. She thought she saw his eyes widen
for the briefest of time.Then he smiled. It was that genuine smile again, showing his teeth and
wrinkling the weather-beaten corners of his eyes, but instead of making him look older it made
him look boyish. She reminded herself that he was more wolf than boy or man.“I sensed an
attraction,” he said.She laughed. He reached a hand out and threaded his fingers through her
hair in an intimate gesture.“I know it’s mutual,” she said.He said nothing and it maddened her,
raising her temperature in anger and lust both. He would be the death of her. He could be the
end of her career, she told herself again and took a deep breath, still watching him watch
her.“Clearing the air—it’s supposed to be a good thing,” she said. Sounded lame to her, but it
was all she had. She felt a plea for his mercy welling up inside her, but it never escaped.He
pulled her closer by her hair. Leaning into her, he cupped his other hand under her chin and took
her mouth with his. Covered her lips with his hot ones so that she tasted his salty sweat and a
slight tang of the beer he’d had earlier and felt the velvety roughness of his tongue on hers and
the demanding, luscious fullness of his lips sucking on hers and his saliva mixing with hers. She
heard nothing but the rushing of blood in her ears and the pounding of her heart as she grabbed
the front of his shirt for balance and to hold onto him. The sting of his hot skin through the shirt
scalded her like an exquisite thrilling pain. A forbidden thrill.She pushed from him and the world
came back at once into her consciousness and she heard his hard breathing and saw the beads
of sweat on his brow and one line of sweat trickling down the column of his neck over his Adam’s
apple. The staccato pace of her heart hadn’t slowed with the end of their kiss. This was the
beginning. Of big trouble.* * *There was a slight tremble to his fingers as he unfisted his hand
from her hair and pulled back. Breathing heavy, he tried for a cleansing deep breath to regain his
control.“It’s definitely not a good idea to clear the air. Best we go on ignoring the attraction. We
have a job to do.” He watched her as he said the words and he meant them. She only stared
back at him with those kiss-swollen lips and electrifying green eyes and heaving breasts. He
meant to get up then and walk back inside.The booming noise of fireworks in the distance
startled them both and he grabbed her arms automatically, leaning into her protectively as he
turned to the noise and lights of the colorful display. She gave a nervous laugh.“Let’s get inside,”
he said. “You’re under my protection, bottom line. No matter what else is going on or not going
on between us.”She said nothing, and he thought he’d have appreciated her relative quiet this
evening, but it unnerved him. He needed her to be her chippy self so he could keep up his



defenses. He didn’t want to like her or feel anything but animosity toward her—not even
protectiveness. He hated that he felt protective. Most of all he hated that he felt the lust. That’s
what it was. He needed for that to be all there was. Nothing else. He could afford nothing else
between them.“Maybe we should have it out,” he said, contrary to everything. He pushed the
door open and stepped aside for her to walk in, but she stumbled and he caught her arm. The
sting of her hot skin sent a shot of desire pinging through him so that he let her go and fisted his
hands again.They walked inside the house and he let the sultry warmth surround him and seep
in.“I thought we decided clearing the air was a bad idea?”“Any other ideas?”“How about self-
restraint?”“You got any left, girlie?” He almost smiled but kept his mocking tone for safety.She
laughed.“What happened to that chip you had a couple hours ago?”“Maybe it melted under all
the heat.” She gave him a look. “You still haven’t shared anything meaningful about who the real
Dane the Demon is—and what’s with the Demon tag anyway?”“That’s the general and his idea
of team bonding. Everyone gets a name.”“Kind of like you naming me girlie?”“That’s not a name.
Your name would be something else if the gen—Governor Douglas, I should say since he’s your
boss—”“Isn’t he your boss too?”“More like my client. But he’s still the general to me.”“So what
yellow brick road did you take to lead you to be a semi-retired hired gun living in a beach shack
on Martha’s Vineyard?”“When you put it that way it sounds like it should be an interesting
story.”“So tell it and I’ll be the judge.”He scoffed and still resisted, but there was an urge to talk
curdling up in him. The resistance had grown paper thin under the weight of his weariness. He’d
needed a rest and this was what happened when the soul-crushing weight of too much
darkness, too much blood and too many evil men crossed his path.He needed the peace and
quiet and tranquility to assimilate it all. To not feel like the world was a second hell. He took his
stare from the ocean and saw she was watching him with her newly adopted patience. She must
sense he was cracking, that her warmth had crumbled his defenses. Even his professional pride
wasn’t a match for the need in his soul to connect with her.“I started out as a surfer in California.
When I was sixteen—halfway through high school and making a name for myself in the waves—
we moved. My mother and I. It was always my mother and I. My father died in the service when I
was fourteen. I supposedly take after him. A lot.” He didn’t mention that his father had been
something of a womanizer and had married his mother because she was pregnant. Then he
realized he might be more his father’s son than he’d like to admit. He could smell Shana’s sweaty
heat and it gave him a rise, God help him.“Then we have that in common.”“Your father a war
casualty?”“Of a sort. He died. Line of duty police officer when I was fifteen. I was the oldest—and
the biggest. I grew up fast to help my mum take care of my three younger brothers until the
ingrates towered over me.”“So you’ve been proving yourself all your life.”She nodded.“I never
had to prove myself. Things came easy. Until the move back east. But once I graduated West
Point and joined the Army Rangers and special services, I was recruited by Peter John Douglas
—not a general, but that was our tag for him—things started getting easy again. I had a lot of
pluck as an ignorant young man.”“And now?“Don’t have to tell you about now. You’re looking at
me.”“I see a tired man. Still lots of pluck if that’s your less offensive word for arrogance.”He



laughed and she went on.“I see a very accomplished and scarred man and one who’s driven,
but I’m not sure by what.”“Does there have to be some deep dark secret driving a man? Can’t it
be a quest for justice? A quest to lay his own swath of rightness over the scorched hell of the
world?”“A closet poet?”“A solitary man who does some periodic soul searching about his badass
crazy unconventional life.” Right now, the scar of a lost love and no children stung most of all. But
he didn’t dare tell her that.She nodded and her eyes softened, lost their lust and gained a melted
heartfelt quality. He felt his heart speed up in recognition of that look and the way it touched him.
The way he felt drawn to it like a man seeing a desert mirage.“I understand,” she said as she
took a step toward him into the circle of his arms, before he even realized he’d held them out to
her.“And you lost a love?” She held herself back with her hands against the beating of his heart.
No sense trying to hide from her now.“I had one love.” The words cost him. The clench in his gut
tightened as he held her against him. “Her name was Elena and she… died.” He’d never told
anyone how. People knew. The people they’d worked with. The people he hadn’t seen in fifteen
years.“How?” Shana whispered the question and pleaded with her intense green eyes, her
nostrils flaring as if with the effort of restraint.“I’ve never told the story.”“In for a penny,” she
whispered.When he pulled back, she held on. He sighed.“After Special Ops I did a stint with
Chicago SWAT and we worked together—Elena and I. And…we had a relationship. Serious.” He
paused to watch her react. She looked interested, but since she knew the end to this particular
story, he figured that stopped her from feeling more. He went on.“She was undercover in an
operation I was overseeing involving gun smugglers. It was time to take them down. She ignored
my command to shut it down and return, ignored orders from the chief. Instead she tried to back
out with the man—the perp heading up the gun-runners. We went in guns blazing. She—they
both—got caught in the cross-fire. She didn’t make it.” He watched Shana’s eyes dilate as he
said the words and felt her intake of breath and the simmering outrage on his behalf.The tension
eased from his shoulders and he pulled her closer, but she still stared straight into his eyes, so
he finished the story, answered her unasked question.“I quit Chicago and worked for an
international security firm until I went solo a few years back. Outside the country most of the
time.”“Serving justice and the American way,” she said. They both smiled like they meant it.“Wish
it were as simple as it sounds.”“Let it be simple,” she whispered and moved the barrier of her
hands, melting against him, hot and simmering.“You talking about the job… or us?” He touched
his lips to her earlobe and nibbled, breathing in her scent, the salt air, and allowing tendrils of her
hair to whisper against his beard-roughened chin. He shuddered.“I… don’t know. But I can
promise you I’m not an Elena.” She turned her head and brushed her lips along his jaw and
found his mouth as if to seal her promise.His stomach tumbled at the way she spit the name
Elena as if it were a curse. He felt light-headed as he tasted the warmth and salt of her mouth on
his lips and the rough hot sponginess of her tongue tangling against his. The solace filled him
like he hadn’t felt in years. The way she filled his arms, pulsing and alive and warm, she soothed
him with her solid frame and scorched him with her desire. Their kiss felt right. Made him feel
right.He let her warm him and let himself go, let himself peel away her clothing and his. And peel



away his defenses, let her sink into him and let himself sink into her. All the way.Chapter
19Reports on swell size and wave heights dominated the morning weather report on the local
news, proclaiming the conditions perfect for the competition, before Dane could shut his radio
alarm clock off.“Damn. I was hoping for a reprieve,” he muttered as he tossed the sheets aside
and shoved his feet to the floor. Glancing over his shoulder, he took in Shana’s too-sexy-for-fair-
play form, the thick blond curls splayed over the white of the pillow as she turned lazily in his
direction and squinted open her eyes.“You were hoping for a reprieve? From what?” she said in a
raspy voice, worn from the screams of rhapsody, he imagined. Or maybe rusty from the night’s
short sleep.He had predicted in his own mind that it would be awkward this morning, but he
hadn’t expected the jump in his pulse as her scent wafted toward him and her voice played on
his nerves. He fisted his hand to stop himself from reaching out to her. He had to remember their
objective. Ned. The Brazilian brothers. The women they bought and sold and did unspeakable
things to in between. He shuddered at the rush of fear for Shana’s safety. Turning away, he stood,
naked, and headed for his bathroom without speaking. He needed to be all business now. They
both did.* * *After dressing quickly and departing the beach shack with haste, they parked in the
competition’s makeshift VIP parking lot for personnel and competitors where they discovered
they were far from the first to arrive, even at this early hour. Dane didn’t worry much about
arriving with a competitor though he was a judge. This competition barely followed the
Association of Professional Surfing rules and they didn’t care if they drew attention or ire from
APS officials.If the radio news rehashing an interview from yesterday was any indication, there
was little need to worry about rules. Jean Luc was quoted as saying the ASP could run their
qualifying competitions however they liked, but the American Invitational Surfing Competition, or
AISC, had their own rules and goals. Which he claimed were to encourage and attract young
new talent to the sport with big prize money and a venue that was geared to new talent. Very
democratic if it weren’t for the gigantic entry fee.He switched the car’s radio off and Shana said,
“What’s the matter? Don’t want to listen to Jean Luc playing his role?”“That interview was done
early in the day yesterday—before he was playing for our side. Not that he’s about to change his
tune with Ned watching.”“What’s Ned’s role in this competition, do you think?”“He’s the Beach
Marshal. Jean Luc is the Surfing Director. I’m the head judge. Don’t you read your official event
emails?”“No. I’ve been unforgivably distracted.”“Get your head on straight, girlie. This is a high-
stakes operation and you need to be on top of your professional form. Starting now.” He meant
every word and felt the reverberations of what he said in a bone-deep chill. He looked sideways
at her.She stared straight ahead. But the look was not a worried look, not a blank poker face
stare. Instead a dark rigid determination colored her features so that he hoped he was not the
object of whatever malice she held—because there was malice inside that couldn’t wait to
escape. Anger and disgust combined into determination on her face. Maybe he shouldn’t have
called her girlie again. After last night. But it was too late in his life for him to worry about being
an insensitive prick.He slipped his phone from his pocket, thumb dialed and held it to his ear,
waiting. While it rang on the other end, he opened his mouth and slid his jaw from side to side in



an attempt to loosen the tension.“Who are you calling?”“Jean Luc. Testing him,” he said, a beat
before the man himself answered.“Are you crazy? You’re lucky I answered. This better be
important.”“Anything you hear from me from now on you should consider a matter of life and
death, Jean Luc. Yours. And your brother’s.”After a snort, Jean Luc answered. “Then your inside
tip for today is you should be more worried about the girl—Tamara. Ned just informed her she
will not be winning the competition and she… made some threats. She’s too far gone for surfing
—even my brother knows. Ned—the idiot—told my brother to watch her. Mon dieu. He has no
concept of the havoc Cupid can play with a man’s brain. Of course, my brother is sufficiently
taken with Tamara so that all he did is tell her to behave. He will not do anything else. And she
knows it.”“And the upshot is?”“The upshot is that Shana must watch her back.”“We’re all
watching her back. Tamara isn’t going to be in a position to do anything once we get to the
marshalling area. Too many eyes—not to mention TV cameras. I’ll be with Shana until she gets
there.”“Ah. I forgot to mention. Ned removed Tamara from the competition and ordered her to be
Shana’s surfing caddy. This is the danger.”“Shit.”“Your man Chauncey Miller has been approved
as an authorized water photographer. Chaunce is a bit beat up, but the swelling in his eye is
down enough for him to see through the camera lens. You and he will have to keep an eye on
things.”“Sure. What about their house—The Sand Castle? Is the bulkhead leading to the
basement unlocked?”“Yes, but I doubt Ms. Whittier is down there. I asked my brother and he said
he hasn’t seen her in a couple of days, but he’s been busy with the competition. I don’t trust any
of the other men to ask.”“How many?”“There are five others, but today the Brazilian brothers
arrive and I don’t know how many men they’ll have in their party. They are not scheduled to stay
at our house. We’ll meet with them after the first round of the competition today. Les imbéciles
want to be interviewed on television. That seems to be their main goal.” Then he added in a dark
voice, “That and they also want to meet Shana.”“We’ll see about that. I’m hoping this thing
doesn’t get past day one, but it depends on finding Susan Whittier and connecting the Brazilians
to the operation. We did some background on them. We know what they’re into and I don’t need
to remind you how deep you are in bed with them. You’re going to need to go out on a limb and
ask Ned about Whittier.”“Ned is not happy that I didn’t stay with Shana last night. I suggested to
him I know my business and women better than he. He questioned me about Miller. I told him I
knew about Miller’s protectiveness and that’s why I didn’t stay—I didn’t want to spook her or her
protective gay friend. Now Ned’s more watchful and even more paranoid than normal. He wants
to impress his bosses and considers this his big chance. They are big surfing fans. This is a—
what do you Americans say?—public relations opportunity?”“Maybe. But I don’t care how
watchful or paranoid Ned may be. You need to find out about Whittier—whether she’s alive and
where she is—dead or alive—and I don’t care how you do it. If we don’t find her in the basement
today—either you’re on the hot seat or your brother will be compromised.”“I understand.” Jean
Luc paused, then added, “You need to watch out for Shana. Ned is… more than interested in her
as a ringer for the event. I think he fancies her the prize for his bosses. And maybe more. I know
what the Brazilian brothers are involved in and I am not a part of it. You must understand this.”“I



understand.” Dane’s jaw clenched. “Get us something on them. Find some files, a signature, an
email, a check, a text message—anything that ties them to Whittier’s disappearance or the
financial fraud of the surfing competition.” He shut the phone down and pulled into the nearest
parking spot to the newly erected tent labeled Competition Personnel Only.Then he dared to
look at her. She sat still, her eyes ahead, and didn’t turn to him when she spoke. “What about
Tamara?”“She’s your surfing caddy and she’s angry and jealous and slightly crazy. If I were you,
I’d watch for a knife.”Shana nodded and then turned to him. “And you? What will you be watching
for?”“I’ll have a weapon—it’s in my bag, and since Jean Luc is the event director I’m going to
bring it to my assigned post—which I’ll choose—and keep my eye on you and Tamara.
Chauncey will be a water photographer, so he’ll be closer to the action and watching Jean Luc’s
brother—but he’ll also be keeping his eye on you and Tamara.”“Does he know about this?“I’ll let
him know as soon as you’re situated in the marshalling area and the TV cameras are shining on
you. I’ll stay with you until you get your competition jersey.”She drew a deep breath. “I have a
knife of my own.”“I figured. You’re a pro.”She turned to him. “Don’t patronize me.”“You know I’m
not.”She nodded. “It would be easier if you were.”They got out of the car and headed for the
officials’ and competitors’ tent with their bags. Dane scanned the horizon.The beach was
unrecognizable. Two-story open-sided canvas tents wrapped around aluminum poles with
colorful triangular flags flapping in the breeze at the tops dotted the landscape like a beachside
circus. There were three of them. There was a separate tall metal structure with a platform
holding a large camera on a stabilizing unit. A giant Jumbotron screen overlooked the far left
side of the cordoned-off area next to plain metal bleachers. Colorful banners emblazoned with
brand names for surf wear, energy drinks and suntan lotion flapped everywhere. One of the
canvas pavilions was as large as a small building and sported what looked like a bar on the
second level. They all held canvas chairs on both levels and one tall wooden chair on their
second levels. The judges’ seats. He turned back to Shana.“As for the surfing, go for the pivot,
carve, back foot jam move and throw as much spray as you can. Cameras will love it and I can
get away with giving you an inflated score. As if anyone in this amateur field would know enough
to complain. It all looks polished with the damn circus tents and sponsors, but underneath the
veneer of legitimacy, this is the most Mickey Mouse setup I’ve ever seen.”“They’ve waived most
of the ASP rules—all the rules that are inconvenient or that make the contest fair and relevant,”
Shana said. “The only thing keeping them on the map or getting them attention is the prize
money.”“Evidently, that’s all they needed. Money. And the media comes running.”They saw
Chauncey pull in but couldn’t afford to make contact in public, so they kept walking.“I’m taking a
chance that no one but Ned gives a damn about whether we should be seen together, but
someone might realize that a judge shouldn’t be sleeping with a competing surfer.”“No one
knows about that but us.” Shana squinted into the sun, continuing to minimize their eye contact
as they walked. It bothered him. Way more than it should. A need to rattle her surged and he took
a deep breath to keep it from overpowering him.“Everyone will know the minute they see us
together.”She stopped walking, looked him straight in the eyes with glinting green trouble in hers



that nearly stopped his heart and said, “Then we can’t be together.” She flattened her luscious
lips to a grim line and turned away and walked off, carrying her board, her bag—and he hoped a
sharpened knife to match her attitude.Remembering his promise to cover her back, Dane forced
himself to follow her at a discreet distance.Day 1 of the competitionCrowds assembled as the
loudspeakers positioned at the corners of each pavilion announced the start of the first heat. The
digital display at the front of the largest pavilion listed the names of the surfers slated for each
heat. The women were up first. The men would surf later, in the early afternoon as the winds
picked up and the swells were predicted to be uneven and more of a challenge.From his perch,
Dane held up his binoculars and watched Shana in the marshalling area wearing jersey number
twelve. Tamara, in a matching caddy jersey, and wearing a sullen face, stood nearby. Arcing the
binoculars slowly over the entire beach area, he spotted Chauncey in position, then found Jean
Luc in a stand with the announcer nearer to the marshalling area. There were several men and
women reputed to be sponsors seated in the top level of the three-level structure that looked like
an open air circus big top with the flags touting sponsor names flying at the peak and every
corner. According to the Jumbotron that showed all the pre-competition interviews, action shots
from a few of the so-called seasoned competitors’ prior amateur events and advertisements,
that was the VIP stand.Dane perched on the second level of a covered stand adjacent to the
main VIP stand. He’d been there for only two hours and this was already the worst surveillance
stint he’d ever experienced. It was tough to sit still watching her from three hundred yards away
through binoculars. Working with Shana had been a mistake from the first minute he saw her. He
knew it then and he’d been right. As always. A picture of Elena popped into his head reminding
him of his past sins. Reminding him why his survival instincts could be overridden by lust or
worse. Feelings. Connection. Damn.He looked for Ned in the organized chaos along the beach
and couldn’t find him.“See anything interesting?”The voice startled him like a punch to his heart,
but he absorbed the shock to his system without a flinch. He took the binoculars from his eyes in
a slow, deliberate move and looked at the man who’d climbed up to the platform.“Ned.” He
nodded at the man with a neutral look and without answering his question.“We’re off to a perfect
start. Got to hand it to Jean Luc. He’s put together a good show.”“Why aren’t you over there
trying to impress your VIP guests?” Dane waved a hand to the nearby elevated pavilion spotted
with colorful wide umbrellas.“I’ll take care of them after the show. Right now, my job is to protect
my investment.” He sat next to Dane on a high stool, still a half a foot lower, and picked up the
electronic tablet that would be used for scoring.“Don’t trust me? And I thought we had a very
clear understanding.”“I hear you spent the night with our girl. And I thought we had an
understanding.” He shifted on his too-small wooden stool and looked out over the ocean from
atop the second story of the heavy canvas-wrapped pavilion. Their seats were out in the open
and off to the side of the big top-covered portion where the rest of the sponsors and personnel
sat or stood around the portable bar.Dane didn’t bother responding to Ned, but continued
watching their girl through his binoculars. The only response the man deserved was a punch in
the nose followed by an uppercut to the jaw to keep him shut up. And there would be a time for



that and more. Now was the time for patience. Dane called on his reserve now as he watched
Tamara towing Shana out to the waves to take her place in the queue. She was third up.* *
*Shana concentrated on the waves and on her caddy both. They exchanged not a word, and
since they were both veterans of surfing competitions, they knew what to do and when and how.
So far, Tamara did what was expected, but the knot in Shana’s gut said she knew better than to
relax her defenses. She wore the competition jersey over her own which was fine since it helped
hide the bulge in the sleeve pocket holding her small but effective knife. Although she hadn’t had
any practice with the knife in two years, it was one of those skills that never left you. Like making
love. The thought caused a jitter in her chest and she heard the announcer from shore announce
her as the next surfer. Tamara separated from her and she turned her attention to the wave.The
bright sunlight glinted everywhere as she concentrated, so when she noticed the flashing
shadow above her as she was about to dig into the waves, she rolled instead and the blade of a
six-inch knife dug into her board. Tamara grunted with her effort and swore. Darting a quick look
into the woman’s eyes, Shana realized Tamara was nothing short of crazy or high. Very
high.Grabbing hold of the board for leverage with one hand, Shana kicked her foot up as Tamara
lunged forward again and knocked the woman square in the jaw and out. Turning back as the
sounds around her began registering, she saw the official watercraft headed her way. The
screams, the tense voice of the announcer and wild splashing of nearby surfers heading her way
surrounded her. She grabbed Tamara by the hair before she went under and hauled her onto the
board where the knife remained sticking straight up. All the while she searched the faces and
concerned voices for the one she really wanted.When an arm snaked around her from behind
and pulled her against a hard body, she relaxed her head back and let go, leaving her board to
the officials on the watercraft to tow the twenty yards back to shore. It was a relatively short
distance, but still she wondered how he’d gotten to her so quickly. She turned her head and
looked into his eyes and gasped. Staring back at her was Jean Luc Ruse.Chapter 20Dane shot
from his chair, knocking it down, and lunged to the nearby metal staircase to the beach. The glint
of the knife had been unmistakable in the lens of his binoculars. He moved fast, but Ned
grabbed him from behind.“Where are you going? This competition is still on. You let the
professionals handle any problems,” he said as Dane lashed out with an arm to bring it down on
Ned’s. The man let go before Dane’s blow landed. Lucky for him or his bones would have
snapped in half.“Bullshit. If they were professionals, the caddy wouldn’t have had a knife on her,”
Dane shot back as he raced down the steps. The crowd was on their feet, mesmerized by the
unreal scene in the water and close up on the Jumbotron, not paying attention to him. When he
got to the sand he tore his shirt off, mostly so he couldn’t be easily identified as a judge and ran
for the water. Another shirtless man was ahead of him. Jean Luc was already in the water. He
dove into an oncoming wave with the smooth expertise of a surfer with as many years of
experience as Dane had.Even without the binoculars, Dane could see that Shana had knocked
Tamara unconscious. He hit the water and continued to move forward in spite of Jean Luc’s head
start. He lunged forward into the waves as surfers came from the water toward him with the



event announcer wildly calling for a break. The TV and water photographers’ cameras were all
trained on the scene and moving in. All except for Chauncey, Dane noticed as he looked over his
shoulder. With the surf swelling around him, he stroked hard until he saw Jean Luc reach her.
Dane watched as she leaned into the man’s embrace. The war between feeling relief that she
was okay and the burning singe of jealousy heated him from his core so that he was surprised
the water around him wasn’t evaporating in a steaming cloud. That stopped him cold. He
sputtered water as a wave crashed into him. Forcing himself to turn away while his gut churned
more violently than the waves around him, he swam back toward shore. It was all right. Shana
was okay and Ned would like the fact that Jean Luc came to her rescue. And that she let him. If
Jean Luc hadn’t already asked Ned about Susan Whittier, he had better damn well do it now
while he had some points.Of course, the fact that Jean Luc was the Surf Director made his
swimming to the rescue most newsworthy and when he emerged from the water with Shana,
they were surrounded by every camera and sportscaster at the event. Dane thought about
shoving everyone aside, but he’d be blowing everything. Captain Nice was still on standby with
his men at the ready to move on the house at his signal. He saw Ned join the crowd around
Shana and Jean Luc. Maybe this was the ideal time to give the signal. No sense in waiting for
any further confirmation that Susan was alive. He jogged back to his metal and canvas two-story
pavilion and climbed the clanging steps two at a time to the top where he left his bag and his
communications equipment. He hooked on his earbud and found the tiny microphone. Clipping it
on a spare shirt, he pulled the shirt over his head and spoke.“Cap, this is Demon. Go. Now.”“All
clear? All’s well? I’m hearing—”“All’s well. Just go. Fast.” Dane shut the thing down for the
moment and went back down the metal steps to find his official jersey and head to the tent set
aside for medical emergencies. He figured that’s where they’d take her. He looked up only once
to see the replay of the surfboard stabbing on the Jumbotron and heard the renewed buzz of the
crowd. Now that the initial panic was over, the judges and the Assistant Beach Marshall were
trying to restore order. He hurried away before anyone looked to him for guidance as the head
judge, hoping the mirrored glare of his sunglasses and the unfriendly stare on his face would
discourage interaction.While he jogged to the tent, he searched the marshalling area where the
surfers had returned and looked for any sign of Tamara. He hadn’t noticed what happened to her
and hoped that Chauncey picked her up or had a uniform do it. Damn.How derailed could a man
get by a woman?She opened her mouth to scream when she saw Jean Luc facing her instead of
Dane, but her heart-stopping disorientation prevented her from making a sound. The look in
Jean Luc’s eyes, stark concern quickly masked, settled her and she closed her mouth before
she swallowed water. He tightened his hold around her and towed her to a spot where they met
another watercraft. She let him haul her aboard. Her shaking hands embarrassed her. The noise
from the beach, the bullhorn, the announcer, the buzzing crowd, all combined to eclipse the
sound of the ocean. She shielded her face from the cameras as best she could for the short trip
back to the shore. But the one question that ran through her mind without answer chilled her.
Where was Dane?His cell phone rang and he saw Chauncey’s number flash, against all



protocol. Dane answered it where he stood on the beach, ten feet from the medical tent and
determined to find Shana, but determined not to blow the operation.“Talk.”“I have Tamara under
wraps, along with one of Ned’s goons and heretofore one of my enemies from the parking lot
incident. Strange bedfellows. We have her in the personnel-only tent behind closed doors—or as
closed off as one can get in a beach tent. I think it’s a ladies’ locker room of sorts.”“You’re with
Ned’s men?”“I’ve convinced them that I remain Shana’s overprotective gay photographer friend
and that I’m not to be trifled with. I think they respect that I didn’t identify them to the police last
night. Cap made sure the word went out. Roger Ruse—or whatever his name is—was at the
station last night. Not uncoincidentally, I think. I made sure he knew the situation.”“Speaking of
the devil—where is he? Any sign?” Dane asked.“Last I saw he was in the surfers’ corral or
whatever you call it. Waiting for his shot at a wave. This surfing competition is the damnedest
business I ever saw.”“Nothing since the attempted stabbing?”“No.”“How does Ned think he can
keep the police out of it? The uniforms will be here any minute. Without Cap.”“I think he assumes
money will do the trick,” Chauncey said. “Should we let Ned have his way for the moment?”“It’ll
gain us credibility and time if we allow him to bribe the cops. Cap won’t like it, but call him and tell
him to notify his officers. Hopefully he’s finished with his search of the basement at Ned’s
place.”“Will do,” Chauncey said. “Maybe he’s found …the goods and we can arrest the entire
cast along with the crazy surfer girl.”“One can hope,” Dane said. But it ain’t damn likely.Captain
Lynch drove into the bright orange cordoned off area marking the surf competition lot without his
lights flashing. Dane watched as Jean Luc looked like a hero for meeting the police in the
parking lot and turning over Tamara without a scene. Ned was busy calming down his Brazilian
brothers and Chauncey kept an eye on them. Ned also did another interview on the Jumbotron
and insisted the competition would start up where it left off, in one hour at high noon. That left
Dane an opening to track down Shana. He found her in the personnel tent with Roger in a
headlock death grip. She was angrily asking him questions.Dane stood in the doorway, silent a
moment, watching her and feeling a completely inappropriate and uncalled-for sense of pride.
He had no claim on her and yet he felt it anyway. The faint smile on his lips compressed to a
dismayed line as he stepped forward.“I don’t care who the hell your friends are,” she said. “No
one takes a stab at me and walks away without consequences. So tell me again where she got
the knife.”“I’m telling you she’s a crazy bitch and she did the whole thing on her own. She’s had
the knife all along. Probably used it before on another crazy bitch like you—”Dane’s fist crashed
into his mouth stopping any more nastiness from spilling out. The only thing that spilled out now
was a sickening crack and a spurt of blood, followed by an impressive stream. As Dane shook
his hand, he wondered if any of the blood was his own. Examining his knuckles, he realized
Roger’s teeth left raw bloody scrapes through his skin. Other than a groan, Roger knew better
than to say anymore.Afraid to meet Shana’s eyes, Dane finally looked up and caught her grin.
Now she seemed to like his macho displays of protectiveness. She shoved Roger away from her
into the corner, where he landed on the floor in a heap and stayed.“A few days ago you would’ve
scolded me for interfering.” Dane raised a brow, but didn’t smile, remembering his distrust.



Remembering Elena.“That was … before.” Her smile held.He nodded noncommittally. The
implication that they now had something that gave him rights struck him hard. The panic and
euphoria tumbled and clashed causing equal stirs in his gut and his groin. He paused to get his
bearings. Business first. He looked away from her smile to regroup.“They’re starting again at
noon. You’ll be up first. If you’re up to it.”“Damn right I’m up to it.” She gave Roger a glare. “I never
needed a surf caddy before and I don’t need one now.” Turning back to Dane, she put her arm
through his and said, “I’m fine.”They walked outside and he disentangled himself. She let him
step away without a fuss. She probably figured it was for propriety, but it was more for his
nerves.He filled her in on the progress or lack thereof. Jean Luc and Ned’s beach house
basement had been empty. No sign of a hostage.“So now everything depends on Jean Luc
getting Ned to talk. While he has his Brazilian friends in town?”“We figure that’ll play to our
advantage,” Dane said. “Chances are the Tavares brothers won’t like Ned having a hostage
hanging around, much less a dead heiress. Not while they’re the focal point of all this press. I told
Jean Luc we’ll have Captain Lynch give him an official call at the office later this evening to
question him and Ned about Susan Whittier. He said he can have everyone there for the show to
put pressure on Ned.”“But if they’re holding her and she’s still alive, that would make her a
liability.”“Jean Luc says that Ned went along with his idea to keep her as insurance.” Dane kept
his voice neutral when he continued, but he felt a nasty pinch of worry. “They had the goons take
our heiress after drugging drink at the same club where they tried to take Chauncey down. Ruse
has no idea where they’ve kept her or where she is now. He confessed that he was in on the
setup, albeit under duress. Said he was promised nothing would happen to Susan Whittier, but
he never saw her again after that night.”“Seems our Mr. Ruse has been doing a lot of talking.”
Her eyes shuttered.“Something between you two?” It was his knee-jerk response.She laughed at
him. If he wasn’t so angry at himself—at her too for making him feel this way—he’d have blushed
with embarrassment. Never mind that he hadn’t blushed since he’d started shaving.“Seems Mr.
Ruse had a few things to say after the knifing incident loosened his tongue,” Dane said through
tight lips.“You mean the knifing non-incident. Only my surfboard got stabbed. Which reminds me.
If I’m on in less than an hour, I’ll need a new board.”“It’s taken care of.”She nodded. There was
nothing left to say.“Meet me back at my place after the last heat. We’ll watch Cap’s foray into the
American Invitational Surfing Competition offices on closed circuit.”“You have a closed-circuit
system at your house?”“I’m a pro, baby. Remember? Truth, justice and the American way. Guns
or bust.”She snorted and turned.“I’ll be watching close and scoring. Put on a good show.”Dane
jogged back to his judge’s perch as the announcer blasted the time warning for everyone to be
in their officially assigned places within five minutes. He checked the beach for any sign of Jean
Luc and saw him heading his way in a small dune buggy. He was alone. Dane waved the man
over.“You talked to Ned yet?”“No. I said I would have him and the Brazilians at the offices at 6:00
p.m. for your show of force. I’ll bring the matter of Ms. Whittier up then and see if I can get him to
admit he has her and say where she is. Captain Lynch will plant the camera behind the
surfboard?”“Yes. He’s probably there as we speak. Play your part. You’ll have plenty of credibility



after handling the Tamara incident without the police raiding the beach.”“Ned isn’t happy that the
police have her. I assured him she doesn’t know enough to get us in trouble—only wild
unsubstantiated accusations and she has no credibility.”“You’re sure she doesn’t know about
Susan Whittier?”“I am sure she does not. Of course we kept it from her. Ned wouldn’t want to
spook her since she was our backup if Roger could ever get her straight enough to surf.”“Damn
it. She never overheard anything? If she knows anything it would help wrap this whole thing up
before anything else can go wrong.” He didn’t like Shana still being out there where Ned had her
in his sights. Who knew what the Brazilians had in mind for her? Check that. He knew exactly
what they had in mind. He knew the kind of men that Ned ran with. He knew the kind of men the
brothers were reputed to be. Even if only half the intel was true it made Dane shudder to chance
Shana coming into close contact with any of them.“I’m worried about her too,” Jean Luc said in
response to his introspection. Dane knew he was talking about Shana and not Tamara.Jean Luc
drove the dune buggy to Dane’s judging station. Ned watched from above. Dane knew Ned
would visit with him once he climbed up to his station and he was right.Taking his seat and
picking up his binoculars, Dane decided that ignoring the man’s death stare was the best
policy.“You’re soft.”“You’re not talking to me, are you?” Dane lowered his binoculars to stare back
at Ned, who stood at eye level while Dane sat on his elevated chair.“I told you to stay away from
Shana.”“Curiosity got the better of me. I had to see for myself that she was okay after your crazy
surfer caddy nearly stabbed her.” Dane lifted the binoculars back up to his eyes and aimed at the
surfers’ marshalling area to find Shana. Watching her calmed.“I know you brought her to your
beach house and stayed together last night.”“Yeah. So? What are you going to do about it?” He
kept his lens trained to her body and watched the long line of her strong legs as she walked in
the sand toward the water with her board in one arm.“You like the mark too much. You care too
much. That’s dangerous,” Ned said. He snapped his fingers. “I can make something bad happen
just like that.”“I’m not afraid of you, Ned.”“Not to you. To her. I can bring down a world of
bad.”Dane lowered his binoculars, slowly, while his blood simmered and he gathered his temper.
“You’re forgetting about that song, Ned. The one about Leroy Brown, the baddest man in the
whole damn town?”“If you were anyone, I woulda heard of you.”“That’s the point, Ned. You have
no idea who I am.” Dane raised his binoculars again. “Keep that in mind.” He kept his gaze
steady while Ned turned and walked away with a nervous chuckle.Tonight’s escapade had
better work. Dane wasn’t sure how long he could keep Ned guessing before he guessed right
that he was dealing with law enforcement, albeit indirectly.Once Ned left, Dane kept his eyes on
Shana while she paddled out to the waves. It took her less than a minute to catch a good-sized
swell and a few seconds more for her to pop to a stand and glide parallel to the shore along the
smooth inside wall of the five feet of glassy water. Her form was perfect as she carved and damn
if she didn’t lay a massive spray of ocean in the direction of the shore for the TV cameras, water
photographers and judges—and the spectators cheered their appreciation while the announcer
called out her moves. Gliding to a smooth ending toward the shore she dropped and swam with
her board off to the side and out of the way of the next competitor.Dane dropped his binoculars



and picked up his phone, pressing Captain Lynch’s number. “Get in the office and set up the
camera. It won’t be long. Jean Luc will get all the players together.”“Any special location?”“Yeah.
The yellow surfboard hanging on the center of the wall to the left when you walk in the door. He’ll
stage it.”“How’s Shana?”“Like gold. We’ll be watching the show from the shack. Stop by
afterwards.” Dane ended the call.Shana dragged herself back to the competitors’ area and the
outdoor showers to rinse off before heading to the tent. She was finished competing for the day
and there was no way she was hanging around for any further strange encounters. It would have
been a great plan if a man with a microphone and a TV camera with the ESPN logo hadn’t
rushed toward her before she got to the tent. Searching the area for Dane or Chauncey—or even
Jean Luc—to rescue her from the one situation she truly needed rescuing from, she saw no one
and the man reached her.“Shana—”She ducked inside the first dressing room door she found,
shut the door behind her and leaned against it. Her heart beat fast and exhaustion drained her of
the ability to move as the adrenaline receded from her system.One thought was left on her mind.
Dane. What would she do about him? How did she feel about him?And what did it matter?
Dressed and carrying her beat-up board, Shana walked toward the parking lot where Chauncey
pulled up in his wide-open Jeep to chauffeur her God only knew where.“I hope there’s a bed
waiting wherever you’re taking me,” she said after tossing the board in back and hauling herself
onto the front passenger seat of the doorless vehicle.“I’m flattered, but I’m a married man after
all.” He grinned. She laughed.“I’ll let Dane know of your request.”“Don’t do me any favors. I need
a nap. Any chance there’ll be time before the sting?”“Maybe ten minutes. I’ll step on it.”She
hesitated only a second, realizing there was no need for pretense with Chauncey. “Where is
Dane?”“He’s on his way. He managed to escape Ned’s notice after being tracked all day. Jean
Luc proved to be helpful there.”“Yeah. He’s been all kinds of help today.”“In every way except the
one way we needed. He didn’t manage to get the desired information from Ned about Susan
Whittier.”“I’m sure there’s a good reason for that. Ned is a paranoid and mean bastard. He’s
dangerous and he doesn’t trust Jean Luc. Not that he should.”They turned onto Dane’s street
and his beach shack was in sight when Chauncey asked. “Are you all right?”“Fine. Not a scratch.
The wild woman had lousy aim.” She looked at him and saw his frown and realized that’s not
what he was asking about.“I know you’ve developed a … relationship with Dane. Not that it’s any
of my business. But we are here on business after all. So I’m asking if you’re all right—if
everything between you two is all right enough to continue. We can call it off—have you withdraw
at any moment—”“Not until we find Susan Whittier and have enough to arrest Ned and his
Brazilian cohorts. I know she’s alive and I know Ned is hiding her away somewhere.” She raised
her chin and returned his frown. “I’m a big girl. No need to worry.” She paused, then said, “Are
you going to ask Dane if he’s all right too?”“I know. It’s terribly chauvinistic of me to be concerned
for you. If my wife knew, she’d scold me. Consider the matter closed.”She sighed. The man was
not at fault. She looked away and wished the tension that kept her from apologizing would pass.
Dane was right about the chip on her shoulder. But knowing was a far cry from conquering.She
turned back to Chauncey as they pulled in the drive. “Your wife is a lucky woman.” Then she



jumped from the Jeep and trotted to the door. Dane wasn’t back yet and she headed straight for
his bedroom.The close air in the room slammed her when she opened the door, and then the
sight of the messed bed, the lingering musky smell of their sex, slammed home the memory of
that morning and the night before until she was dizzy. Forcing herself forward, she closed the
door behind her. No way would she be able to explain her change of mind to Chauncey if she
came back out of the room to nap on the couch.The smell of Dane surrounded her as she
sucked in the air and pulled off her clothes. Dropping onto the sheets, she breathed in the heady
smells of raw male and sex and closed her eyes. What the hell was she doing? Since when did
she lose all her self-discipline and get distracted by a man? And that man? He was not her usual
type—not young and cute and buff and easy.There was nothing easy about Dane Blaise, she
thought. Mercifully, it was her last thought before she fell asleep.Dane pulled up in front of his
house halfway onto his front lawn. He got out and walked past Chauncey’s vehicle in his short
driveway as the wave of anticipation in his gut made him think of Shana inside. Made him think
of Shana last night. Forcing himself to slow his steps, he went in the back door and found
Chauncey sitting at the table with a bowl of peanuts and a glass of water. No Shana. He didn’t
ask. He knew where she was.“I’ll set up the monitor on the table. We can watch in
here.”Chauncey said, “I hope you don’t mind I helped myself. Starving. All I could find is peanuts
and booze. How do you live?”Dane snorted and went about disconnecting the monitor and
bringing it onto the dining room table along with all the wires.“She sleeping?”Chauncey
nodded.Once Dane plugged the last cable into the back of the small monitor on his dining room
table, Chauncey scraped his chair around to get a better view, leaned forward and pushed the
button. The screen sparked to life showing the bright third floor office of the American Invitational
Surfing competition, with the sun still glaring in the windows as it lowered in the sky. The room
was empty of any occupants yet and Dane looked at his watch.“They should be there any
minute. Jean Luc better keep his word.”“I hope they don’t suspect him and throw him in whatever
hideaway they have Susan Whittier in,” Chauncey added. “Don’t you think you should wake
Shana? She’ll want to see this—right?”“She needs to see it,” Dane said. “so she knows what
she’s up against in case this thing goes into tomorrow’s competition.” He looked at his watch
again and did not look forward to going into the bedroom to wake her. Then he’d have to see her
sprawled half naked in the bedclothes, gorgeous and sleepy and tempting. On the other hand,
he’d be damned if he’d let Chauncey go in there and see her like that. He turned and walked
down the short hall. Before he touched the doorknob, he rapped his knuckles on the door.“Wake
up. Time for the show, Shana.” He paused to give her a chance to respond. Nothing. Swearing
under his breath, he turned the knob and opened the door a crack to let himself in. The shade
was down and the light was dim. Her hair splayed across the pillow and the tangled sheets left
her long legs bare. Taking a deep breath and taking her in as if she might disappear like a fading
picture on a TV screen, he went to the bed and sat on the edge. She would be disappearing
from his life. Soon, he reminded himself. The shifting mattress caused her to stir and she started
awake, turning to him instantly and clutching the pillow with suddenly alert eyes.“Jeez, Dane…



what is it?”“Time for the show. Dress fast and get out there. Be ready to go when it’s over.” He
paused and watched her relax her alarm, but she didn’t move, waiting for him to leave. So he
did.“We’re on,” Chauncey called as Dane walked back to stand behind him and watch the
monitor over his shoulder. The sound was less than ideal, but maybe that was because there
were a couple of people talking at once as the men came into view. Jean Luc played host,
seating the men and getting them drinks. One of the Brazilian brothers refused to sit and walked
around looking at things, including a close-up of the surfboard where the camera was
hidden.“Shit. He’s close,” Dane said. “I hope Lynch hid the camera well.”“I hope he shows up
soon so he won’t be dealing with a bunch of drunk men,” Chauncy said.Shana joined them,
standing over Chauncey’s other shoulder.“Feeling refreshed?” Chauncey asked.“Yes. Thank
you.” She hadn’t looked at Dane and he made up for it by staring at her. Until they heard a distant
knock in the video and the men on the screen went silent. That kicked up Dane’s pulse a
notch.They all barely breathed while they watched the scene unfold.* * *“Police. Captain Lynch. I
have some questions for you.” They heard Lynch before they saw him. Dane keyed in on Ned
and watched his face go tight as he squinted his beady eyes. Jean Luc looked his usual cool and
charming self as he ushered Lynch and two of his men into the room. The Brazilian brothers
didn’t even rise from their places on the couch.Lynch looked at the men sipping their drinks and
said, “This is the place of business for the American Invitational Surfing Competition?”Jean Luc
chuckled. “Of course, we are celebrating after our first successful day. What can I do for you,
officers? I’m afraid Tamara took us all by surprise today—”“We’re not here about Tamara.”“Glad
to hear it—that bi—girl is crazy,” Ned said. “I wouldn’t believe a word she said.”Dane looked at
Shana and smiled.“Could he be any more obvious?” she whispered.“We got nothing from her,
right?” Chauncey asked. “So everything Lynch says is a bluff?”“Pretty much,” Dane confirmed.
“He may earn some stripes here today if he plays his part well.”“He will,” Shana said with a
convincing firmness.He turned his attention back to the scene with a kick to his pulse,
anticipating the bomb that Captain Lynch was about to drop on the crew.“I’m here investigating
the disappearance of a young woman named Susan Whittier.” Lynch looked around at the
men.Lynch had stood with his back to the camera so the others would be facing him, and
therefore the camera. Jean Luc looked surprised and was the first to respond.“I met this young
woman last week—a lovely young lady. I’m sorry to hear she’s missing. Why do you ask us about
her disappearance?”Ned squinted at Jean Luc. The two Brazilians, Aldo and Bento, looked no
more than amused. One of them said, “You won’t need us for this interrogation. We arrived
yesterday for the event and have no knowledge of anyone on the island except—”“Stay where
you are. Your association with the event makes you part of the investigation. Susan Whittier was
a contestant. Or would have been if she hadn’t disappeared.”“You’re mistaken,” Ned said.“No, we
have the withdrawal from her bank account of the ten-thousand-dollar entry fee. And a copy of
the entry form she submitted.”“Impossible,” Ned insisted. “You’re bluffing.” The man seemed
confident.“And we have a witness.” Lynch capitulated on his arrest of Tamara, their weak
link.That got a response from the Aldo, a frown at Ned. The other brother, Bento, glanced at



Jean Luc and said, “What is this about?” Then he looked back at the police and said, “My
brother and I know nothing about this, I assure you.” He stood.Jean Luc said to the police, “This
is clearly a misunderstanding. It’s true Ms. Whittier had intended to enter, but then she said
something came up and she changed her mind. I returned her entrance fee.”“We’ll need to see
your records,” Lynch said.“Not without a search warrant,” Ned said and folded his arms, looking
smug.“Any reason you don’t want to cooperate to clear up the misunderstanding?”“Show him
the records,” Bento said. His face was grim.“I’ll need to take the records with me.” Lynch followed
Jean Luc to the file cabinets.“Wait a minute,” Ned said. “You guys don’t know what you’re saying.
Here in the U.S. we have rules and I think as a citizen it’s up to us to make sure the cops follow
the rules.” Ned postured for the Brazilians and then turned to Jean Luc, who had stopped. “The
captain is bluffing and we aren’t giving him anything unless he gets a search warrant. We have
better things to do than waste our time with useless paperwork in the middle of our
event.”Everyone in the room stayed still and silent for a beat and then Bento nodded his head
and Jean Luc stepped away from the file cabinet.“So close,” Chauncey muttered.“Least we know
they’ve got something to hide,” Dane said.They watched as Jean Luc ushered Captain Lynch to
the door. Cap promised to be back with a warrant.“Now the real show starts. Pay attention.” Dane
said.The Brazilians stood and the older Bento spoke in rapid fire Portuguese pointing an arm
with aggressive force. Ned and Aldo got busy taking folders from the file cabinets and emptying
the safe of its contents. Bento stalked to the desk and stared at Jean Luc until the Frenchman
moved. The Brazilian sat at the computer and powered it up. Jean Luc asked him what he was
doing.Dane translated for his cohorts, “He said he’s erasing it. They don’t need anything on the
computer anymore.”Jean Luc asked how they would they know if he’s been honest with his
accounting.Dane said, “Bento said he’s making a copy first.” They watched as the Brazilian
pulled out a flash drive, backed up their files and then shut the computer. Then he lifted it from
the desk, turned it over and disemboweled it, sticking a circuit board in his pocket. When he was
finished, he smiled, sat back in Jean Luc’s desk chair and spoke.“What did he say?” Miller asked
Dane.“He said the computer is now a useless hunk of metal. They’re going to leave it on the
desk. Presumably to throw us off.”Dane looked at Miller and nodded. “We got them. They should
have smashed it to shit. But they’re too worried about their larger operation to draw suspicion.”
Dane turned back to the screen to watch them all head for the door.“He said it’s time to celebrate
and—” Dane stopped talking and listened carefully. Tavares said Shana’s name very clearly. The
room went still.He breathed as slowly as he could as the rapid rise in his heartbeat urged him to
move to action. He fisted his hands and forced himself to digest the words as the man spoke.
The man asked if Shana would be joining them. He wasn’t talking to Jean Luc. Tavares stood
directly in front of their camera and looked directly at Ned, waiting for the answer.Ned started to
say yes, but Jean Luc spoke up. Clearly and loudly and looking past the man into the camera,
“Non. She has the competition in the morning.”There was a pause where Dane watched the
Brazilian study Jean Luc before deciding something. Then he spoke in English and said, “We will
all be celebrating tomorrow evening.” He turned and the room was empty and silent a moment



later.“End of the show.”“That was disappointing.” Shana turned and walked away.“You expected
Jean Luc to corner Ned. Ned’s too slimy even for him.” Dane followed her to the kitchen.“They
seem interested in our Shana,” Chauncey commented as he rose from his chair.“No matter. The
operation gets shut down by the end of the competition regardless. We’ll call the governor to
send in some backup staties. When Cap gets back here.”“You have any food in this joint?” Shana
rummaged through some cabinets.“Help yourself. Nothing I’d eat unless it was the end of the
world and all the real food was gone.”“Maybe Cap can pick us up some takeout.”“Sure. Call
him.”Shana walked back down the hall away from them while she tapped Cap’s number her
phone.Dane handed Chauncey a beer from the refrigerator and took one for himself before he
closed the door.“Aren’t you the least bit worried?” Chauncey asked.“I’m worried as hell,” Dane
said under his breath. “I’d like to strangle Jean Luc right now for not ringing something out of Ned
after Lynch left. I don’t know what game he’s playing, but he may be trying to make sure he gets
the information off camera so he can keep it and negotiate with it. So help me—”“I think you’re
right, but I don’t think he’ll let anything happen to Shana. For whatever reason, he’s taken a shine
to her.”“Whatever reason? You take a look at her?”Chauncey laughed. “Yes, but I believe it’s
more than the obvious. Jean Luc isn’t the type to have his head turned by a statuesque beauty.
Dime a dozen in his life.”Dane grunted and sipped his beer. What was it about that girl?He said
out loud, “Don’t know what he sees, but he sees something.”It was Chauncey’s turn to grunt—
one of those “sure, whatever you want to tell yourself” grunts. Or it could have been Dane’s
imagination.Shana walked back into the kitchen to find him and Chauncey leaning against the
counter sipping beer as if they were on vacation. Like he should be.“He’s on his way. He’ll bring
Chinese. Figured it was more nutritious than pizza.”“When he gets here, we’ll eat, talk, then get
the governor on the line. We all need to be on the same page for the final takedown.” Dane
spoke to them both but looked only at Shana.“You’re confident that Jean Luc will get the
information we need then?” she asked.“Yes.”“Then why didn’t he press Ned on camera as we
agreed? Is he afraid of the Brazilians?” She seemed concerned.“No. He wants to hold the
information from us. Wants to deliver it when he wants to deliver it.”“That would be foolhardy.
What if his fishing expedition gets him in trouble with Ned and we’re not there to back him
up?”“His bad luck. Guess he’s betting Ned will leave him alone until after the competition
tomorrow—to see it through until the end. Then take out his revenge.”“If that happened then we’d
all be in trouble. Especially Shana,” Chauncey said.“Then we need to make sure we find Susan
Whittier before the end of the competition.”Chapter 21Captain Lynch rang his rusty old doorbell
and Dane couldn’t remember the last time he’d heard the bell—had forgotten it even existed.
Had forgotten people with manners had existed too. He got to the door figuring Lynch had his
hands full with food and he was right. He took the MSG-and-duck-sauce-scented bags from
Cap’s hands and brought them straight to the dining room table, whose scratched surface
matched the floor. He slid the computers and monitors down to one end and supplanted them
with the brown bags of food stapled closed at the top with a bag of fortune cookies hanging like
an ornament.“Plates? Forks?” Shana asked with her hands on her hips.“In the drawers.” He



answered her challenge with an obvious scold and wondered if that was the way it would always
be between them. As if there’d be an always. He shuddered and hid the chilling reaction by
ripping open the bag and busying himself with removing the food. He wasn’t hungry, but they all
needed to eat. They’d gone all day without food, except maybe Lynch.“We’ll call the governor
after we have a couple of bites and put it to him.”“Put what to him?” Lynch asked.“Good job with
the confrontation, by the way,” Shana smiled at him. Lynch nodded.Dane caught him up on
things. Lynch sat in front of the monitor and watched a replay of the scene.“Since Tamara didn’t
give us enough to pull a warrant on the house, and we don’t think Susan Whittier is at the house
at this point anyway, since you already took an unofficial look, then we need a fail-safe strategy
so Shana isn’t left hanging and vulnerable when Jean Luc pushes Ned. Ned may get suspicious.
Who knows how he’ll react? They all see Shana as their prize at the end of the competition. So
we can’t let Shana stay until the end. I get her out. She can fake an injury.”“I’m sitting right here.
You could address me instead of talking around me like I’m invisible.”“So sorry. How about if you
fake an injury, Shana? Then I’ll come and take you away. Chauncey can run interference with
Ned or Roger or whatever other goons he has in attendance.”“I’ve seen at least three of them,”
Chauncey said. “I might need help.”“I’ll get you a couple more undercover guys in there,” Cap
said.“The thing is, we may have to pull the plug without winning the prize. We might not find
Susan—”“I’m damn well going to find her,” Shana said. “No way I’m putting my butt on the line in
that water—did I tell you the last time I was in a competition I cracked three ribs?—and going
through this whole operation without finding Susan Whittier. And without nailing Ned’s balls to
the wall.” She sounded like the toughest guy in the room and he found his mouth tilted up in a
smile without his permission.“Of course. Then I’ll have a talk with Jean Luc tonight and make
sure he’s putting on the pressure,” Dane said. He turned from Shana and spoke to Cap and
Chauncey. “If Ned still doesn’t talk, I’ll find him and apply some of my own pressure. Meantime,
we need Shana to win and not get her prize money so we can bring them down for the fraudulent
surfing operation. That would keep them in town long enough—”“That’s the least of their crimes,”
Captain Lynch said.“The only one we can actually pin on them in the end unless one of us can
make Ned talk.”“Jean Luc will do it,” Shana said.They all stopped talking and stopped eating and
Dane felt distinctly uncomfortable relying on the likes of Jean Luc to make their plan come
together. But it wasn’t the first time he’d relied on turning a bad guy and it wouldn’t be his last.Or
maybe it would be his last. Not the time to contemplate his future.Dane walked from the dining
room to his front room, which in anyone else’s house would be the living room or parlor. In his
house, it was an empty room with a rudimentary desk and a couch he used as a file cabinet. He
lifted the telephone from the desk and brought it back out to the dining room, which had the best
lighting.“Secure line. I’m dialing up the governor. He’s going to expect more than we have. He’s
not going to like hearing about an exit plan.”“If you don’t want to give him the bad news, I’ll do the
talking,” Shana said. She almost looked comical, like the forgotten kid sister piping up and trying
to get noticed. He smiled again.“I got it. But thanks.”“Don’t patronize me.”“Then don’t act like—
Peter. Got a minute for a status?” Dane pressed the speaker button. “The gang’s all here and



you’re on speaker.”“Hello, Shana, Miller, Lynch.”“Not much progress. We turned Jean Luc Ruse,
but he doesn’t know where Susan is and has no eyeball confirmation that she’s alive or where
Ned has her. He’s going to try and get the information from Ned tonight and we’ll locate her
tomorrow during the second day of the competition. Once it’s over we’ll arrest all parties for
kidnapping and fraud.”“Shana will win? She’ll demand her prize money and when they refuse her
you cuff them?”“Afraid we can’t let it go that far. Ned and the Brazilians are thinking of Shana as
the prize and we can’t afford to let it play out.”Shana said, “We have the surveillance camera in
their office. We could have backup right outside the door—”“No. Too dangerous.” Dane shut her
down with a stare and his fist clenched on the table. “We have him on fixing the contest since
he’s already bribed me and made me head judge and told me what to do. That should be plenty
to convict him. We’re working on getting a warrant for their financials. They refused to hand them
over voluntarily.”“Not surprising. But encouraging—except now they’re going to hide
everything.”“That’s the beauty of the surveillance camera. We have them on camera getting rid of
their files.” Dane smiled.“But the real crime is the kidnapping,” Peter said. “We need to get Susan
—you’re sure she’s still alive?”“Fairly certain. According to Jean Luc.”“Okay. We’ll do it your way,
Dane. Cut it short. Get Shana out before the end and shut it down before they can touch her and
most of all—make sure you find out where the hell they have Susan Whittier. Do you
understand?”“Yes, sir.”“I’ve been watching coverage of the event. Very interesting so far. Watch
yourself, Shana. And everyone else take care too. Out.” The line went dead. Dane shook his
head. Peter loved playing general.“I’m calling Jean Luc now,” Shana announced.Dane nodded.
“Why not? He likes you. Maybe you have sway.”“I don’t think it’s a matter of sway. I think he’s
afraid of Ned.”“Who isn’t?”She gave him an arched brow. “You?”“Me too, “Chauncey said. “Any
bloke in their right mind ought to be—the man’s bonkers.”“I only met him briefly tonight, but I
have to agree,” Cap said. “He seems like he’s the kind of guy who’s always looking for a reason
to mess someone up.”Dane rubbed his jaw. “He messed me up. Only once.”“Now he’s afraid of
you,” Shana said.“That’s Ned’s language. Fear. Jean Luc is another matter. Maybe your language
will work better with him.”“Not sure I’m flattered, but I’ll take it.” Shana slipped her smart phone
from her pocket and tapped in a number.She held the phone to her ear for several tense
seconds, then tossed it down, not bothering to leave a message. “He’ll call me back when he
has a chance.”“If he has a chance,” Captain Lynch said. “One thing you couldn’t see on the video
was the tension in the air between him and Ned. He was more afraid of Ned than he was of the
Brazilians. I could feel it. The Brazilian brothers were watching it and only mildly concerned
about my presence. Probably confident that they could disappear as quickly as they appeared in
their brand new state-of-the-art yacht moored in the harbor at Vineyard Haven. The thing can
move like a speedboat in the open water.”Dane nodded. “Jean Luc’ll be okay. But maybe
someone ought to check up on him. You have someone follow them?”Cap nodded.“Find out
where they are. I’ll show up. The rest of you can turn in—especially you.” He nodded at
Shana.“Why don’t I come with you?” she asked. She had to already know the answer.Chauncey
said, “Don’t you think that would be like a taunt for Ned if you showed up with Dane?”“She’s not



serious. Although she does enjoy taunting,” Dane said. He moved to the door but didn’t miss
Chauncey’s frown and Cap’s folded arms.“I’ll back you up,” Cap said.“You got men on the job to
back me up. Have them confirm the location, but I think I know where they went.”Cap nodded,
but he looked strained, like the Chinese food didn’t sit well. Dane knew it wasn’t the food. Before
the door closed behind him he heard Shana say, “I’m going back to my house for the night.”He
hoped to God that Chauncey and Cap had enough sense to go with her, but he’d be talking to
Cap in a few minutes and he’d make sure. It was better this way, really. He didn’t need to think
any further to know he and Shana had no future as lovers. Too much trouble. Too much friction
between them. His stomach churned and ended with a knot in his gut and a feeling as if he were
being gnawed from the inside. If he were honest, he’d admit that he was no good for her—or any
woman these days. The Elena Effect. She’d left a brand like a deforming scar across his
heart.He hadn’t gotten too far in his Jeep when his cell phone buzzed and he picked it
up.“They’re at some hole-in-the-wall dive called The Lucky Parrot. You know it? I’m kind of
surprised they didn’t take the Brazilians someplace nice for a night on the town.”“I know the
place. It’s more like they went to talk business. Maybe we should have planted our camera there
instead. I’ll call in later. You go with Shana—both of you. Take care of her.”“I let my guys know to
watch your back. Look for them. You can watch their backs too.” Cap signed off and Dane tossed
his phone on the passenger seat where it fell on top of a burn hole, covering it.Dane walked into
the place, moving fast right past the two familiar thugs, nodded to the same scared waitress and
landed a yard from the table where Ned stood in a half crouch, rising from his seat, but not fast
enough. The thugs caught up with him, grabbing his arms and yanking on them. He relaxed.Ned
said, “Who invited you?” with his usual snarl.“Now, Ned, don’t be so rude to our accomplice,”
Jean Luc said in a smooth unruffled voice. But it didn’t hide the underlying tension in the man,
who looked like he longed to jump out the nearest window. Dane wasn’t sure if it was the decor
or the company that got to Jean Luc most.The Brazilian brothers Tavares looked at him with
interest. He nodded and gave them a smile, the kind that might be mistaken for a snarl by a more
civilized person.“Who are you?” Bento, the less friendly of the two asked.“I’m the judge. The
head judge in the surfing competition.”The brothers nodded and smiled in unison. “Have a
seat.”Dane pulled up a chair from the next table over—which was empty. He looked around and
confirmed that the whole place was empty. Same as on his last visit.“Don’t get too comfortable,”
Ned said with his sick smile. He had it mastered. It might have instilled fear if Dane hadn’t
already gotten to know the man and if Dane had been someone else—someone he hadn’t been
since long before his stint in the service. But now men like Ned didn’t scare him. Not unless there
were a gang of them and they had him chained. He flashed back to his last mission for a
millisecond and shuddered. Ned mistook the reaction. Suited Dane fine.“Mr. Dane Blaise is the
one I was telling you about—earlier,” Ned said to the brothers.They nodded noncommittally.Ned
continued. “He’s Shana’s special friend. The one who muscled in on Jean Luc. The one we don’t
know nothing about.”“Sure you do, Ned. Ask Jean Luc. We go way back.”“I ain’t asking him
nothing. You think I’m gonna trust a frog?”“A frog?” Dane pretended not to understand. The



Brazilian brothers laughed.“A Frenchman, you idiot,” Ned screeched. He snapped his fingers at
the waitress in a fury and, in spite of the blatant look of terror on her face, she came rushing over
but stopped well short of the table.“Bring us the bottle—top shelf. Rum, for me—what’ll you
have, Mr. Blaise?”“Tequila.” That got him a nod of approval from Aldo Tavares the more pleasant
brother, on the surface.“Don’t listen to Ned,” Bento said. “We’re very grateful we made Mr. Ruse’s
acquaintance. He’s done well for us in this venture.”“We owe the introduction to you, Ned,” Aldo
said with a distinct accent. The man raised his glass and the ice cubes diluting the gold liquid
shifted and clinked as he tilted it toward his mouth and took a long gulp as if it were iced tea.“But
it is true,” Bento spoke to Dane with almost no accent, “that you’ve interfered with the girl and
Jean Luc cannot guarantee her one hundred percent cooperation—”“Of course I can,” Jean Luc
said. “She plays games with this, this beachcomber,” Jean Luc waved his glass of red wine in
Dane’s direction, “but after I rescued her today, she—”Aldo interrupted. “Yes, that was well done.”
He looked between Dane and Jean Luc and said, “I must say I’m puzzled, Mr. Blaise. What is it
you do here on the island? You live here all year?”“No. I travel. A lot.”“And what do you do? Are
you always a—what is the word—gigolo?” He laughed and his brother scoffed. Ned smirked.
Jean Luc’s face remained passive.Bento said, “You don’t seem to be the type. You seem—
rough. Maybe you have other skills?”“You’d be surprised. Some women like it rough,” Dane said.
It wasn’t easy not to laugh, but he stayed in character. Other than a flicker in Jean Luc’s eyes and
a tic at the corner of his mouth, the comment met with no suspicion, and much approval.Ned
laughed louder even than usual and kept going until he realized Bento Tavares was glaring at
him. The waitress brought two bottles and two shot glasses, put them on the table and then
scurried off. But she wasn’t fast enough to avoid the smack on her rear from Ned. It was loud.
The sound of it stung Dane’s ears. The woman didn’t turn around and didn’t slow down in her
retreat. Didn’t make a sound. It hadn’t been the first of Ned’s abuses, Dane guessed. A heat that
had been in abeyance in his gut fired up and his heart pounded with it. Ned would be sorry. He’d
see to it. At some point in their scheme, before the man’s arrest, Dane would make sure of
it.“Still,” Bento pressed. “I sense, from what I’ve learned of you, that you do have other skills.” He
paused. Dane didn’t answer him and this made Bento smile and nod. He picked up his drink in a
salute toward Dane. Dane poured himself a shot and lifted the small glass.“I like you, Mr. Blaise.”
They both emptied their glasses. The smooth sting of the tequila quelled his rage. That was what
he needed for the moment. He gazed surreptitiously at Jean Luc. The man appeared less
pale.“Maybe you can help us with Shana,” Bento said. “We need to make sure she behaves.
Make sure she follows orders. Although Jean Luc may be able to handle this, it’s good to have a
backup, do you agree?”“Shana will do whatever I tell her.” That was the biggest lie Dane had told
during the whole operation. It made him smile. It was okay that the Brazilians mistook his ironic
amusement as self-confidence. But he noticed Jean Luc’s smile and they exchanged a bonding
look. They were bonded by their understanding of the treachery of the wild card, Shana George.
It wasn’t that Shana wouldn’t want to do the right thing, but the damn woman had an
independent streak. And they both knew it.“Good,” Aldo said. He looked at Jean Luc. “We need



backup. Looks like Jean Luc already miscalculated once. This is his second woman.”“No…no
need to talk about that,” Ned said. He looked daggers at Jean Luc and warily at Dane. He
seemed undecided whether Dane was worth the risk of shutting up his bosses.But this was the
exact conversation Dane came out tonight to have. Jean Luc sensed this and he leaned forward
slightly.“I did my job. It was you, Ned, who miscalculated—”“Shut up, you f—”“You’re worried
about him?” Jean Luc gestured in Dane’s direction with the most disdainful snort he’d ever
heard.“Don’t mind me.”“Yes, Mr. Blaise is one of our … associates now.” Aldo raised his
glass.“Not yet.” Bento, who liked him, put his hand on the drinking arm of his brother. “We haven’t
completed our goal yet. Mr. Blaise must prove himself. Once the job is completed. Until then, we
don’t air our laundry.” Bento was the brother in charge. They’d been in sync and relaxed until
now, playing rather than doing business. But the seriousness of Bento’s stare at Ned and Jean
Luc—and even his brother—left no room for doubt. It was that special stare that looked like a
combination of a shark and a wolf. Dane had seen it many times before—sometimes in the
mirror.He took a breath and swallowed his disappointment. They were right not to trust him. He
poured one more drink for himself while Aldo resumed a leisurely conversation about surfing in
Brazil versus surfing on Martha’s Vineyard. Apparently, there was no comparison. Which they all
knew.When Dane got up from the table and walked past his two friends, thug one and thug two,
no one said a thing besides good night. But he knew he’d be followed. And watched. Even more
closely than before. Shit. He doubted their admission of a miscalculation would qualify as
enough to get a search warrant. And where would they search? It was clear wherever Susan
Whittier was being held, it was not at their rental house.Dane got into his car and started the
engine, stared out at the water and the boats in the harbor, the lapping waves rocking the hulls.
He pulled into traffic, but after a second’s thought, he took in a sharp breath and swore.He’d
been a damned fool. Of course Susan wasn’t in the house. Where would you keep someone if
you wanted to escape fast and you were on an island? He tightened his hands on the steering
wheel and rounded the corner sharply, stomping the gas.On a boat. On a state-of-the-art speed
yacht.Chapter 22Grabbing the cell phone from the front seat, he dialed Cap.“We need intel on
all boats docked at all the local marinas—since about the time Ned arrived on the island or
slightly before. And whatever you have on the Tavares brothers’ yacht. Have you had eyes on it
since they arrived?”“More or less—not immediately. There was a window. I think I know where
you’re going with this—”“Need to narrow down those likely owned, controlled or rented by Ned,
Jean Luc, any of his sidekicks or the Brazilians or their company. Most likely owned or rented by
the American Invitational Surfing Competition.”“Shit. Brilliant. You think Susan Whittier is aboard
a company boat? Maybe the yacht—”“Worth a look. Not the yacht. Unless they moved her. She
wasn’t at the house when we checked and the Brazilians hadn’t arrived yet. I didn’t get an
admission, but I’ll swear out a petition for a subpoena on what I got for a search if we find a
company boat—maybe we can do it early. We definitely need a surprise.”“Hopefully we’ll get the
subpoena in time, but it’s a long shot—judge is off island,” Captain said.“Damn. Where are
you?”There was a hesitation. “The Whittier house. With Shana and Chauncey.”“Call the judge. I’ll



text Jean Luc—later. I’ll need to give him a chance to get out of that bar and back to their beach
house. He’ll be able to duck away and talk. He surely knows about a boat. Don’t know why he
didn’t mention it sooner.”“He hasn’t been very helpful. I don’t trust him.”“Join the club. Shana is
the only one who thinks he’ll come through.” Dane signed off and pulled in his driveway for the
second time that night. It seemed strangely lonely now after all the company. After Shana. He
walked out back and texted Jean Luc to call him as soon as he could. Then he sat in a chair on
his patio, aimed it at the harbor breeze and settled in for his wait.It only took twenty minutes for
Jean Luc to call him back.“Yes, we have a boat—a small yacht. We entertained local officials
earlier on—”“Never mind that—when was the last time you were on it?”“You think that’s where
they’re holding Susan Whittier?”“Answer my question, Jean Luc, and then tell me where it’s
docked.”“Not in three weeks—before Susan decided not to participate—”“Either you are the
stupidest con man in the world or you’ve been holding out on us. And I know you’re not
stupid.”There was silence.“I’m not stupid. I know the value of information.”“And you don’t value
your brother’s well-being.”“You won’t do anything to him.”“Not if you don’t count throwing his ass
in jail for a long time.”Jean Luc snorted. “You’re right. I don’t count that. He’d be in more danger
out of jail and running around the world gaining the attention of the likes of Ned and the Tavares
brothers.”“Where is it docked?”“Owen Park Marina in Vineyard Haven. Right near the larger
Tavares yacht. You’ve probably been looking at it from your own patio.”“How do you know about
my patio? I thought Ned was the one who did all the grimy recon work in your outfit.”“I don’t leave
everything to him. I know how to follow a man and I know how to do surveillance—without being
detected.”Dane shook his head. Damned if the man wasn’t right about that.“I can’t talk any
longer. Ned is suspicious as it is.”“Confirm that she’s on the boat and call me back. Tonight.
We’re going in to get her first thing in the morning and we’ll need a warrant.”There was dead
silence.“Jean Luc? Not getting cold feet on me now, are you? You know Shana’s in danger here
—”“Mon dieu. I know. I will do it. Look for a text. A very short text.”Dane disconnected. He’d heard
what he needed to hear and his disgust with Jean Luc’s lack of trustworthiness, lack of spine
and lack of any substance whatsoever grew to overwhelming proportions. He wanted to drive
over there to the house in Oak Bluffs, march in past the thugs and Ned and the Brazilian
brothers and right up to the slick and sickening Jean Luc so he could choke the disdain out of
him.The most disgusting thing about it all was that Shana trusted him. To say she had poor
judgment was an understatement. A flash of Elena’s face appeared in his head then as a
reminder that anyone could suffer from poor judgment sometimes. But the thought hardly
consoled him. It made him wish he’d taken the bottle of tequila home with him.After the cool
harbor breezes washed him with their salty balm, he calmed enough so that when he got Jean
Luc’s text, the blip in his heart rate was not of life-threatening proportions. Jean Luc didn’t
confirm that Susan Whittier was on the company boat—or even on the Brazilian brothers’ boat.
But he didn’t say she wasn’t.The only thing Jean Luc’s text said was “Shana in danger…Ned.”
That’s it.As he paced in a circle around his patio, wary of his perimeter, Dane immediately
tapped in the man’s phone number, but he got nothing. It had been turned off. Or destroyed.



Shit.Storming inside the house, he reached for his secure line and called Cap.“Problem. Ned’s
onto us—or likely is—according to Jean Luc.”“Do you have enough to swear out a
warrant?”“Yes,” Dane said without hesitation. “Forget the judge. Go to the governor.”There was a
pause.“Do we pull the plug on Shana going back to the competition—”“No.” Dane squeezed his
eyes shut. “We need to keep them occupied and off-guard and make sure they’re all accounted
for. We don’t want them to pull the plug and disappear. We play the game. We pretend
everything’s cool while we let them pretend everything is cool.”“And we see who flinches first?
This isn’t the OK Corral. Shana’s safety—”“Will be up to me. And her. We don’t wait for flinching.
We execute the warrant as soon as the competition is underway. Miller and I will watch Shana.
You lead the charge on the search for Whittier at the marina starting with the Tavares yacht to
keep them in place. I’ll catch up as soon as we get Shana out of the water. We all keep in
communication at all times.”“Won’t that be too obvious?”“No. I’ve got some devices I’ve been
waiting to try out.”* * *Shana wore her fluorescent orange lifeguard tank-style bathing suit under
the event pinney with her number emblazoned in lime green and black. Number twelve.
Definitely not up to the standard ASP competition jerseys, but most of this crowd wouldn’t know.
She was in the second heat of surfers in this final round. The waves were up this morning and it
looked like they’d start on time. She squinted across the long stretch of Katama Beach. The
crowds were heavy, considering the early hour—9:45 a.m. She’d need to wait an hour to ninety
minutes tops in the surfers marshalling area. Part of her wanted to watch the competition and
win the event, but she shoved that urge aside and thought of Susan Whittier. This wasn’t a real
competition. This wasn’t about surfing. Never had been.Chauncey approached from the ocean
side of the cordoned area, snapping pictures. She moved in his direction, trying not to think
about the fact that she hadn’t heard a word from Dane yet this morning. He hadn’t made any
contact, no matter how many times she scanned the beach or glanced up at the stand where he
sat in his judge’s seat with his binoculars scanning the water. She stopped a foot from Chauncey
and folded her arms.“Cap is marshalling the troops for the storming of the gates at the marina.
It’s tight quarters there so it may be hard to surprise them. No cover and surrounded by water
with the only entry along one dock. Dane is going in from the water with a couple of backups.
We’ll take a look through infrareds to try and determine the number and location of the guards
and Susan Whittier.”“Dane is going in?”Chauncey lowered his camera and looked at her. “He’ll
be here until you’re out of the water. He put Cap in charge of retrieving Whittier from the marina.
Once they spot her, he’ll grab you. I’m in charge of looking out for everyone’s back. He has a jet
ski standing by and the marina’s no more than ten minutes away by water.”She nodded, heart
pounding. She held her gaze steady but felt her chin tremble with the effort. The last time she felt
this vulnerable was too many years ago to credit. Not since she was five years old. She’d been
the size of most ten-year-olds, but inside she was five. A baby. Now she felt that same sensation,
like she was a baby in shark-infested waters. She swung her face away from Miller, her ponytail
swaying across her back.“Don’t worry. Cap has everyone on this. Once we give the all clear the
beach will be surrounded. It’ll be like goddamn Normandy. Heaven help us if there’s a crime



anywhere else on the island this morning.”She snorted and looked back at him, forcing a smile
and squaring her shoulders. Time she started acting the part she’d been playing for real. It
wasn’t an act. She was tough for real. She’d proved herself dozens of times. It was Dane. He was
the difference. He made her feel vulnerable because he was vulnerable. Even as her heartbeat
raced up she took a cleansing breath. It might be early for her adrenaline to kick in, but she’d
have to go with it. She could maintain it. Piece of cake.“Do you have radio contact?”“Yes. I’ll keep
you posted as much as possible. They’ll wait until the second heat is underway and then make
their move. Your heat will be over and Dane will scoop you up and head away.” He lifted his
camera again and swung it away, scanning the beach. “Only one problem so far.”“What’s that?”
Did her heart skip a beat?“I haven’t spotted Jean Luc yet this morning.”Neither had she, she just
now realized. Picking up a speedy staccato rhythm, her heart plunged into her gut like an
elevator with a snapped cable. How could she have not noticed? Squinting, she scanned the
horizon all the way around, searching for Jean Luc. It was the slow, systematic scan of a trained
professional. She forced herself to push everything aside and remember her mission. Aside from
surfing her heat and staying alive, she needed to see that Jean Luc, Ned and the Brazilian
brothers came to justice. She and Chauncey were in command of the beach unit for this
operation right now and she snapped herself to professional mode and shed the surfer persona
as if she’d ripped off her bathing suit.“I’ll keep watch. If I need to break character, I will. I need a
way to communicate, Chauncey. I can’t remain in the dark like this.”“I know. I’ll see what I can find
for you. I don’t have anything on me.”Chauncey left her and she felt naked standing there alone
knowing Ned and the Brazilians were watching her. She could see them perched up on the
second deck of their canvas gazebo. Even without binoculars she saw them watching through
theirs and stopped her pacing when Ned stood and walked to the steep metal stairs to climb
down. The sinking feeling in her gut told her he was headed her way.Glancing around, she
looked for Jean Luc once more and he wasn’t anywhere to be seen. Instead, she saw his brother
Roger rounding the corner of the officials’ tent and heading her way. This was no coincidence.
The announcer called the first heat to a start, and it was time for the surfers to head to the water.
She pulled her board from where it stood in the sand and trotted out to the water, pushed off and
fell forward on the board, paddling deep and strong at the head of the other three surfers and on
her way into the main frame of the TV cameraman’s lens. She hoped. Slipping one glance back
toward the beach, she saw Roger meeting with Ned at the marshalling area on the beach and
both of them looking her way.Although she bought herself some time, they all knew she’d have
to come into shore soon and she hoped to hell Dane got there with his jet ski before then. She
hoped to hell the troops weren’t far behind to arrest Ned and Roger’s no-good asses.* * *Once
Shana paddled out ahead of the others in the first heat, the announcer sounded confused and
then started to talk about snaking and disqualification, so Dane jumped from his chair and gave
the okay signal for her to go ahead. As the head judge, he was the final arbiter for when snaking
in front of another surfer was allowable. He watched the announcer for a tense moment and then
there were nods and the announcer cleared her.That dealt with, he aimed his binoculars toward



the beach to see the cause of her hasty decision and spotted Roger and Ned in the marshalling
area watching her. She was now poised to catch a wave. Dane knew he’d need to be there
waiting when she made it to the beach. He saw Chauncey on his way to Roger and Ned to
engage them. Good distraction. Dane tossed his binoculars aside and moved to the metal stairs
down to the beach. One of Ned’s henchmen was at the bottom. This called for plan B.Dane spun
around and headed in the opposite direction before the henchman saw him. Moving under the
tented area of the pavilion, he made like he needed a break and called in a time-out to the
announcer and presumably to the Surfing Director—the missing Jean Luc. He removed his
judge’s jersey, grabbed the spare shirt, hat and sunglasses from his backpack and headed down
the interior stairs to the floor below, presumably to the men’s room. Once down there he walked
out the back exit of the first level and circled around.Checking his watch, he realized the extra
maneuvering cost him too much time. “Shit.” He trotted toward the beach and searched the
surfers for the distinctive blond hair and killer body of Shana George, and tried to keep his heart
from seizing up while his chest tightened in bald fear.The surfer jumping from her knees to a
stand as she caught a wave was not Shana. Where the hell was she? Dane searched the water
past the surfing area to the far side of the beach and spotted a jet ski fully loaded. Needing
binoculars to be sure, he looked around for Chauncey and caught him running for the watercraft
area at a full sprint.“Double shit.” Dane took off after him without a second thought, weaving
through the crowd along the water and trying to be inconspicuous in spite of his haste. The
announcer called out the next heat and proclaimed Shana George in the lead thus far. Ironically,
without him rigging the judging. Glancing over his shoulder up to the judge’s perch he left
behind, he saw a man looking suspiciously like one of Ned’s thugs sitting there in his
place.Chapter 23Shana landed near the beach as far as she could on the extreme edge, but not
far enough. And her landing had not gone well as a wave crashed and dumped her from her
board into the surf.Scrambling to get herself upright and standing, she found herself still in thigh-
deep water and grabbed hold of her board, straining against her trembling and heart-pounding
urgency. Finding herself turned around she stumbled and spun until she oriented herself to the
beach and then searched the horizon for the important landmarks. First she searched for Dane,
looking for the high tent and judge’s chair towering above the rest along the beach. The chair
was empty. That startled her and she spun her gaze along the beach to search further and
remembered she needed to move, but to where? Chauncey. Looking back to the surfers’
marshalling area, she couldn’t make out anyone for sure with the spectators, the surfers and the
many water photographers all populating her picture.She pushed forward blindly toward the
shore, still studying the crowd, now looking for Ned or Roger or any of the thugs she’d seen
working with them, and as the water became shallower she moved faster and steadier and her
heartbeat became more purposefully urgent than panicked.Before she saw them, she heard the
watercraft heading her way and spun back around to see it practically on top of her. With the
water just below her knees, she lunged forward to escape their grasp. A hand clamped on her
free arm and, before she could drop her board and defend herself with her other arm, two men



had her in their grip from behind. She called out, but before she even heard herself or anything
other than the announcer over the loudspeaker calling out the next heat and her name as the
leader, she felt a sharp pinch. Then saw the beach, the waves and the two blurry men spinning
around until there was nothing.* * *Once Dane got close enough, he saw Chauncey jump on an
overgrown jet ski with the word “Official” painted on the side. Dane called out to him and he
turned, gunned the engine and jetted back toward Dane, parallel to where he was on the shore.
Dane dove into the surf, close to where the surfers were offloading, and heard some alarm in the
tone of the announcer. Dane felt the alarm down to his bones, as he pumped toward the
watercraft, aware of the ticking seconds as they fell behind Shana. He didn’t understand how
they nabbed her so easily and without notice—without even his notice. In the blink of an eye he’d
lost sight of her.“Jump on—I saw them head west in the direction of the marina,” Chauncey
shouted over the engine as he reached out an arm and helped haul Dane from the water.“I’ll
radio Cap and alert them. With any luck, we’ll get to Shana before they get to the Tavares yacht.”
Dane forced his hand into his wet zip pocket and took out his radio, praying that it truly was
waterproof as advertised.“Hold on,” Chauncey shouted. Then he gunned the engine and they
took off as Dane got the communication device to blip to life. Now if he could only hear himself
think over the din of the engine and splashing surf.He took a bracing breath of salty air, looked
skyward as if he’d find help there and told himself he would get to her. He would get Shana away
from those animals before they touched a hair on her head.“Weapons?” Dane mouthed and
pointed like he was shooting a gun. Chauncey nodded and made a quick gesture toward his
camera bag.Feeling more in control with a gun in his hand and finally catching sight of the
watercraft with the two thugs and Shana, he turned his attention back to the communication
device and pressed the button that would summon a response from Captain Lynch. Praying that
the man would answer immediately, Dane held it to his ear, cupping a hand over it to block the
engine noise.“Cap. Status. You in place?”“In place and out of sight as best we can in the marina
parking lot. Where the hell are you?”“Approaching by watercraft—we have a complication.”“What
is it? What’s happened—”“They have Shana. Call the Coast Guard to meet us at the Vineyard
Haven dock. I’ll get to you as soon as I can after that. Out.” Dane shut the device down and
shoved it in one of his leg pockets, refocusing his attention on the men who held Shana ahead.
They must have drugged her because as they got closer, he realized she lay inert, held by Roger
while the other man drove the boat. Then he realized the other man wasn’t Ned. Lucky for them,
Roger’s pal was far from an expert on the oversized jet ski watercraft and hit the waves wrong
often enough to slow him down.Chauncey turned to him and shouted, “Looks like they’re headed
for that marina—the first one we’ve seen.”“Right in my backyard,” Dane said. He was pleased
and hoped the Coast Guard would have a chance to catch up with them because, if Roger and
his pal had muscle waiting for them—or if Ned was waiting for them—then they’d need help. Or
at least more firepower.Speaking of firepower, the driver chose that moment, as they closed to
within thirty yards, to turn and raise an impressive semiautomatic weapon in their direction. Dane
didn’t waste a second contemplating his options or the likelihood of hitting his target. He



steadied his arm on Chauncey’s shoulder and fired a shot into the craft’s engine and then
another. It threw the craft off balance and Dane held his breath hoping that Shana didn’t drown
as the thing listed and spun around out of control.Chauncey closed the gap before Roger and
his pal could wrestle the craft back on course. Roger had released Shana from his grip and
Dane saw her move, struggling to an upright position and hanging onto the unsteady craft.When
Chauncey slowed and the engine quieted, Dane heard the unmistakable rumble of a large
speedboat and turned to see the boat closing in with a squat man standing at the wheel. Ned. In
a goddamn gigantic boat bearing down on them with roaring outboard engines. Luckily the boat
was larger than it was fast. Unluckily Ned flailed a big-ass weapon in one hand.Chapter 24“Son
of a—” Dane was interrupted by a gun blast and bullet splashing into the water nearby—but not
from Ned. Roger was shooting at them now.Chauncey spun the agile craft around and aimed
straight at Roger with his own gun. Dane turned toward Ned and knew he wouldn’t get anywhere
with his Glock against whatever monstrosity Ned was carrying. They didn’t have much time, but
they were on top of their target now. He needed to get Shana away before Ned caught up with
them.“Shoot at their guns and their engine. Keep them distracted. I’m jumping in to get Shana,”
Dane said as Chauncey shot a couple of rounds into their target’s boat in a direct hit and ducked
away from return fire behind the small dash and steering handles.Dane pushed off from the side
and dove deep to avoid getting hit, aiming to swim around their blind side underwater and
hoping his breath would hold out. The water was colder out here and it braced him, slowing his
heartbeat and clearing his mind of everything but his target: Shana.Once Dane surfaced he saw
that Roger’s watercraft had caught fire. The fire was small, but Roger’s pal, the driver, panicked
and lost control as the craft swung erratically around toward the pier in slow motion. Dane swam
hard and caught the slowing craft from behind. He watched Roger grab for Shana, holding her
by the hair and around the neck. Shana struggled against him, which gave Dane a chance to
climb aboard and surprise Roger and his driver pal.Dane shot the gun from the driver’s hand,
wounding him in the process if the scream was any indication. The small flames from the engine
lapped around the sides of the craft and Dane knew he and Shana needed to jump soon. His
blood stormed to drive his pulse to a deafening roar in his temples. Roger held onto Shana,
backing her into the controls and his pal, exactly where Dane wanted her. He gave her a long
look as she clawed at the arm around her neck and she stared back, no panic in her eyes,
nothing but seething volcanic anger. He nodded his head the smallest fraction as they watched
each other. She made her move, lunging forward to a bent position, ducking her head and
pulling Roger forward with her so that Dane had a clean shot. But Dane didn’t shoot him. He
thrust forward and knocked Roger across the temple with the substantial weight of his Glock,
powered by the substantial force of his anger.Then he grabbed Shana by the arm and pulled her
overboard into the water with him.Chauncey pulled their craft around to pick them up. Dane held
onto Shana in the water. She turned her head and held on, relaxing against him. When their
watercraft was within arm’s reach, he helped Shana climb on by pushing her from behind, letting
his fingers dig into the flesh of her thighs and feeling the sensual pull in spite of everything. He



followed her on board as Chauncey looked over his shoulder at the horizon. The buzzing of
Ned’s loud boat hit Dane as he got on board and sat astride the back passenger seat. Shit. Ned
was closing in and getting close to shooting range.Dane pulled his communication device from
his pocket, hoping it still worked after all the salt water, and buzzed it to life, looking for the
frequency for the Coast Guard. “Mayday. Where the hell are you? We have an emergency. Two
men captive and a third in assault mode. Could really use your help about now.”He got a
response after an excruciating beat of static. “Thirty seconds out. I can see the boat headed for
Vineyard Haven harbor. On it. Out.”He kept his eye on Ned and said, “Chaunce, I hope this thing
still has enough gas to get us some space and buy time. Gun it for Oak Bluffs—west.” Dane
pointed and Chauncey swung it around, causing Ned to change his angle slightly, but not
gaining on them much.“What about those guys?” Shana pointed at Roger and his pal lying prone
on the disabled craft while a few flames still sparked and the water lapped against them.“We’ll
have to trust the Coast Guard to round them up after they chase Ned off.”As he spoke, Dane saw
Ned look over his shoulder and knew he’d seen the Coast Guard, but then he turned back and
lifted his ridiculous gun and took aim at them.“Jump—ditch this thing,” Dane said, but didn’t wait
and grabbed Shana by the arm, pulling her with him back into the water on the far side of the
craft. Chauncey didn’t react quick enough and Ned got off three shots by the time Dane pulled
himself back up to get his friend. Ned’s boat was turning and they heard the shouting from the
Coast Guard bullhorn and their boat in pursuit. And gunshots.Chauncey wasn’t moving. Shana
pulled herself up behind him and hissed a swear in his ear and they both saw the blood
splattered on the windshield of the craft.Dane pulled Chauncey from his hunched position down
low against the controls to find him conscious.“Grazed. Right arm. I figured I should stay down.”
Chauncey grimaced as Dane checked the wound. It looked shallow, but he knew it must hurt like
a son of a bitch. Reaching into one of his leg pockets, Dane pulled out a square hanky-like cloth
and pushed it onto the wound. Chauncey held it in place with his opposite arm.“The cloth is wet
and salty, but it’ll have to do,” Dane said, realizing it would sting like hell.“Guess I’m getting slow
in my old age. I was a beat too long in my reaction time.” Chauncey clenched his teeth. Shana
crowded over Dane’s shoulder to check on his emergency medical work.Dane looked up to see
where Ned was heading and jumped up to his feet to take the controls while Chauncey backed
out of the way. Ned was heading to Oak Bluffs, and that was where they needed to be, but the
Coast Guard would blow everything if they went barreling in. They’d lose Susan Whittier.Dane
gunned the engine and radioed the Coast Guard to go after the small watercraft with the two
prone thugs. “We’ll give chase to the outboard speedboat.”“You sure? Looked like he had a
substantial weapon—”“We’re sure. We’re armed.” Dane hoped to hell he had enough bullets left.
Shana read his mind and grabbed Chauncey’s camera bag and pulled out another clip.“We’ll get
him. Out.” Dane shut the communicator off. He thought fleetingly of calling Cap but needed to
concentrate on keeping Ned from getting to the Tavares yacht where everyone waited. Where
they had the setup to find and free Susan Whittier and nab the bastards who took her—and who
knew how many other women they’d kidnapped and sold.By this time, Ned had all his attention



on the Coast Guard boat and tried to take off. His weapon was nowhere in sight. Dane figured it
was a good time to give chase in earnest.“Hang on,” he shouted over his shoulder to Shana and
Chauncey. Shana positioned herself to hang onto the boat and Chauncey to keep him secure.
Dane tried to ignore the spike of something he felt as he turned back. He swore he’d show his
appreciation later. When this was all over with. But right now, he had his sights on Ned and his
speedboat and he was closing in. It would be close, but they should be able to catch him before
they got within sight of the Oak Bluffs Marina where the Tavares yacht waited for them.Ned
turned to shoot and Dane made an evasive maneuver with his agile little craft. He decided he
liked it as he stood and prepared to fire back once he drew within another twenty yards. He’d
have to continue to maneuver and try and make a shot with the craft all over the water. He turned
to Shana, who still held on tight to Chauncey.“Shana, I need you to take over the controls. I need
to get a shot off.”She managed to climb over and stand with Dane and took the steering handles
and the throttle. She seemed familiar with the craft. She probably lived on the water back in
Sydney.Ned turned to fire at them again. They ducked as low as they could behind the meager
windshield, but Shana hung onto the control and kept them swerving back and forth along Ned’s
wake. His shots all missed and he threw his gun aside and slowed his boat.“What the hell is he
doing?” Shana sounded alarmed.“Don’t worry—he probably thinks he’s going to swamp us, but
he’s actually giving me a chance to take a clean shot.” As Dane spoke, he balanced his arm
along the shield and took aim while Shana slowed and held the craft steady. Ned turned and
saw the gun aimed at him, but it was too late for him to take cover.Dane pulled the trigger, then
took aim again. Within twenty seconds he emptied his clip and Ned had either fallen or taken
cover.His boat turned in a slow endless arc with no one at the wheel. Dane signaled for Shana to
cut the engine so they could approach with caution.“I think you hit him,” she said, excitement in
her voice.“Damn. I think you’re right. I hate to say it, but I hope he’s still alive and conscious. I
have some questions for him about where Susan is being kept on the boat and how many
guards she has and what kind of firepower they have.”They were twenty yards away and Dane
was prepared to jump into the water again when he saw Ned struggling to a stand with his
gun.“Shit—get us out of here,” Dane shouted and swung his body around to shield Shana.Off
balance, Ned got off a burst of gunfire, most of it hitting the water, but not all. Shana gunned the
engines at the same time a shot hit the engine and gas tank. A fire immediately sparked to life
and Dane pulled Shana away and into the water.“Chauncey—hit the water,” Dane shouted, but
he was already overboard.Dane turned to see Ned struggling back to the wheel.“We have to
take him out,” Shana said. Ned swung his boat back around and Dane grabbed Chauncey to
take cover behind their burning craft. Shana wrestled with the camera case to find another
weapon, but Ned came up on them fast.With one arm holding the gun on them and the other
reaching over the boat, he tried grabbing Shana from the water. She kicked and fought him, and
that gave Dane the chance he needed to make a move.He swam under the burning boat and
when he got to the other side he used his legs to push off and surge up out of water exactly
where Ned leaned over his boat with Shana at gunpoint. Using the surprise, Dane moved with



lightning speed to wield his gun at Ned, hitting him on head with a decisive crack.“Get in—I’ll get
Chauncey.” Dane yelled to Shana, then took another breath, realizing his lungs were heaving. He
swam back under the watercraft to save time. Chauncey had been hanging onto their burning
boat, but he’d lost blood and wouldn’t last.That was Dane’s thought as he swam down searching
through the dark water for Chauncey’s legs. Then a mind-splitting explosion hit him, forcing him
deep down in a tumble until he became totally disoriented. His ears rang and his lungs burned
as he tried to figure out which way was up in the dark deep water.Chapter 25The watercraft
exploded. Right there in front of her at the exact moment after she watched Dane dive under the
water—under the burning craft—to get Chauncey. Her heart stopped for a beat on a great inhale
of air and water as the impact hit her, knocking her from where she hung on the side of Ned’s
boat. But she felt the impact more in her soul than anywhere. Aside from the noise and the flying
debris that went mostly straight up and away from her, there was nothing but the shock of Dane
disappearing.Spitting water, she screamed his name and, looking past the debris field, she
moved to swim after him, and spotted Chauncey bobbing through the haze of smoke.“Chauncey,
are you all right—where’s Dane?” She caught up to Chauncey, latched hold of his good arm, and
started towing him the ten feet back to Ned’s boat while searching frantically with her eyes for a
sign of Dane.“He’s under… I saw him. Get him…”Shana got Chauncey to the boat. He hung with
one arm onto the back where it slung lowest in the water near the silent engine. She said nothing
and turned back to the small, pitiful debris field, heart pounding in her chest, pulse pounding at
her temples. She pumped her arms, forcing them to take her back.Before she took two strokes,
Dane’s head popped through the surface of the water like a dolphin doing tricks and he gulped
in air, spinning around until he saw her.“Goddamn you, Dane—what happened? Are you all
right?” She hurled herself forward through the water, not caring if she landed on him and
drowned him, half thinking he deserved to be drowned. He moved toward her without a word,
but when he caught up with her he held her off, stopping her from hugging him, knowing she
wanted to more than anything.“Get back to the boat. We have no time.”As if making a great
effort, he heaved himself forward to where Chauncey clung to the engine. Shana almost let
herself cry at that moment. Dane Blaise deserved his Demon nickname. He was no damn good.
She thought of the million and one things she wanted to say to him—to tell him he was a poor
excuse for a human being, an unfeeling shell of a man not fit for anyone to call friend or partner,
let alone lover. She wanted to ask him what happened—why he’d been underwater so long—
was it some sick joke? Had he been knocked on the head or caught up on debris or propelled
deep into the water from the blast? She reached Chauncey and helped Dane wrangle him on
board Ned’s boat, then climbed in after Dane.He held out his hand for her and she ignored it. If
she took it she’d have torn his arm off and thrown it and him back in the ocean. The hurricane of
emotion inside her coiled so that she could barely function. She could not speak. Not to
Dane.“Get a grip, girlie. I made it back to the surface—just got knocked deep by the blast. No big
deal. I’m fine. Are you?” He stood dripping and watching her.She supposed she might consider
his words conciliatory if they weren’t spoken with his usual caustic tone that gave the impression



of an unspoken “you stupid girl” into the silence. She tested her resolve, but she had nothing to
say to him. She would be fine. She looked away and back at Chauncey and knelt next to
him.Dane grabbed her arm. “Answer me,” he said, stopping short of adding girlie, she noted. He
held his eyes steady on hers, trying to will her to speak to him. She kept the vacuum in place
where the hurricane had been swirling through her. It would be better that way. They had work to
do. She tugged at her arm. He tugged back and didn’t let go. She looked at him with irritation and
he stared back.But what she saw almost ripped her heart. It wasn’t anger or concern she saw in
his eyes. It was desperation, clear and certain and scary. It was the last thing she expected and
the last thing she wanted from him.“I’m fine. Let’s go.” She stood and took a step. He turned.
Maybe she was beginning to understand this dance of his. But of all the times and places, this
was not the one to have an epiphany.Chauncey said, “I’m fine too, but what about him?” He
jutted his chin toward Ned.“We need to wake him.” Dane said. “Get some intel from him. But first
we secure him.”Dane found some rope under the hull and tied Ned’s arms behind his back. He
looked up at Shana as she watched him, trying to keep her mind blank but feeling warmth for
him seep in where it shouldn’t. He didn’t deserve it. Not really. Not mostly.“You still got that knife
on you, girlie?” He squinted up at her with his hand out. She pulled the knife from the
compartment where she’d forgotten it and ducked her head to hide her blush. It had been
packed away in a zippered spot tight and wet. She yanked it free with some effort and handed it
to him.“Rookie mistake,” he said and winked at her. He tied Ned’s ankles together with the length
of rope he cut off from the long coil.Lifting the prone man by the shoulders, he moved him to the
back of the boat, grabbed the anchor chain and looped the rope through, securing him to the
boat’s anchor.“Brilliant,” she said and meant it. She decided if they were going to intimidate the
tough guy they’d need some impact so she bent and hefted the anchor onto the man’s lap as he
sat on the floor leaning against the engine well.“Nice touch.” He turned to Chauncey, who was
sprawled next to Ned now. “You okay? Can you move to the front of the boat?”“As long as I’ll
have a view of the action.” Chauncey struggled to his feet, but he was unsteady, and she gripped
his good arm to help him up and into the front passenger seat. He looked pale and worry spiked
and settled to a pit in her stomach.“Let’s get this show going—we’re running short of time,”
Shana said. “The Tavares brothers aren’t going to wait around long—not for the likes of
Ned.”“Yes, ma’am,” Dane said. He’d found a bucket, leaned over the side of the boat, filled the
bucket with water and dumped it on Ned’s head.The man woke with a groan, opened his eyes,
and when he tried to move and found he couldn’t he squirmed to full alertness. Until he looked
up and saw Dane standing over him. It was a moment Shana would treasure, but she
suppressed the grin that wanted to spread across her face. This was the time to hang onto her
outrage. It wasn’t difficult to let the simmering anger rise to the surface. She only needed to look
at Chauncey’s white-as-a-sheet face and think of the young woman Ned and his men held and
what they had planned for her. Shana was ready.* * *“Time for you to talk,” Dane said to Ned,
looking happy. “I think I’ll let Shana torture the information out of you.” Dane stood from his
crouched position directly in front of Ned and moved aside for Shana. He enjoyed the look on



Ned’s face when he saw Shana’s expression. And the wrench she swung in one hand.“Where is
Susan Whittier?” She growled the words like the mother tiger protecting her cubs they never
wanted to encounter.Shana stepped in front of Ned and said, “Give me the knife.”Dane took the
knife from the pocket on his right thigh where he’d stowed it and slapped it into her outstretched
hand. She continued to watch Ned. Dane enjoyed this way too much and worked at keeping his
face grim. He didn’t want to spoil the mood she was creating.Ned sneered and tried moving
under the weight of the anchor. “Get this goddamn thing off me. You’ll—”“What? We’ll be sorry,
Ned?” Shana lunged forward with the knife pointed close to Ned’s face, stopping a hair from his
nose. Ned’s eyes widened and he jerked backwards.“Get this crazy bitch away from me.” A
thread of panic laced its way into his voice.Dane folded his arms across his chest and shook his
head.“I want to cut you, Ned. Real bad.” She moved the knife closer and he backed away until
his head hit the solid fiberglass of the well and went no further. She moved the tip of the knife
around the surface of his face, barely touching his skin, but forcing him to keep still. Very still.
Then she surprised Dane by poking the tip of the sharp blade into one nostril of Ned’s nose. And
she left it there. The panic in Ned’s eyes was unrestrained now.“Okay, Dane. Ask your questions,”
she said without taking her eyes off Ned. Her rock-steady hold of the knife stuck in his nostril,
blade up, was poised to rip the man’s nose to shreds if he breathed wrong.Dane took a breath,
impressed and swelling unnecessarily with pride in his girl. If she was his girl. Pushing that
thought aside, he glanced at Chauncey, who looked worse. The man wasn’t smiling and barely
had his eyes open. Not good.He looked back at Ned and said, “Where are they holding Susan
Whittier and how many men are on her?”“I don’t know.” Ned’s voice was tight.“Although that
answer was not unexpected, I am disappointed that you’re wasting our time—”“Want me to cut
him?” Shana spoke in a low voice. She stood like a statue, watching and waiting.“No!” Ned’s
eyes stared back at hers and widened. He darted his eyes to Dane and said, “She’s in a bunker
room. On the Tavares boat. In the bow under the deck. There’s a hatch and a stairwell that goes
to it.”“What about guards?”“How the hell do I know? That’s the Tavares brothers’ operation. They
run women all the time. They got a setup and plenty of muscle. They know what they’re doing.
You can’t go against—” He screamed. Shana nudged the knife and blood spurted
disproportionately out of the cut because it was the nose. Very strategic, Dane thought.“Enough,”
he said to Shana and put a hand on her knife arm. Her arm felt like a steel rod, but she relented
and withdrew the blade, stepping back.“I’ll radio Cap. We need to get there—”“No, we need to
get Chauncey some medical help first—and dump this piece of garbage before we go in. Cap
and his men can hold out another five minutes. I have a feeling the Tavares brothers are waiting
for Ned to deliver a special package.” He looked at Shana and she raised her brows. He knew
she realized that package was her. Ned had been assigned to deliver her and they were
waiting.Dane turned to Ned for confirmation and found Ned blood spattered and watching
Shana with nothing short of terror in his eyes.“That right,” he said to Ned.“No—no. Don’t listen to
him—”Shana turned away and went to Chauncey’s side and gently picked up his good wrist to
feel for his pulse. “Call the Coast Guard. You’re right about getting him medical help. Now.” She



was all business. It was admirable and scary. Because he knew what was underneath. He knew
all the complicated feelings she held at bay. They were the same ones he held in. And he’d be
damned if she wasn’t as good as he was at numbing herself to everything to get the job
done.Squelching the immediate tic of concern that this might be a very bad thing for her in the
long run, he knew it was the best thing for right now. If they were going to nab the Tavares
brothers, they’d need all their focus to be on the job at hand or there would be no long run.Dane
reached for his communicator and hoped the batteries and the waterproof container would hold
out. He called the Coast Guard to be waiting for them at the station in Vineyard Haven. Shana
started up the engine and they took off back in the direction they’d come from only a minute or
two away around the next bend of the beach. After he signed off and before he powered the
device down he got a call signal.“Cap—that you?”“Dane, damn you—where have you been?
We’ve been holding in place and on high alert praying to hell that these scums don’t decide to
take off any second, waiting for you.” The radio burped a wave of static when Cap finished.“Don’t
worry—they’re not going anywhere without their prize. We’ll be on our way after we drop
Chauncey with the Coast Guard for medical attention.”“He—”“He’ll be okay.” Dane should have
led with that. He really was an insensitive prick sometimes, but it was hard to be both hot and
cold emotionally in the space of a few minutes and right now he needed to be as cold as ice to
take care of the Tavares monsters. “Have you heard from Jean Luc?”“He’s in Oak Bluffs still
pretending to run the surfing competition and whining about it.”“Send him to the Coast Guard
Station to meet us. Pronto. Tell him we’re rescuing him from the press. He could be useful as a
diversion when we hit the Tavares yacht.”“Will do. Sometimes I forget why you’re the legend
—”“Out.” No need for that legend crap, especially with Shana listening.Shana piloted the
speedboat and they splashed in at the extra dock at the CGS Vineyard Haven. EMTs met them
on the dock and took Chauncey away on a stretcher. The Coast Guard response boat was there
and ready to go.“Take care, Chaunce. I’ll let your wife know you’re okay.” Dane tapped his good
shoulder twice. Chauncey’s eyes were closed, but he managed a tight smile and nod in
response.The Coast Guard captain, Tony Vendi said, “We’ll get him to the hospital and get the
others to lockup. Where are you headed?”“We’re headed to the marina in—”“You’ll need
backup,” the Captain Vendi said, not asking.“On my call. We’re going for surprise.”Vendi nodded
and touched his cap, then turned and followed the EMTs and the stretcher holding Chauncey
down the dock toward the parking lot where an ambulance waited.Jean Luc walked, unhurried,
along the same dock, passing Chauncey and the EMTs with only a glance at the stretcher. He
met Dane on the dock.“Let’s go,” was all Dane said to Jean Luc, who was still dressed in his
official competition garb—a white linen shirt with a large plastic official badge on the chest
pocket. He said nothing and preceded Dane onto the boat, stepped past Shana without
comment and took the passenger seat. A real gentleman.Dane got in the boat, unhitched it from
the dock, took the driver’s seat and gunned it out of there, ignoring the niceties of speed limits
and no-wake zones. Jean Luc would make a poor replacement for Chauncey, but they had no
choice. Dane hoped Shana was not fooled into trusting the con. She stood behind him, leaning



down over Dane’s shoulder and ducking below the windshield. Dane grabbed his trusty two-way
from his left thigh pocket as he maneuvered the boat away from the harbor and out into open
water, punching the throttle.“Cap, we’ll be at the yacht with Jean Luc in three minutes. Chauncey
and Shana are out.”“I’m in. I’m not afraid of Tavares.” Shana stood and came around to the space
beside him, crowding Jean Luc. Her arms were folded over her bright orange competition jersey
which clung to her bathing suit. She’d stripped the bloodied competition pinney away but she
looked grimmer than he’d ever seen. Which was something. He glared back at her.She
continued, “In fact, I insist. No matter how ridiculous it sounds—you’d better believe me when I
say you’ll have to shoot me to stop me.” Shana out-glared him. He turned away, knowing he had
no time to waste arguing.After a burst of static, Cap replied, “We just lost our window to get in
unannounced.” Then he paused and Dane heard a loud commotion in the background.“The
Tavares brothers just pulled up to the marina gate in a hurry with bodyguards in full force and
weapons drawn. I’m in hiding with three other men. We can’t go in guns blazing. We’ll wait until
you get here and give us the go. No sign of Whittier. There are at least three men inside.
Probably guarding her and the boat.”“Damn. It’ll be dicey, but I’ll try to take them by surprise from
a neighboring boat and come in quiet. We’ll see if we can set up a distraction.” Dane looked at
Jean Luc and figured he’d make the perfect distraction coming in the front door. Tavares’s men
might even do him a favor and shoot the con man for him. Jean Luc gave him an evil glare as if
he could read Dane’s mind. He probably could since Dane didn’t bother to hide his hostility.The
yacht’s engine was already fired up and men were outside unlatching it from the moorings on the
dock when Dane, Shana and Jean Luc glided in with the speedboat’s engine shut down,
approaching from a blind side behind the neighboring boat. Taking the Tavares crew by surprise
would be tricky.Dane gave Cap the go sign and he had his men moved up from the dock with
their guns drawn and an order of silence. Once his men took the two guards on the dock
alongside the boat, Cap radioed Dane. He had his men quietly remove the downed guards from
sight.“That leaves three more men at a minimum, Dane said into the two-way. “No telling how
many we have waiting for us down inside the bunker where they’re holding Susan Whittier.
Hopefully she’s their only hostage.” Dane heard Cap suck in a breath in response. It was a real
question after their brief conversation with Ned confirmed the nature of the Tavares brothers’
business.“I’m going in. Out.” Dane climbed from the neighboring boat and jumped, landing on
the deck of the Tavares yacht, pulling Jean Luc with him. The man was surprisingly agile—
almost graceful—and silent in his resignation. Dane shouldn’t have been surprised to see Shana
close behind Jean Luc, equally agile and a world more graceful, with her hair still dripping. She
crouched low behind Jean Luc. Damn. She was an extra. He didn’t need her and that meant she
was a liability. But there was no convincing her of that. She insisted on backing him up no matter
that he had Cap backing him up. It was too late to talk her out of it now. She’d abandoned their
boat and was on the yacht fully committed.Dane took the lead with his gun fully loaded, using up
the last of the ammunition from Chauncey’s camera bag. He’d chosen not to give Jean Luc a
weapon. He signaled for Jean Luc to go for the main cabin door and announce his presence



while Dane headed for the other end to look for the stairs leading down to the crew
compartments. Shana followed him. Ned said there were stairs near the captain’s pilothouse
toward the bow of the boat.Pausing at the edge of the main cabin where he had a sliver of a
view, he watched Jean Luc approach, then open the main door and disappear. He heard the
man announce himself. The shouting that followed told Dane that Jean Luc was not welcome,
and he chanced a look through the corner of a far window. He saw them take Jean Luc as if he
were a prisoner. “Shit,” Dane muttered. He hoped to God that Jean Luc held out and didn’t betray
their presence and their mission to rescue the girl.He looked at Shana. “Wait here. If I’m not back
in ten call Cap.” He handed her the two-way, took a long beat to watch her face and look into her
wild green eyes, not sure if it was for posterity or to try and read her soul. He saw her anger, her
confusion, her fear and then what he was looking for, what he counted on right now most of all,
her determination. He didn’t see anything sappy from her. His gut twisted, but he held her eyes
with his.She nodded. He turned and moved ahead. He needed only another few minutes, he
thought, as he raced on nimble feet toward the bow and the stairway below. Cap was waiting for
his signal that Whittier was safe before he’d barge in—unless the Tavares brothers got wise and
pulled away from the dock.He ducked behind a barrel and watched the hatch, which had a low
rail ringing it. He heard movement, felt the vibrations under his feet. The commotion Jean Luc
caused worked. The troops were rallying topside. Dane heard them rattling up the stairs and
watched the hatch fly open as one, then two men rumbled up and out and stood for a moment
with their radios in hand.That was Dane’s moment. He had them dead, but he aimed low and
downed the far man and then, as the second man swung around, he aimed and hit him in the
shoulder to knock him back. Dane counted on the noise being covered by the racket in the main
salon, but he couldn’t be sure, so he rushed forward to relieve them of their weapons, slugging
each of them on the head and dragging them behind a wooden storage bench along the outer
rail. No time to try and heave them inside the bench, but he pulled a tarp from inside and
covered them.He looked at his watch.“Shit.” He’d wasted a lot of time. He didn’t need Shana
calling Cap prematurely—or worse yet—coming after him herself. He launched himself toward
the metal stair rail and rattled down the winding steps below, leading with his gun. He hoped
there was only one guard left on the Whittier girl, two at the most. But he was prepared for
more.He was wrong about there being two guards.Chapter 26There were none. There was
nothing at the bottom of the stairs except a short metal hall with a locked metal door with a small
square window at eye level. And not a soul anywhere.Dane moved quietly forward to the door
and out of sight of the window. He put his ear to the metal door and listened but couldn’t hear a
thing. He rapped on it with his gun. No response. With caution, he ventured a look inside through
the window.What he saw clenched his gut into a sickened coil. Several filthy mattresses lay on
the metal floor, each with nearby metal rings attached to the wall and holding heavy iron chains.
All the mattresses were empty. Except one, at the far end of the long narrow cell, which held one
person.Backing away from the door, he first tried kicking it, but there was no give. He stood
aside and took aim with his pistol and fired it at the lock on the door handle. He made a hole, but



when he rattled the door, it didn’t budge. Looking inside the room again, he saw the person he
assumed to be Susan Whittier, although she looked more like an indistinguishable lump of
humanity with long ratty hair and one foot showing from under a worn blanket that might have
once been white. He hated to waste bullets, but he took aim again inside the hole he’d already
created to blow the locking mechanism out. He pulled the trigger and, with a very loud echoing
clank, the metal handle gave way and he pushed the door open.Rushing inside, his gut churned
as he smelled the foul odor and the state of the prone woman. Bending when he got to her, he
turned her and checked the pulse on her neck. She was alive, but likely drugged. He hefted her
over his shoulder, with one arm securing her in place and the other holding his gun, then moved
swiftly back the way he came until he got to the ladder. The quarters were tight and he heard
shouting and thuds from above. Carefully moving her up the ladder with him, he stopped just
before his head would pop out onto the deck and he listened.Jean Luc’s voice shouted
something in frantic French that Dane didn’t catch until he got to the word “Shana.” It felt like an
anvil dropped from his chest to his toes and in place of his heartbeat a menacing barrel drum.
Rage thundered through his veins where his blood used to be. He took the last step up with his
gun in front of him and aimed back from the bow at anyone waiting for him.The deck around the
stairs was empty. He scanned the area. Behind the nearest cabin wall he spotted a billow of
blond hair carried on the breeze from behind the cover of the corner. Shana.Dane wrestled
Susan up the final step, off his shoulder and out of the stairwell hatch. Looking directly at the
spot where he knew she stood, he said, “Shana” in a tight whisper. She veered out from behind
the corner and, crouching low, she came forward.“All clear? The guards?” she asked as she
shuffled over to where he laid Susan Whittier on the deck behind the rail and out of the
way.“Taken care of. But she needs medical attention and we need to call Cap to close in. We
need to get her off the boat before all hell breaks loose.”“Same way we came?”He shook his
head. “Into the water. You jump in and I’ll lower her to you. You can tow her toward the dock on
the far side of the boat here on the starboard side to keep her safe.”“What’ll you be doing?”“I’ll be
arresting some bad guys.” He looked at her, knowing what she was thinking. “Don’t even think
about it.”“How about if you take her to shore—”“I said don’t even think about it.” He used that
tone he had in reserve that threatened certain death if there was any resistance. He held his
breath hoping it would work with Shana. It could go either way, mostly depending on her mood
rather than any rational reason or that she might actually be intimidated by him. He realized he
gave up long ago on that notion. He still hadn’t decided how he felt about it.“I’ll be back,” she
said and climbed over the side to lower herself into the water with a light splash.As far as big
yachts went, this was substantial, but the drop from the deck rail to the water was only about six
feet at the point where he lowered Susan Whittier into the arms of Shana. Shana only went
under for a second under the weight of the woman and bounced back up, holding her charge in
a lifesaving grip around her chin. Dane watched her backstroke away around the end of the
neighboring boat for only a few seconds before renewed shouting got his attention. He heard
Ned’s name.As Dane moved along the side of the main cabin toward the salon entrance where



he’d last seen Jean Luc enter, he pulled out his two-way and called Cap.“Time to come in. I think
from the sounds of it they’re all in the main cabin. Whittier and Shana are off the boat. I’m outside
on the starboard side of the cabin. Jean Luc is inside.”“Got it. Coming in hot now.” Cap clicked off
and Dane shut the device down and shoved it back into the left leg pocket of his wet shorts. He
approached the window, stopping short, waiting for the onslaught and listened to one of the
Tavares brothers—the older one—asking Jean Luc about Ned. Dane didn’t hear the answer, but
heard the sickening smack of a pistol against flesh and bone.Then all hell broke loose.Captain
Lynch shouted from his bullhorn as he and his men charged into the main salon doors. Dane
moved forward with his gun leading, now feeling underpowered and vulnerable with his small
weapon and no flak vest for the raid like he saw on the others. Coming in the side door, he saw
Jean Luc on the floor and one of the Tavares brothers retreating behind the bar. Lynch and two
men moved inside with their weapons drawn.Tavares pulled out an automatic weapon—bigger
and better than the one he’d seen Ned wielding—and started firing. Cap went down and the
others took cover. Dane was out of the firing line and he took that advantage to lift his weapon
and aim it dead on Tavares’s temple. The Brazilian dropped to the floor.Then Lynch’s men took
over, prodding the others, including the younger Tavares brother, onto the floor. Dane ran past
them to Cap and got to him at the same time as Shana walked through the door behind two
more men, wielding her own gun.He caught her eyes as he knelt beside Cap and felt for his
pulse and examined the wound. The shot caught him near the collarbone at the edge of his vest
and it was bloody and bad. Dane frantically tried to stop the bleeding, telling himself it could be
worse and probably looked worse than it was. He shouted for help. Shana knelt beside him and
ripped off a piece of her orange jersey to pad the wound. The EMTs rushed in and took
over.Shana and Dane stood and looked at each other.They were the last two standing from their
team of four.Shana looked wet and bedraggled and was dressed all wrong for the scene in her
bathing suit and torn competition jersey and holding a gun. She just stared at him with those
green eyes full of trouble and promise. His heart kicked back up after it had finally slowed to
normal.Wanting to say something, but having no damn idea what should come first, he took her
free hand and held it. She squeezed his hand back.“Let’s get out of here.” He suddenly didn’t
want to be anywhere near the scum that was being arrested and led off by well-equipped and
well-armed state troopers. With Cap gone, carried away on the first stretcher, they no longer had
a connection to the scene and he felt like they were in the way. And the place smelled bad.
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